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I
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1.0 AIMS AND OBJECTMS
After studying this lesson, you vdll be able to:

o Explain the history of programming languages

o Create a Visual Basic.NET \(indows-based application

o Know how to manage the windows in the IDE
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1.1 INTRODUCTION
Visual Basic.Net is an advance.l /ersion of Visual Basic 6.0 with 7.0 as the version number, which is
seldom used. It looks cornpletely different from all its previous versions though ir has all the features of
previous versions too $ill maintaining the essence and beauty of its predecessors. The most visible
difference is that everything in Vi.,,: rl ,--i;,rc.Net is Net enabled.

In 1964 a language was invented for beginner programmers. This language was named BASIC
(Beginner's all purpose Symbolic Instruction Code). This language aimed at ease of learning. This led
to the foundation of Visual Basic.. Microsoft then developed Microsoft BASIC in 19l0s. Then came

Quick BASIC, which was the most popular version of BASIC on the PC. Microsoft then came out
with another successor of BASIC i.e. BASIC with Graphical User Interface named as Visual Basic 1.0 ,

which was DOS based. But, later on it moved to \,7indows. Vith time different fearures were added to
Visual Basic and so new versions came in the market..Each new feature was more powerful and with
more features than previous one making it more capable development tool. Viiual Basic 4.0 was
released with the capability to create components called COM. Version 5.0 came out with the
capability to create either compiled or interpreted versions of programs. Prior versions were
interpreted.

Visual Basic.NET is Microsoft's latest release of Visual Basic and has been redesigned from the ground
up to build.NET applications, including .NET assemblies, class inheritance, web applications, and web
services. Visual Basic.NET also includes CLR support for protocols such as XML, HTTP, and SOAP
for promoting of loosely coupled applications.

1.2 VISUAL BASIC.NET AS A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE
Programs are directions given to a computer accomplish a given task A Brief History of Programming
Languages is as follow:

1.2.1 Machine Language

This was early language. It was difficult to program and all the more difficult to debug or modify. This
language has following features:

. 0 (for on switch)

o 1 (for off switch)

. Tedious and prone to error

1.2.2 Assembly Language

Assembly was next generation language after machine language.Its features we?e:

. More advanced than machine languages

. Mnemonics (memory aids). Examples; MUL b1, ax

. Require an assembler

. Still difficult to program and modify
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1.2.3 High Level Languages

High level language brought respite to the programmers as ir was easy ro program, maintain and
modify. The features of type of language were:

. Require Inrerprerer or compiler

. Interpreter translates highJevel inro machine code lineb)^line while program is running

I o Compiler rranslares enrire program before program has runt'
. English like syntax

o Allow for object-oriented programming

. Programmer focuses on using objects to achieve rhe program's goal.

Visual Basic.Net is a strong, comfortable, easy to understand object oriented, event driven
programming language. Microsoft Visual Basic.Net comes with Visual Studio.Net. Visual Studio.Net is
available in an Academic Edition, a Professional Edition, an Enterprise Developer Edition and an
Enterprise Architect Edition. The standard Edition of VB.Net can also be purclased separately by
itself withour any other .Net language.

1.3 DEVELOPING APPLICATIONS IN VB.NET
Application is wider term than a program. An application is a group of programs for some specific
domain or task. Application development is complete process consisting of a tr.tmb"r of sreps, which
combine together to make what is called the project life cycle as shown in the following figure,

d@\Pbt
@ft=

1.3.1 Definition

{s vfv rightly said problem is half solved if properly defined. It's a very significant step in application
development as if the problem is stated with complete'clarity then only it can h".rre 

" 
prop., soirrtion.

1.3.2 Design

Designing an application is yet another important step in application development. Good time spent in
designing can save you of problem that might occur at later stage and most imponantly of debugging.
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Design phase consists of creating detailed design description like designing user interface, planning
properries of each object in the interface, technical definitions, functional definitions and final layouts.

1.3.3 Coding

Though half of the battle is won till now, yet coding is yet another milestone to be achieved properly.
\Triting code is nor an easy task. It consists of defining user interfaces, setting the properties of each

component of the interface and finally writing the basic code Coding is done at three levels:

. Class lazl- Class modules contain class and data.

. Eunt bandling-Event procedures or subprograms are written to capture specific events.

. Standardade modules- Global subprograms which can be included at any level.

1.3.4 Testing and Debugging

Once coding is complete, next process is testing to find out whether the code is working as desired or
not and if not debug and fix the bugs. There are different methods of testing which are adopted.

Testing is done a number of times not to miss any bugs. Generally testing should be done with "what

if" method. Once errors are identified, cause of error is investigated and corrected.

hotmentatiitn

Documenration is needed at each phase of development and even during implementation in the form
of manuals and online help. Other features like tool tips, "what is this?" helps can also be used.

Illustrated document can be in printable form or an electronic ReadMe text file or an HTML PDF

format file.

Frojert narne ond inbrnc$inn

Frqpertiea window

Wnciows form Sosrgner window

Figure 1.1: Solution and Proiect Created by Visual Studio.Net
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1.4 VISUAL BASIC.NET USED FOR \T/RITING \T/INDO\T/S
APPLICATIONS

Visual Basic.Net has a very strong user interface which makes it suitable ro wrire user-friendly
applications, that too in an easy and comfortable environmenr. Figure 1.2 below shows basic structure
of Visual Basic .net solution applications. As shown in the figure a solution consists of a number of
projects, which on the other hand consists of number of projects. Each projecr consists of a file.

Figure 1.2: Visual Basic.Net Proiect Vindow

1.4.1 Lets Start Programming: A Sample Project

Now let's get introduced to Visual Basic .NET. The purpose of this secrion is not to teach you Visual
Basic .NET, but to introduce you to it. You can create applications easily with Visual Studio .NET
and application templates.

Lets create our first sample project. The following steps guide you through creating a Visual Basic
.NET application:

1. Start Visual Studio .NET.

2. From the File menu, select New and then select Project.

3. In the New Project window, select the Visual Basic Projects folder.

4. Select the \Tindows Application project icon.

5. Before pressing OK, select the project name and location. Type the following values in the Name
and Location texr boxes (Figure 1.3):

ltle
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Figure 1.3: First Application Hello Vorld

(") In the Name text box, enter VB.NET Hello \7orld.

(b) In the Location text box, enter any location where you want to save the application.

Creating the VB.NET "Hello'World" sample.

6. Press OK. The Visual Basic .NET project, supporting files, and references are created.

Note that if you create a new project and use a directory with the proiect name after defining the
location, you will end up with a directory structure that seems to duplicate the project name within it.

1.4.2 Adding "Hello'S0'orld" Code

Now you'll add "Hello tVorld" to the text area of the control bar:

1. Right-click on the Forml.vb object in the Solution Explorer window and select View Code.

2. You will first need to expand the "'Windows Form Designer generated code" region. Under the

comment, "'Add any initialization after the InitializeComponentQ call" add the following code:

Me.text : "Hello rVorld"

Your screen should look like Figure 1.4.
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Figure 1.4: The Results of Adding the "Hello Vorld" Code

3. Building the Project

To check for errors, build the Visual Basic project by selecting Build from the menu bar and then
select Build again. \7hen you run the build, an output screen appears at the bottom of Visual
Studio. If there are no problems, you should see the output shown in Figure 1.5.
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Figure 1.5: Compilation

Running the "Hello'World" Application

To run your new windows application, select Debug from the menu bar and then select Run.

You will see the result shown in Figure 1.6.

4.
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5. Press OK

Congratulations! You have now created a .NET \(indows Application.

1.43 The Vindows Form Designer \flindow

\Tindows form object (form) is the foundation for the user interface.

M.S. Universitv - D.D.C.E.

Figure 1.6: Successful Execution of Hello Vorld
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It contains:

. Projects

r References

. Addresses of memory cells

. Namespace -' block of internal memory cells

Contains code that defines a group of related classes

o Source files - Contains program instructions - called code

Examples: Assembly information, Forms

Tbe Proputia Wlndaa:

The components of this window are:

o Object box (contains name of selected object)

o Properties list has 2 columns

o Left column displays properry names

o Right column displays Settings box

. Contains current value for each propeny

1.5 CREATING A SAMPLE CONSOLE APPLICATION IN VB.NET
Console applications are commandline based applications, which consider the console as input/output
medium and are executed in DOS version. Let's create a sample console application following the steps
mentioned below:

Step 1: Open Microsoft Visual Studio 2005

Step 2: Click on File option of main menu

Step 3: Select New option

Step 4: Click on Project oprion
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Step 5: Select Visual Basic from the dialog Box rn hich appears

Step 5: Select Console Application from the Templates pane

Step 7: Type the name of your applicarion as myConsoleApplicationl

Step 8: Click on OK button.

Visual Basic.NET 17
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Stq 9: Add the following code in the modulel.vb file which is included by default in the application.

Module Modulel-

Sub Main ( )

System.Console.Writelj-ne ("He11o world! " )

Console. Readline ( )

End Sub

End Module

Step 10: Run the application using F5 key and enjoy viewing the result. The Dynamic Help \Tindow
will open as show below:

1. \ilhat are the three levels of coding?

2. Define the components of properties window.

1.6 LET US SUM UP

Visual Basic.Net is a strong event driven object oriented programming language. Programming
languages have evolved from machine languages to highJevel program languages.

Forms are the user interface of an application. It contains controls such as Buttons and Labels. Have

code to perform specific tasks Code contained in Code Editor \findow.

1.7 KEY\T/ORDS

Visual Basic.Na: Visual Basic .NET is Microsoft's latest release of Visual Basic and has been redesigned

from the ground up to build .NET applications.

Ma&ine Langudge: This was early language based on zeros and ones.

Assunbly Language:Assembly was next generation language after machine language based on symbols.
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Higb Iaxl Innguages:Highlevel language is English-like language for the programmers.
Doanmentatioz: Descriptive information about the application.

1.8 QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSION
l. Explain rhe process of evolution of language: 

-

I 2. Draw a diagram to depict project life cycle and explain each phase.*
3. Explain the features of Visual Basic.Net.

Check Your Progress: Modal Answers

1. The three levels of coding are defined as below:

(a) Class leul: Class modules contain class and data-

(b) Eznn bandling Event procedures or subprograms are written ro caprure specific evenrs.

(c) Standardodc rnodales: Global subprograms which can be included at any level.

2. The componenrs of this window are:

(a) Objecr box (contains name of selected objec)
(b) Propenies list has 2 columns

(c) Left column displays properry names

(d) Right column displays Semings box

(e) Contains currenr value for each property.

1.9 SUGGESTED READINGS
Snnjeev Sharma, Visual Basic 5, Excel Books

A. Chakraboni et al., Microsofi.Net Framework,ptlt,2OO2

M. Reynolds et al., .Net Enterprise,rVrox/SpD, 2002

Vikas Gupta, . Net Programming, Dr eamtech publication

Mackenzie sharkey, Teacb yourself visual Basic.Net in 2I days,sAMs Techmedia

Bible, Bill Evjen, Jason Beres et aI., visual Basic.Net programming,'$7iley India
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2.0 ArMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you v/ill be able to:

. Understand arithmetic and assignment operarors

o \(/rite an if...then...else sratement

o \(/rite code that uses comparison operators and logical operarors

f o Explain a nested selection structure

. . Code an if/elseif/else selection srructure

. Include a case selection structure

. Include.therepetitionstructure

. \frite a for...next statement

. 'Write 
a do...loop sratement

2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this lesson, we will discuss the operators used in visual basic.net and how to program VB.Net code
that can make decision when it process input from the users, and conrrol the program flow in the
Process.

2.2 OPERATORS

Visual Basic.Net comes with many built-in operators that allow us to manipulate data. An operaror
performs a function on one or more operands. For example, we add tw.g variables with rhe " + "
addition operator and store the result in a third variable with the ": " assignment operator.

For Example, Lets suppose we have declared 3 variables myintl, myint2 and myint3 as inregers. I have
to add the values of myintl Q0) myint2 (a0). The sample code will be written as below:

myintl : 20

myint2 = 40

myint3 :'myintl- + myint2

The two variables above are called operands operated by two operators '+' and ": ".

2.2.1 Arithmetic Operators

Visual Basic .NET provides a basic set of operators to perform simple arithmetic.

. + Addition

. - Subtraction

. 'r Multiplication

. / Division

. \ Integer division

o Mod Remainder Division
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a ^ Exponentiation

. 6c String concarenation

Example code:

Option Strict On
Imports System
Module Modulel

Sub Main ( )

Dim myintvarl As Integer = 10
Dim myintvar2 As Integer : 3

Dim myinvar3 as integer
Myintvar3 : myi-ntvarl^myintvar2
Consol-e.Writeline ("result is ", myj.ntvar3)

End Sub

End Modul-e

Dizision Operators

There are more types of division than the one
division and remainder division.

denoted by the ",/" symbol. There is also integer

This is the most commonly used form of division and is denoted by the " /" operator.

Option Strict On

Imports System
Module Modulel

Sub Main ( )

Drm myintvarl As Integer : 10

Dirn myintvar2 As lnteger : 3

Dim myinvar3 as single
( we must use the Single cl-ass to have decimals )

Operation Result

10+3 T3

10-3 7

10*3 JU

L0/3 3.3

10\3 3

10 Mod 3 L

10^3 1000

'10'&'3' 103

Contd...
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Myintva13 : myint.varl / myintvar2
Consol-e.Writeline ("result is ", myintvar3)

End Sub
End Module

Integer Dizision: This divides two numbers, and gives the resuh withour the remainder if the quotient
is a decimal. Example:

Optj-on Strict On
Imports System
Module Modulel

Sub Main ( ).

Dim myintvarl As Inteqer : 10
Dim myintvar2 As Integer : 3

Dim myinvar3 as single
' ( we must use the Single cfass to have decimals)

Myintvar3 : myintvart / myinLvar2
Console.Wrltel,i-ne ("result is ", mylntvar3)

End Sub

End Modufe

Remainds Diz*ion: This divides two numbers, and gives the resuh's remainder if the quotienr is a

decimal. This is denoted by the operator "Mod." Example:

Option Strict On
Imports System
Module Modul-e1

Sub Main ( )

Din myintvarl As Integer : 10
Dim myintvar2 As Integer : 3

Dim myinvar3 as single
' ( we must use the Single class to have decimal-s)

Myintvar3 : myintvarl / myint.va12
Console.Writel,lne ("result. is ", myintvar3)

End Sub

End Module

2.2.2 Operator Precedence

The order in which operations are performed determines
'$7hat 

is the result? If addition is done first, the result is 14.

the result is 11. The hierarchy of operations or order of
highest to lowest is: '

the result. Consider the expression 3+4*2.
However, if the multiplication is dcne first,
precedence, in arithmetic expression from
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1,. Any operation inside parenrheses

2. Exponentiation

3. Multiplication and division

4. Integer division

5. Modulus

6 6. Addition and subtraction.
n 

In the previous example, multiplication is performed as the addition, yielding a resuk of 11. To change
the order of evaluation, use parentheses. The expression (3 +4)t'2 will yield 14 as a resuh. One ser of
parentheses perhaps be used inside another set. In that case the parentheses are said to be nested.

Multiple operations at the same level like multiplication and division or addition and subtraction are
performed left to right. For example 16+3-7 produce 12 as its result. First operation is performed is
16 + 3 which produces 79 and then l9-7 is performed which gives 12.

2.2.3 Comparison and Logical Operators

The Conditional Operators allow you to refine what you are testing for. Instead of saying "If X is
equal to Y", you can specify whether it's greater than, less than, and a whole lot more.

Table 8.4: Conditional and Logical Operators

Operator Meaning

This symbol means Is Greater Than

Example:
If mynumberl ) mynumber2 Then

Console.\Writeline(" mynumber 1 is greater")

End If

This symbol means Is Less Than

Example:

If mynumberl ( mynumber2Then

Console.-WriteLine("mynumberl is greater")

End If

This symbol means Is Greater Than or Equal To

Example:

If mynumberl ) : mynumber2 Then

Console.\ilriteline("mynumberl is greater or equal")

End If

This symbol means Is Less Than or Equal To

Example:
If mynumberl (: mynumber2Then

Console.lil/riteline("mynumber l is greater or equai")

End If

Contd...
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And You can combine the logical operarors with the word And.
Example:
If number > 5Andnumber < 15Then

MsgBox "Grearer than 5 And Less than 15"

End If

Or You can combine the logical operarors with rhe word Or.
Example:
If number ) 5 Or number < 15 Then

MsgBox "Grearer than 5 Or Less than 15',

End If

This symbols mean Is Not Equal to, ard are used

Exarnple:

If numberl ( ) number2 Then

MsgBox "numberl is not equal to number2"
End If

left operand and stores the

Modul-e Modufel

Sub Main ( )
Dim MYfNTVAR as Integer
MYINTVAR: O

MYINTVAR+: 1O
Console.Writeline("MyINTVAR+: 1O ylelds " e MyINTVAR)
MYINTVAR_: 5

2.2.4 Assignment Operator
Statement of the form variable : variable op€rator expression has assignmenr operator visual

}:lt:)llProvides several assignment operators for abbreviating assignmentitatements. For example,
tne statement

value:value+3

can be abbreviared with the addition assignmenr operaror (+:) as

value +: 3

The- +: operator adds the value of the right operand to rhe value of the
result in the left operand's variable. Any statemenr of the form
variable : variable operator expression

where operator is one of the binary operators *, -, ,r, ^, &, / or \, can be written in the form
variable operator: expression

]her5 is a huge list of combined assignmenr operaror symbols. All the symbols :, *: ,-:,,!:, /:,\: ' ^: and &: are oPerators, though they are not included in operator-precedence tables.

Console.Writeline("MYINTVAR-:S yields " A
MYfNTVAR*: 3
Console.Writeline ("MYINTVAR*:, 3 yields

MYINTVAR)

& MYTNTVAR)
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MYINTVAR/: 5

Console . Write],ine ( "MYINTVAR/:
MYINTVAR^: 2

Consofe.Writeline ( "MYINTVAR: 2

End Sub

End Modufe

5yj-elds"&MYINTVAR)

yields " & MYINTVAR)

2.3 CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS

2.3.llf - Then

Life is full of choices (isn't it so nice??). \7e look around and what do we observe? 
'We are constantly

making decisions every day. 'We leave home and if it is raining, we take our raincoati along. Our

mothei might say, go ro rh; market and buy 5 kg potatoes if potatoes cost less than 10 nrPees a kilo.

In programming terms, we can say this: 'if it is raining, 'then' put on the raincoat. Similarly, 'if' potatoes_

"r. 
< 

"n 
. fi/lJg, 'then' buy S kgs. The underlying concept is this: 'if' a condition is 'true' 'then' we will

rake some action. The same appioach can also be applied to programming. \7e can spec{y a condition to

VB. 'If' the condition given by "r it true, 'then' all of the ,i"t.*"tttt following the 'if' will be executed,

otherwise VB will jump over those statements. For example, the following lines of code

Code Listing if.l
IF textl.TEXT: "Shreyas" THEN

MSGBOX "Hel10" & "Shreyas"

END TF

will display a message box with the message "Hello Shreyas" printed on it, 'if' Textl contains the text

'shreya's'. if Textt Jo., ,ro, contain the text Shreyas, the message box will NOT be displayed. Take

another example. Suppose there are two integer variables, named int-a and int-b. Lnalyze the code

segment that follows

Code Listing if.2
IF i-nt_a > int_b THEN

Text2.TEXT = int a

END IF

The value of variable int_a will be printed inText2, only if the value of variable int-a is greater than

variable int-b. Otherwise, Text2will stay as it is.

Genqal SWm of lf-Tben

This brings us ro the general syntax of the If - Then statement, which is as follows:

If condition Then

,execute all of these statements i-f the condition is.true
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'if condi-tion is far-se none of these statements wir_f be executed

End If

2.3.2[f-Then-Else
In our discussion of if-then, we have so far considered only one oprion. That is,
if int_a > int_b, then print int_a

But what if we want.to-print int-b if int-a ) int-b' is not rrue? The simple if-then does not offer
1oth.e1 oPtion' i.e., it does-something if the condiJion is rrue, but does 

"Jrfri"g 
if the condition is

false' This extra oPtion is offered by if-ihen-else, a modification of the simple if-then we have just seen.To see this in adion, we will modify the code List if.1 as follows:
Code Listing if.3
IF textl.Text = "Shreyas" THEN

MSGBOX I'He1l-o,' & "Shreyas"
ELSE

MSGBOX "Hel_lo" & "Mr/Miss No Name* ,

END TF

In this code, VB will check for the conrents of Textl. If the text enrered in ,,Texr1' is ,,Shreyas,,, 
rhe

message box "Hello 
lhr-e1a;_' 

will be displayed. If the text enrered is not "Shr.y.r'; brrt ,rryqlrirrg else,
the message box "Hello MrlMiss No Namei will be displayed. Modifying th. coi. List if.2,
Code Listing if.4

IF int_a > int_b THEN

text1. TEXT : int a

ELSE

text1. TEXT = int b

END IF

This wlll display value of the variable int-a in Textl if the condition fint_a > int_b] is true.
otherwise, ir will display value of the variable int_b in Texrl.

C'eneral Syntax and'V{orking of lf-Tben-Etse

This code segment shown below will work this way, depending on whether the cqndition following'if is true or false:

. c'ondition is true: All of the srarements following 'then' will
the_keyword 'else'. Once 'else' is reached, Vg wiil 'jump over
and 'end if' and come out of the 'if - then - else' block. It will
execution after the 'end if' statement.

' C'ondition is false: None of the statements following 'then' will be executed. However, all of the
statements following 'else' will b" e*...rtef, until the time VB comes across th" k.y*oids ,end if,.

be executed, until VB comes across
' all of the statements between 'else'
then continue the normal program
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After 'end if is read, the 'if - then - else' block will terminate. VB will then continue the normal
execution of the program after the 'end if' statement.

The general syntax of if-then-else statement is as follows:

If condition Then

:.;.";." at-l- of these statements

'startirtg from "then"
tending at "else"
'if the condition is true -------> a

"a=. 
-- ------

:;.";." arr of these statements

'starting from "e1se"

'ending at "end if"
'if the condition is fal-se

End Tf ---------> b

2.3.3 Multiple (Nested) If - Then Statements

The code segmenr we have used in discussing if - then - else works fine if one of the numbers is greater

than the other one. But what if both the numbers are equal? Suppose we gave the value of

int_a : 10

and

int_b : 10

what will be the outpur of Code List if.4? The result will be ..... you guessed it right, 10! The Code List

if.4 checks for [int_a > int_b] , i.e. 10 ) 10. Since this condition is not true, i.e. false, the statements

following 'else' will be execuied, which print the value of int-b which, in the Present case, is 10. As is

obvious,"if...then..'.else is most effective when there are only two ways to go. In the Code Listingif .4,

the possible outcomes are -

int_a > int_b or int_a ( int-b or int-a : int-!

As we can clearly see now, a simple if..then..else will be ineffective in the case just mentioned above,

since, this sit.ration has three possible outcomes. \7e therefore need three blocks to effectively deal

with the three differenr outcomes. Hence, we need another block in addition to the 'then' and relse'

?
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block that 'if..then..else' offers. We can get this oprion by adding anorher if..then block 'inside, the
existing if..rhen..else block., like this.

Code Listing if.5
IF int_a > int_b THEN

textl. TEXT : 1nt_a \printed when a > b --- 1

ELSE

IF int_a < int_b THEN \--- 2

textl.TEXT : B \printed when a < b --- 3

ELSE

textl.TEXT : "both are equal,, r--- 4

END IF
END IF

Observe from Code Listing if.5 that for every if, a corresponding end if has to be used. The ,inner,
if..then is represented by block 'I', the 'ourer' if..th.n by 'o'. The tde runs as follows:

' This code will first-check for fint-a > int-b]. If the condition is rrue, rhe program goes to line
number '1', prints the value of int a' in Text1, and skips over all of the other lines. It then comes
out of the if-then blocks.

' If int a ) int b is false, the program goes to line')' and checks for [int_a < int_b]. If this
conditio'is tru", the program^goJr ro ilne'3' 

"nd 
print, th;-;;il.J'i'"r'U'in Text1. It then

comes out of the if-then blocks.

' However, if this condition [int-a < int-b] is also false, then it is obvious that both the numbers
are equal. Hence, the program switches to line number 4 and prints the message 'both are equal'
in Textl.

It is important to realize the fact that the inner block 'I' musr be completely inside rhe ourer block 'O'.
If this is nor done, we will ger wrong results.

C'enual Syntax of Multiple lf-Tben-Else

The general synrax for multiple if-then-else srarements is as follows:
IF 

::::]:'""1 
THEN

'execute a-Il- of these statements, ending at "e.l_se"

;;;;
IF condition2 THEN

rexecute al-l of these l-i_nes, ending at. "efse"
'if the condition2 is true

'
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rexecute all- of these statements

'ending at "end if"
'if the condit.lon2 is fal-se

END IF 'inner if-then-el-se bl-ock ends

END IF 'outer if-then-else block ends

As explained above, the inner block must be completely contained by the outer block. In well-designed
nested if-then blocks, if we draw lines showing the boundaries of the various blocks, it would look like
the left-side figure below:

Outer if block start

Middle if block start

lnner if block start

Outer if block start

Middle if block start

lnner if block start

lnner if block end

Middle if block end

Outer if block end

Inner if block end

Outer if block end

Middle if block end

As seen in the figure above, all of the block lines are complete and none of the block lines are

intersecting one anoth.r. However, in the figure on the righq the outer and middle block lines are

intersecting towards the bottom-right of the figure. In this situation, we get run-time errors that are

difficult to handle.

2.3.4lf - Then - Else if Statement

If - then performs fine, but as the levels of nesting increase, the numbe r of if keywords and the
associated end ifkeywords also increases. \fhile the increase in if..end z/keywords is not a problem for
the computer, it is a bit tough for us as programmers. We have to keep a close track of the number of
times we have used if so that we close with an equal number of. md z/statements. VB offers a useful
feature to overcome this problem. Instead of adopting this approach where we have three 'end - if
commands (since we have three 'if commands too), we can combine the two statements of block 'a'

and also of block 'b' into a single statement, like this

If conditionl Then

Elseif condition2 Then 'Else and If of b]ock "a" combined

Elseif condltion3 Then 'El-se and Ift of bfock "b" combined
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Else

End Tf

The advantages of this approach are obvious. It makes our code look more neat. \tr(/e can more easily
follow the flow of logic in the program. At the same time, we have the benefit of typing 'end..if' only
onc€, even though we have checked for multiple conditions in the code. This r"rr.. ii-. spenr o;
typing.

Having come this far, we will now modify our earlier Code Listing if.5 as follows, using the Elseif
keyword:

Code Listing if.6
IF int_a > 1nt_b THEN '- - - - f
textl-.TEXT : int_a 'printed when int_a > int_b
ELSEIF int_a < int_b THEN'- - - - II
textl.TEXT = int_b ,printed when int a < int b
ELSE

textl.TEXT = "BOTH ARE EQUAL,, rprinted when both numbers are equal
END IF

You can see in the code that we have used 'If' twice (on lines marked as I and II), but 'End If' has been
used only once.

Let us make another piece of code. \7e will accept the name of a colour in a textbox (Ixt_col) and then
click on a command button (Cmd-col) to changi the background colour of th. VB form as follows:
a If the user enters 'green', we change the colour to green.

. If the user enters 'red' we change the colour ro red.

. If there is any other value, we change the colour to blue.

Code Listing if.7
PRIVATE SUB cmd_co1_CT,ICK ( )

IF txt_col.TEXT = "green" THEN

foTm1.BACKCOLOR : VBGREEN

ELSEIF txt_col.TEXT : "red" THEN

forml-.BACKCOLOR : VBRED

ELSE

foTm1.BACKCOLOR : VBBLUE

END IF

END SUB
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2.3.5 Select..Case Statement

Apan from If..then statements, another programming constnrct performs the task of conditional
branching as good - maybe even better. This is the select..case statement. 'We'll now re-make the Code
listing if.3 using the same logic, but with select..case. 'We will write the code as follows:

Code Listing select.l

1. SELECT CASE textl.TEXT
2. CASE : "Shreyas" 'IF textl IS "Shreyas"
3. MSGBOX "Hello" & "Shreyas"
4. CASE ELSE rIF textl IS NOT "Shreyas"
5. MSGBOX "Hello MrlMiss No Name"

6. END SELECT

This code starts by reading the value of textl.Text, as per the line no.l. It then checks the value of
textL, matching it with "Shreyas", as per line no.2. The program will now take two different routes,
depending on whether fTextl : "Shreyas"] or not:

. If the value matches "Shreyas", line no.3 is executed, displaying a message box with the given
message. The program then skips over line nos. 4 and 5, and comes to line no. 6. This line
terminates the select..case block. Thus, line no. 3 acts as the then option of if..then..else.

. If the value does NOT match "Shreyas", line no.3 is skipped and program continues at line no. 4.

This line acts as the else of if..then..else. Line no. 5 tells what to do when the else part - case else -

is to be executed.

Select..case, thus, offers a choice of multiple branching, depending on which condition happens to be

true. The condition is checked whenever the 'Case : ..! statement is encountered. If the condition is

found to be true, the program executes all of the $atements following the current 'Case : ..' upto the
next 'Case' statement.

Genual Syttax of Seleo-C-ase

A general syntax for the Select - Case statement, thus, is as follows:

Select Case variable name/control name

Case : vafuel 'check for conditionl

execute these statements

if conditlonl ls true

Case : value2 'check for condition2

:::. execute these statements

1f condition2 is true s
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Case : value3 'check for condition3
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execute these statements
i-f condition3 is true

Case El-se
t
t ....

execute these statements when

all other conditions are fal-se

End Sefect

\fle will'now use Select..Case to modify our Code Listing if..7 wehave made earlier.

Code Listing select.2

1. SELECT GASE varl ' read the val-ue of the variable varl
2. CASE : "green" ' if varl 1s green
3. foTm1.BACKCOLOR : VBGREEN

4. MSGBOX "Green Col-our"
5. CASE : "red" ' if varl is red
6. foTm1.BACKCOLOR : VBRED

1 . MSGBOX "Red Col_our"

8. CASE ELSE ' j_f varl is nelther g.reen nor red
9. forml-.BACKCOLOR : VBBLUE

10. MSGBOX "DEFAULT COLOUR Blue,,
11. END SELECT

This code selec$ the value of a variable'varl'at line 1 [Select Case varl] and then checks it at the
following line numbers:

. line 2 fCase : "green"J

. line 5 fCase : "red"] and

o line 8 [Case Else]

The program then executes one of the three parhs depending on the value of varl:

' 'Var7'is "green": This value becomes true at line no.2 resulting in execution of line nos.3 and 4
only, i.e. all lines between lCase : "green"] and fCase : "red"]]The form's backcolor changes to
green. An appropriate message box is also displayed. The program then skips over all lines from
line no. 5 up to line no. 10. Line no. 11 ends the select..case block.

' Varf is "red": This value becomes true at lineuno.5 resuiting in execution of line nos.5 and1
only, i'e., all lines between lCase = "red"] ,nd icrr. Else]. The form's backcolor .t *g., ,o ,.a.
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An appropriate message box is also displayed. The program then skips over all lines from line no.

8 up to line no. 10. Line no. 11 ends the Select..Case block

'Vdrf is NOT " red" or " green" : This value becomes tnre at line no. 8 resulting in execution of
line nos. 9 and 10 only, i.e., all the lines between [Case Else] and [End Select]. The form's

backcolor changes to blue. An appropriate message box is also displayed. The program then

encounters Line no. 11, which ends the Select..Case block.

2.3.6 Nested Select-case

Similar ro rhe concept of nesting we have seen in if..then..else, Select..Case can also be nested. An

example will make this clear to .tr. Sr;ppose we have a program which accepts a student's categofy and

status-. The program checks the category and then mentions the government grant for the students

based on the following criteria:

. General Category - No grant

o OBC category - Rs. 1,500

. SC/ST category - Rs. 2,500 if status : 'bPl'

. SC/ST category - Rs. 2,000 if status : 'ric'

Code Listing select.3

1. SELECT CASE txt categ.TEXT

2. CASE IS = "GEN"

3. MSGBOX "Sorry, no grant for you." 'if the code is gen

4. CASE IS : r'OBCn

5. MSGBOX "Your government grant is Rs. 1500. " 'if the code is obc

6. CASE IS - trscrr, "STt' tif case is either sc or st
1 . SELECT CASE txt_status. TEXT

8. CASE IS : "bpf"
9. MSGBOX,,Your grant is Rs. 2500." 'if the vafues are sc/stand bpl

10. CASE fS : "ric"
11. MSGBOX " Your grant is Rs. 2000."

].2. END SELECT

13. CASE ELSE

14. MSGBOX "Sorry., the category code is inval-id"

15. END SELECT

Here, the code runs as follows:

1. The line nos. from 7 ro L2mark the 'nested block'.

2. Line no. 1 selects the text in Txt-categ teff box.

3. Lineno.2checksif thetextis'gpn'. If true,lineno.3isexecuted,andtheremaininglines areall

skipped.

'if the values are sc/st and ric
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4. Line no. 4 checks if the text is 'obc'. If tnre, line no. 5 is executed, and the remaining lines are all
skipped.

5. The line no.6 checks if the text is'sc'or'st'.If true, the'nested'select-Case block is started.

(") Line no. 7 selects the text in Txt sratus rexrbox.

(b) Line no. 8 checks if 'rexr' in Txt sratus is 'bpl'. If true, line no. 9 is executed. Remaining
lines of inner and ourer block are skipped.

O Line no. 10 checks if 'rexr' in Txt status is 'ric'. If true Iine no. 11 is executed, and the
remaining lines are all skipped.

(d) Line no. 12 terminates the inner select...case block.

6. Line no. 13 is reached if the user has entered a wrong category, i.e., the condition at line no. 2, 4,
and 6 is 'false'.

Case : 'po'

and press enter. VB will automatically converr this line to

Case Is : 'po'

This way, we will type less and avoid any possible spelling errors.

2.3.7 Select-case \fith Multiple Options (OR)

\7e will see another aspect of the 'select-Case' statemenr, if ure observe the line no. 6 above, i.e.

CASE IS : 'sc','st'

this line checks for two possible values of Txt-Categ, 'sc' or 'st'. This line is just like saying

IF txt_categ.TEXT : 'sc' or txt_categ.TExT : 'st' THEN

Thus, if we have to check for one out of two or more values, we just type (Case Is : ) and then put all
the values one after the other, separated by a comma. For 

"*r-pl., the'code list given:below checks for
city names given in a text box (Txt-city) and then prints the state to which th" Jty belongs.

Code List select.4

1. SELECT CASE txt city.TEXT
2. CASE IS : "BHOPAL,' r "ujjain", "gwalior"
3 . MSGBOX ''M. P . STATE ''

4. CASE IS : "MUMBAI" , "thane" , "nasik"
5. MSGBOX ''MAHARASHTRA STATE''

6. CASE IS : ''LUCKNOW'' , ''ALLAHABAD'' , ''MEERUT''
.7 . MSGBOX ''U. P. STATE''

8. CASE ELSE

9. MSGBOX "The state is NOT known"
10. END SELECT
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Here, the code runs as follows:

1. Line no. 1 selects the text in txt_city textbox.

2. Line no. 2 checks text of txt_city. If it is either 'bhopal' or 'ujjain' or 'gwalior', line no. 3 is
executed. The other lines are by-passed.

3. Line no. 4 checks the text of txt_city. If the value is 'mumbai' or 'thane' or 'nasik', line no. 5 is
executed, by-passing all other lines of code.

tr 4. Line no. 6 checks text of txt_city. If it is 'lucknow' or 'allahabad' or 'meerut', line no. 7 is
executed. Remaining code lines are by-passed.

5. Line no. 8 is reached only if the line nos. 2, 4, and 6 don't match the value of txt_city, and then
line no. 9 is executed.

6. Line no. 9 prints an error message for the user.

7. Line no. 10, of course, terminates the Select..Case block.

2.3.8 Select-case with Multiple Options (AND)
\i(e will now see another aspect of the 'Select-Case' statement. Consider the situation where we are

preparing a marksheet and we need to calculate the division. As is expected, the criteria will be:

. 80o/o upto 100o/o - honours

. 600lo upto 79.9o/o- lst division

. 45olo upto 59.9o/o - 2nd division

. 33% upto 44.9% - 3rd division

o any other value - fail

The code for the problem will be as follows:

Code List select.S

1. SELECT CASE CINT(txt_perc.TEXT) rconvert into nearest'integer value
2. CASE 80 to 100'if perc i-s between 80 and 100

3. MSGBOX ''HONOURS DIV]STON"

4. CASE 60 TO 79 'if perc is between 60 and 79

5. MSGBOX ''1ST DIVISION''

6. CASE 45 TO 59 'if perc is between 45 and 59
.7. 

MSGBOX ''2ND DTVISlON''

8. CASE 33 "lO 44 ' j-f perc is between 33 and 44

9. MSGBOX ''3RD DlVlSlON''

10. CASE ELSE tif perc is not in any range mentioned above

11. MSGBOX ''FAIL''
12. END SELECT f
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Here, the code runs as follows:

L Line no. 1 selects the text in txtjerc textbox and converts it to the nearest integer vahte (e.g.79.6
to 80,79.4 to79, andso on.).

2. Line no. 2 checks text of txtjerc. If between 80 and 1OO, line no. 3 is execured. The other lines
are by-passed.

f' 3. Line no. 4 checks text of txtjerc. If between 60 and 79,line no. 5 is execured, by-passing all other
* lines of code.

4. Line no. 6 checks text of txtjerc. If between 45 and 59, line no. 7 is executed. Remaining code
lines are by-passed.

5. Line no. 8 checks text of txtjerc. If between 33 and 44,line no. 9 is execured. Other lines are
by-passed.

6. Line no. 10 is reached if all other criteria of 'percentage' are not fulfilled

7. Line no. 11 prints a messagebox with the message 'Fail'.

8. Line no. !2terminates rhe Select..Case block.

This is a situation similar to the "and" in "if..then..else", i.e,

o If the percentage is between 80 and 100, then give the message "honours".

. If the percentage is between 60 and 79, then give the message " 1st division", and so on.

2.4 LOOPS (ITERATIVE STATEMENTS)

At times, we might need to execute a group of statements repeatedly. That is, we'want to execute them
over and over again. To consider some simple examples:

. Preparing the results of an exam: we start from the first student and continue with the same set of
rules upto the last student.

. Preparation of bills in a telephone company: we take the first custo'mer and continue with the
billing process upto the last customer in our list.

. Preparing a bill in a shop: we start processing the order from the first product to the last.

. On the popular TV game show KBC: questions are repeatedly asked till the time the participant
opts out or gives a wrong answer.

As is obvious, we are repeating a group of statements, applying similar conditions and rules at every
stage. This repeated execution of statements can be achieved through what we call as 'looping' or
'iterative' statements. \7e will now see all of these statements.

2.4.1 For-Next Loop

The general syntax of the For-Next Loop is as follows:

FOR i : initiaf val-ue TO final vafue'Iine 1

'A11 of these 'statements f

'wi-11- be repeated as long
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t as Lhe numeric value

'of the variab]e ' i' is
rbetween the initial value
I and the final- value

NEXT i 'l-ine 8

f where i.can be any integer variable. In For-Next terminology, 'i' is known as an index variable. The
c code stans by initializing the value of i, as given in the line [For i : initial value to final value]. All of

the statements upto line no. 8 (I.,Text i) are then executed.

At line number 8, two important things happen:

l. The value of i is incremented by 1.

2. "Next i" then checks if the value of i falls in the given range on line 1 (initial value and final value)

If the incremented value of i falls within the range, all the lines between 1 and 8 are executed once
again. Once again, the program comes to line 8. Once again the process happening at line number 8 is

repeated, as we have just discussed.

If the incremented value falls between the range, all of the lines between 1 and 8 are again executed.
This process continues till the time the value of i is between the initial and the final value. That is, the
lines between 1 and 8 are repeatedly executed. This is what we call as the 'loop'.

Once incremented value of i' does NOT fall in the given range, execution of lines between 1 and 8 is
stopped. Thus, the For-Next loop is terminated. The program will then start processing statements
written after "Next i" stateiment.

Let us say we want to print.a sequence of numbers from 1 to 3. Our progr4m will look like this:

Code Listing for.1

1. FOR i:1TO 3'define initia] and finaf val-ues

2. PRINT i
3. NEXT i 'check if loop is to be repeated

4. MSGBOX " For - Next loop has ended"

Here, the code nrns as follows:

1. Line no. 1 starts the loop, assigning initial of 1 for i and a final value of 3.

2. Line no. 2 prints the value of i on the screen, i.e., 1.

3. Line no. 3 "Next i" increments the value of i' by 1: 'i' becomes 2.

4. The line "Next i" checks if i'falls in the range L to 3 as specified in line no. 1. The current value
of i', i.e., 2, is between 1 and 3. Flence, line no. 2 is repeated.

5. Line no. 2 againprints the value of i' on the screen, i.e.,2.

6. Line no. 3 is reached again. "Next i" again increments 'i' by 1. So, 'i' now becomes 3. The current
value is then checked at line no.l. Since the current value of i is between 7 and3,line no. 2 is
repeated. q
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7. Line no. 2 again prinrs the value of i' on the screen, i.e., 3.

8. Line no. 3 is reached again. "Next i" again increments 'i' by 1. So, 'i' now becomes 4. The current
value of i'is 4, but 4 is NOT between t and3. Thus, line no.2 is not repeared. The For..Next
loop is terminated, and further printing of the value of i' is stopped. Now the program comes ro
line 4.

g. Line no. 4 gives a message box indicating that the loop has terminated. The program srops.

Take another example. This time we will print a name on the screen four times. The code segmenr is
as follows:

Code Listing for.2

1. FOR i : 1 TO 4 'define ini-tiaf and final values
2. PRINT "Mamta Puri"
3. NEXT i 'check 1f loop 1s to be repeated
4. MSGBOX "Name printing task is over"

Here, the code runs as follows:

1. Line no. 1 starts the for loop. It assigns an initial of 1 for the index variable i and a final value
of +.

2. Line no. 2 prints 'Mamta Puri' on rhe screen (lst time).

3. Line no. 3 "Next i" increments the value of i' by 1: 'i' becomes 2. The line "Nexr i"

4. Then checks if i' falls in the range I to 4 as given in line no. 1. The current value of i, i.e., 2, is
between 1 and hence, line no. 2 is repeated.

5. Line no. 2 againprints 'Mamra Puri' on rhe screen (2nd time).

6. Line no. 3 is reached again. "Next i" again increments 'i' by 1. So, 'i' now becomes 3. The current
value is then checked at line no.l. Since the current value of i' is between 1 and 4, line no. 2 is
repeated.

Line no. 2 agatnprints 'Mamta Puri' on the screen (3rd time).

Line no. 3 is reached again. "Next i" again increments 'i' by 1. So, 'i' now becomes 4. The currenr
value of i' is 4 and 4 is between t and 4. Thus, line no. 2 is repeated.

Line no. 2 again prints 'Mamra Puri' on the screen (4th time).

Line no. 3 is reached again. "Next i" again increments 'i' by 1. So, 'i' now becomes 5. The current
value of i' is 5, but 5 is NOT between I and 4. Thus, line no. 2 is not repeated. The loop is
terminated. The program shifts to line no. 4.

Line no. 4 gives a message box on the screen. The program then stops.

2.4.2 For-Next with Step

So far, we have always increased the value of the index variable by 1. But whaf if we want ro increase ir
by 2, or by 5? \fhat if we want to decrease it by 1, or by 5? This option is provided by the Step
keyword. The general syntax of For-Next now becdmes

7.

8.

9.

10.

tt.
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FOR i- = initial val_ue TO final_ value STEP j
teverytime the statement

'NEXT I i-s reached

'i wil-l- change by

'the val-ue.gi-ven in
, STEP j

NEXT i

wheie 'j' is an integer variable, either positive or negative. If we v/ant to decrease the value of " i " at

l"T, "i; l,'"T,:::iff:i'r*,:"1r", *",,.,"res the -,,,,,n,., of 2 upto the number 10, i.e., the
output should be 2,4,6,8,10.

Code Listing for.3

1' FoR i :2 To 10 srEp 2 t increase i by 2 at every iteration
2. PRINT i
3. NEXT i 'check if loop is to be repeated
4. MSGBOX "loop is over"

Here, the code runs as follows:

t. Line no. I gives 'i' the initial value of 2.

2. Line no. 2 prints '2' onthe screen.

3. Line no. 3 increases the value of i' by 2, because the value of.step is 2. This changes the value of i
to 4. Line no.3 then checks if the current value of i, i.e.,4 is between2 and 1O-. Since it is, the
program shifts to line no. 2 and prints the value of i.

4. As long as the value of i is between 2 and lO, the program will keep shifting to line no.2 from line
no. 3. Once 'i' comes out of the range (2 to 10) the for-next loop will rerminare.

5. Now line no. 4 will run, informing the user rhat the loop has terminated.

Thus, after giving the output as a sequence, i.e.,

246810
the loop terminares.

We can make the current code do the reverse thing - printing even numbers from 70 to 2, rn
descending order. The output expected, thus, becom., -10,8',6,4 ,z."Thecode is going to be as follows:

Code Listing for.4

1. FoR i : 10 To 2 srBp -2 ' decrease i by 2 at every iteration
'compare li-ne above with line no. 1 of Code Listing for.3

2. PRINT i
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3. NEXT i 'check if loop is to be repeated
4. MSGBOX "loop is over"

Here, the code runs as follows:

l. Line no. 1 gives 'i' the initial value of 10.

2. Line no. 2 prints '10' on the screen.

3. Line no. 3 decreases the value of i' by 2, because the value of Step is t-21. This changes the value of
'i' to 8. Line no. 3 then checks if the current value of i' [8] is Let*eer, 10 and 2.-Since it is, the
program shifts to line no. 2 and prints the value of i'.

As long as the value of i' is between 10 and 2, rhe program will keep shifting to line no.2

from line no. 3. Once'i'comes out of the range [10 to 2]the for-next loop will terminare. Then line
no. 4 will be executed.

If we compare Code Listing for.3 and Code Listingfor.4, we will norice that only line I has been
changed. Thus, after giving the output

108642
the loop terminates.

Here is another program, which accepts five names, one by one, and displays them on a message box.
The code is like this:

Code Listing for.s

1. DfM nam AS STRING

2. FOR i : 1 TO 5 'define inltial and final values
3. nam : INPUTBOX ("Please enter a name")

4. MSGBOX nam & "is a nice name indeed"
5. NEXT i 'check if loop is to be repeated
6. MSGBOX "loop is over"

Flere, the code runs as follows:

1. Line no. 1 declares a String type of variable 'nam' ar line 1.

2. Line no. 2 begins the for-next loop, initializing 'i' ro rhe value 1.

3. Line no. 3 accepts a name and stores it in the variable 'nam'.

4. Line no. 4 displays this name in a rnessage box alongwith a message that should please any user!

5. Line no. 5 increases 'i' by 1 and then checks if i' falls berween 1 and 5. Since the presenr value of
'i' does fall in the range, line nos. 3 and 4 are re-executed, again asking for a name and displaying it
in a message box.

As long as the value of i' stays between 1 and 5, the For..Next loop will continue ro accept a name and
display it in a message box. Once the value of i' goes beyond 5, the loop is ended 

"rri 
lir. no. 6 is

executed.
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2.4.4 Nested Loops

For..Next loops can be 'nested', with the same rules for nesting as for others: no crossing-6ver of the
inner and outer loops. Thus, the following loop is valid as it does not have any intersection of the
outer and inner For..Nefi loop.

FORi=1TO5
FORj:1TO5

'some processing
tdone here

NEXr j
NEXT i
\7hereas, the following loop is invalid, since two loops intersect:

FORi:1TO5
FORj:1TO5

t some processing
t done here

NEXT i
NEXT J

To minimize risk of wrong nesting, just type 'Next' instead of 'Next i', 'Next j', 
"t.. 

This way, VB will
follow a proper nesting by itself.

'some processing

'done here

NEXT

NEXT

By the way, can you guess how many times the inner 'j' loop will run? A total of 16 times! This is
because of the following reason:

1. 'i' is 7: \7hile 'i' stays at 7,' j' will change in value from 1 to 4. Thus, the 'j' loop will run a total of
4 times when [i:1]. The variable 'i' does not change in value at present because the 'i' loop's

fNext I] statement is not reached in this duration. (Ihe program keeps looping between 'For j-
Next j' statements.) Once 'j' becomes 5, the 'j' loop ends and the program comes to fNext I]
statement. Now, the value of i' becomes 2 and the control shifts back to the lFor j] statement.

2. 'i' is 2: The 'j' loop will again change in value from 1 to 4. Thus, the 'j' loop will run a total of 4
times while ti:2]. The variable 'i' does not change in value at present because the 'i' loop's fNext
I] statement is not reached in this duration. (Ihe program keeps looping between 'For j-Next j'
statements.) Once 'j' becomes 5, the 'j' loop ends and the program comes to fNext I] statemegt.

Now, the value of i' becomes 3 and the cgntrol shifts back to the [For j] statement.

FORi:1TO4
FORI:1TO4
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3. 'i'is 3: The 'j' loop will again change in value from 1to 4. The 'j' loop will run a toral of four
times while ti:3]. Once 'j' becomes 5, the 'j' loop ends and the program comes to fNext I]
statement. Now, the value of i' becomes 4 and the control shifts back to rhe [For j] sratement.

4. 'i'is 4: The 'j' loop will agatn change in value from 1 to 4. The 'j' loop will run a roral of four
times while ti:4]. Once 'j' becomes 5, the 'j' loop ends and the program comes to fNext I]
statement. Now, the value of i' becomes 5. Since the value of i' is no longer between the 'i' loop
condition [1 to 4], the ii' loop is terminated. The program comes out of the 'i' loop and stops after
[Next I].

As just explairied, for every single value of i, j changes value from ! to 4. Thus, the j loop runs '4' rimes
for every single run of the i loop. The i loop will change from 1 to 4 and then terminate. This means
that the i loop will run atotal of '4' times. Thus, the program will run a total of 4', 4 : 16 times.
(No. of iterations of i' loop o" No. of iterations of 'j' loop for each single value of i').

2.4.5 Do Loops

Apart'from the For-Next loop, VB provides the Do loop as another iterative mechanism. Needless to
say' the need of this loop is the same as that of the For-Next loop. This loop is, broadly speaking, of
two tyPes:

o Do-\7hi1e-Loop

o Do-Until-Loop

In both the types, we provide a condition after the keyword "DotWhile" or "Do-LJntil". The
rePetition of the loop depends on whether the condition is true or false at any given point of time.

2.4.6 Do-Vhile-Loop

In this loop, the loop lines are repeated as long as the given condition is true. Once the condition
becomes false, the loop is terminated and the program continues with the sratements that appear aker
the Do-\fhile loop.

The general syntax for the Do\flhile loop is

DO \7HILE some condition

'execute some

'statements repeatedly

'while the condition

'is true

LOOP

All of the statements written between 'Do-\7hile' and 'Loop' are repeatedly executed till the time the
condition mentioned after Do\7hile is true. That is, the 'Loop' sraremenr shifts the control back to
'Do-\(hile' and the condition is then checked. If the condition is true, rhe loop is re-execured. Once
the condition becomes false, the program stops the repeated loop execution and begins to execute the.
statements after'Loop'.
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4t T examPle, we will remake our Code Listing for.l using Do\(hile along with a command burton's
click event:

Code Listing do.l
I. J _ f

2. DO WHILE i < A'check if i is l-ess than 4

3. PRINT 1

4. i : i + 1

5. LObP 'check 1f loop is to be repeated
6. MSGBOX " Do - While loop over"

Here, the code runs as follows:

t. Line no. 1 assigns the initial value for the variable 'i'.

2. Line no. 2 will check the condition [i < 4]. If the condition is rrue, the program will execute all
lines upto line no. 5.

3. Line no. 3 will print the value of i' [1].

4. Line no. 4 increases the value of i' by 1: 'i' now becomes 2.

5. Line no. 5 shifts the control back to line 2, where the condition [i < a] will be checked again.
\7ith the current value of i' l2l, this condition is true. Thus, line no. 3 is execured, printing the
value of i' [2] on the screen. Line no. 4 againincreases value of i' by 1. So, 'i' is ,ro* j. Line no. 5
shifts the control back to line 1, where the condition [i < a] will be checked again. As long as rhe
value of i' is less than 4, the program will keep on printing and incremenringihe value of i' and
checking whether the loop should be continued or not.

Once'i'_becomes equal to 4, the loop is terminated. The program shifts to line no.6, displaying a
messaBe box on the screen and then stops.

Take another example. As done in Code Listing for.2, we will print a name on rhe screen four times.
This time we'll use Do-\7hile to get the same result, using a command button's Click event:

Code Listing do.2

1. i : 1

2. DO WHILE i < 5

3. PRINT "Taranya
a. f - J_ T _L

5. LOOP tcheck if Ioop is to be repeated

is overtt6. MSGBOX "Name printing
Here, the code runs as follows:

1. Line no. 1 assigns a value of 1 to the variable 'i'.

2. Line no. 2 compares the value of i' with 5. If it is less than 5, the remaining lines are exd:cuted.
Otherwise, the loop is not executed. fi

'check if i is less than 5

Gupta"
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3. Line no. 3 prints 'Taranya Gupta' on rhe screen.

4. Line no. 4 increases 'i' by 1.

5. Line 5 takes the control back to line 2 and here the condition ti < 5l is checked again. If it is true,
line nos 3 and 4 are repeatedly executed. Once the condition [i ( 5] becomes false, further
execution of the loop is stopped. The program now shifts to line no. 6. .

6. Line no. 6 displays a message box on rhe screen. The program srops.
'We'll now get the same results as from Code Listing for.3 seen earlier in the chapter. This time,
though, we'll be using Do\fhile. Again, use a command button's Click as the event for the code. The
code is as followst

Code Listing do.3

1. i : 2

2. DO WHILE i < 11

3. PRINT i
A:_r,^a. ! - I a z

5. LOOP 'check if loop is to be repeated
6. MSGBOX "do while ended"

Here, the code runs as follows:

t. Line no. 1 assigns the number 2 to the variable 'i'.

2. Line no. 2 checks if [i < 11]. If it is true, line 3 is executed. If it is not rrue, all the loop lines are
skipped over, and program control shifts to line no. 6.

3. Line no. 3 prints the value of i' on the screen.

4. Line no. 4 increases the value of.'1' by 2.

5. Line no. 5 takes the program back to line 2, where the condition [i < 11] is again checked. If the
condition is true, line nos. 3 and 4 are re.executed. This means that the program continues with
the repetition of the loop as long as the condition [i < 11] is true. Once the condition [i < 11]
becomes false, the loop is terminated, and control shifts to the line following line 5.

6. Line no. 6 displays a message box and the program ends.

Thus, after giving the output

the loop terminares.

Now we will generate the same output in reverse order, i.e., 10,8,5,4,2, with the following code:

Code Listing do.4

1. i : 10

2. DO WHILE i > 1 'check if i
3. PRINT i
4. i: i - 2

is greater than 1

'check if i is less than 11

10
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5. LOOP 'check if loop is to be repeated
6. MSGBOX "loop overrl

Here, the code runs as follows:

1. Line no. 1 assigns 10 to 'i'.

2. ' Line 2 checks the condition [i > 1]. Since i is initially 10, this condition is true. Thus, line nos. 3
and 4 are run. After line 4, 'i' decreases by 2, i.e.,'i' drops to 8.

3. Line no. 5 takes the control back to line 2 and again checks for the condition ti > 11. Since 'i' is
still greater than 1, lines 3 and 4 are again executed. This process of repetition continues while 'i'
is greater than 1. Once 'i' becomes O, the condition [i > 1] becomes false, and the repetition of the
loop is stopped. The program then continues with any sraremenrs wrirten after line S lfOOn;.

4. Line no. 6 terminates the program after displaying a messagebox.

The output produced by Code List do.4 is:

2.4.7 Do-Until Loop

Vith the Do-\7hile loop, the repetitions continue as far as the given condition is "rrue". That is, the
loop will continue "while" the condition is "true". The Do-Until loop is just rhe reverse of this. In a
Do-Until loop, the repetitions take place as far as the given condition is "false". In other words, the
loop will continue "until" the condition becomes "true". Once the condition becomds true, the loop is
terminated and the program continues with the $aremenrs mentioned after Do-Until loop. fhe
general syntax for the Do-Until loop is:

DO TINTIL some condition

'execute some

'statements repeatedly

'until the condition

'becomes true

LOOP

All of the statements written between Do-Until and Loop are repearedly executed as far as rhe
condition mentioned after DoUntil is not true. That is, the Loop statement shifrs the control back to
Do-until and the condition is then checked. If the condition is nor tnre, the loop is re-execured. Once
the condition becomes true, the program stops the repeated loop execution and begins to execute rhe
statements after Loop.

As an example, we will remake our Code Listing do.1 using Do-Until, ro get rhe same result as from
code listing do.1 using a bufton's click event:

Code Listing do.5

1. DO-UNTIL i > 4'continue
2. PR]NT i

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.
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if 1 is NOT greater than 4

,r
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3. i = i + 1

4. LOOP 'check if loop is to be repeated

5. MSGBOX " Do - Until loop over"
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Here, the code runs as:follows:

1. Line no 1 will ch?:ck the condition [i > 4]. If the condition is not true, the program will execute
all lines upto line no. 4. If the condition is true, the loop will not be executed.

2. Line no. 2 will print the value of i'.

3. Line no. 3 will increase the value of i' by 1, which now becomes 2.

4. Line no. 4 will shift control back to line 1, where the condition [i > 4] will be evaluated again.
\fith the current value of 'l' l2], this condition is still not tnre. Thus, line no. 2 is re-executed,
printing the value of i' [2] on the screen. Line no. 3 increases value of i' by 1 again. This process
of repeating the statements (from line no. 1 upto line no. a) will conrinue until [i ) 4]. Once 'i'
becomes greater than 4, the loop will terminate.

5. Line no. 5 displays a message box and the program terminates.

Take another example. This time we will print a name on the screen four times, exadly as we have
done in Code Listingfor.2 and Code Listing do.2. Now we will use Do-IINTIL to get the same result.

Code Listing do.6

r. f - I

2. DO UNTIL i > 4 'continue if i 1s NOT greater than 5

3. .PRINT "Sam"

4. i- : i- + 1

5. LOOP 'check j-f Ioop is to be repeated

6. MSGBOX "Name pri-nting is over"

Here, the code runs as follows:

I. Line no. 1 initializes 'i' to 1.

2. Line no. 2 checks if the current value of i' is greater than 5. As the condition is not true, line no.
3 is executed.

3. Line no. 4 now increases 'i' by 1.

4. Line 5 takes the control back to line 2 and here the condition [i > 5] is checked again. If it is not
true, the process of repeating the loop continues. Once the condition [i > 5] becomes true,
further execution of the loop is stopped. The program now shifts to line no. 6.

5. Line no. 5 displays a message box on the screen and the program srops.

Now we will generate a series of numbers - 2,406;8,!0. You might recollect that we have already done
this using For-Next and Do-\ilfhile. Now we will be using Do-Until to get the same result. Use the
click event of a button for the code:
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Code Listing do.Z

t_. i = 2

2' Do UNTrL i > 11 'continue loop if i is Nor greater than r-1

3. PRINT i
A:-la. L - ! a z

5. LOOP 'check if loop is to be repeated

Ffere, the code runs as follows:

l. At line no. f i' is assigned value of 2.

2' Line 2 checks whether [i > 11]. Since it is not, Line 3 is executed, printing the value of i' on the
screen.

3. Line 4 increases the value of'i' by 2.

4' Line 5 takes the Program back to line 2, where the condition [i > 11] is again evaluated. If the
condition is true, line nos. 2 and 3 are rsexecuted. This m.ans th"t th. prJgr"- conrinues with
the repetition of the loop as long as the condition ti > 11] is not tru". bnce the condition
becomes true, the loop is terminated, and control shiftyto the line following line 5.

Thus, after giving the output:

'the 
loop rerminates.

2.4.8 Do-Loop Variants
'\trrhen we start with Do-\(ihile or Do-Until, the condition is checked 'before' the loop begins
execution. If the condition is true, the loop will be executed.at least once. If the conditio' i, f"lr" ,i"ght
from the stafi' the loop will not at all be executed. There might be cases where q/e wanr the loop tJbe
executed at least once. Thus, in such a situation we need toiheck for the condition ar rhe end of the
loop, after at least one execution of the loop. For these siruations, we can alter the Do-\7hile and
Do-Until sraremen$ as follows:

DO

t some statements meant

'for repeated execution
LOOP WHILE condition
Or

DO

'some statements meant

'for repeated execution
LOOP UNTIL condition

As we can see' the Do-IU(hile-Loop and Do-Until-Loop sraremenrs have been changed to Do-Loopr-
\ftile and Do-Loop-Until, respectively. This is the only change we need. The logil of running the

10
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loops remains v/hat we have seen so far. The only change is that the condition is checked after the first
execution of the loop has been done. This means that if the condition is false from the very sraft, rhe
Dolloop-\(/hile and DolloopUntil will be executed at least once. This is because the condirion is
checked at the 'end' of the loop. By this time, the loop has already run at leasr once. In a similar
situation, the Do-\7hile/Loop and DoUntil/Loop will never be executed, since the condition will be
checked at the starr of the loop.

Exit Cammand

All of the iterative or looping statements seen so far continue ro repear, depending on rhe condition.
There might be occasions where we want to terminate a loop prematurely, i.e., we ion't want the loop
to run the full distance. _For example, we might come to have a situaiion in which the loop stops
immediately, if the variable has reached a particular value. Furrher processing of this variable -ig^htpossibly lead to some errors.. In a situation such as this, we would iik. ory ioop ,o stop all f,rrtf,",
iterations, even if the range of the variable is proper. The 'exir' keyword helps us in ,rrch a siruation,
and offers the facility ro premarurely come out of the loop.

For example, take a hypothetical situation. lUfe might have a program in which we are doing some
database processing. Once the value of the field 'departmeni' 6ecomes 'markering', we ;anr ro
terminate the loop. (this is just a hypothetical situation, I repeat). This can be achieved as follows:

Code Listing exit.l
FORi-=1TO8
tdo some

'processing here

IF department : ,'marketi_ngil THEN

EXIT FOR 'end t.he loop immediately
END IF

'continue processing
NEXT i-

The code given here works as follows:

o Normally, the For-Next loop above will repeat 8 times.

o The If-Then will check for the value of department 
^t 

every run of the loop. If the value becomes
'marketing', the loop will be terminated and the lines following NEXT i will now be executed.

' The loop will be terminated even if the For-Next has been run only 6 times. This is because the
EXIT FOR statement instructs VB to end the loop prematurely and to come out of it at once.

1. rtr7hat is If-then-else sratemenr? Give example.

2. \7hat is Do-Iilthile loop? Give example.
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2.5LET US SUM UP

. Three programming structures are sequence, selection, and repetition. Selection structure allows
program to make a decision and then seled one of 2 paths depending upon the resulrc of that decision.
Visual Basic .NET has four selection stnrctures: If, IflElse, If/Elself/Else, Case. Selection structures
can be "nestedo within other selection structures: Outer stnrcture contains primary decision Inner

f rtructure contains secondary decision.

t . All expressions in a selection structure evaluate to either true or false.

. Repetition (oop) allows proBram to repeatedly process one or more program instructions.

. Pretest loops test before program instructions

. Posttest loops test after program instructions and will always be processed at least once.

. All variables in an array have the same name and data type.

2.6 KEY'\T/ORDS

Opuator: An operator performs a function on one or more operands.

For Loop:For loop is used to process instructions a precise number of times.

For Ns,t Loop: Thefor Next Loop executes the loop body (the source code within For ...Next code

block) to a fixed number of times.

Erase Stmement:The Erase statement is used to release memory assigned to array variables.

REaition Stru.dure: Repetition Structure repeatedly processes a set of instructions until a condition is
met.

ReDim Statemmt: You use the ReDim statement to specify or change the size of one or more
dimensions of an array that has already bean declared.

2.7 QUESTIONS FOR DTSCUSSION

1. Explain the order of precedence of operators for calculations.

2. Define the following terms:

(t Loop

(it) Subscript

3. '$ilhat 
is a condition?

4. In what situation would a loop be used in a procedure?

5. Explain the difference between the Do Loop and For Next Loop.

6. 'What 
are the steps in processing a For Next Loop?
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Check Your Progress: Modal Answers

1. If then else statement is defined as a different set of code statements depending on the given
condition which is either true or false.

Example: Let us consider the case where student with marks above 40 is pass and student
with marks less than 40 is fail.

Prlvate Sub Butt.onl-_Cl-ick( ByVal sender As System.Object,

ByVal e As System.EventArgs Handles Buttonl.Clic
If Val(Textboxl.Text) >:40 Then

MsgBox (*PASS")

Else

MsgBox (*FAIL")

End If
End Sub

2. In this loop, the loop lines are repeated as long as the given condition is true. Once the
condition becomes false, the loop is terminated and the program continues with the
statements that appear after the Do-\(hile loop.

Example:

Private Sub But.tonl_Click( ByVal sender As System.Oblect,

ByVal e As System.EventArgs Handles MyBase.Load

Dim a As fnteger
^-ad-z

Do While a<100

a:a*2
MsgBox("Product is::" & a)

Loop

End Sub

In the example above, the loop is continued on the arrival of false value according to the
given condition, and the loop exits.
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3.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Differentiate between a sub-procedure and a function procedure

. Create a sub-procedure

. Explain a procedure that receives information passed to it

. Differentiate between passing databy value and passing databy reference

r Explain function procedure

. Use TrylCatch blocks for error handling

. Define design time, run time, and run time

o Identify syntax errors, run-time errors and logical errors

. Explain the reasons ofthe various errors

. Know the importance of handling exceptions

. Differentiate between errors and exceptions

3.1 INTRODUCTION
A procedure is a block of program code that performs a specific task. For example, the code for the
click event of a Command Button commandl is written within the stub: There are a number of
advantages of using procedures; the most important ones are namely: The programmer can put
reusable code in a block called procedure without writing the same. code a number of times.
Procedures are useful in breaking do*r, complex and very big tasks into smaller ones ih"t perfor- a

specific msk. In VB, code cannot be written anywhere but in the above four procedures. The advantage
of using procedures is that they make applications more readable, since code that is oft repeated, is
positioned within them. It would not be wrong to say that without procedures, no application can be
written in VB.

\ilfhen you design and develop a project, errors are bound to occur. Visual Basic.Net also supports
structured exception handling, which enables you to identify and remove errors at run time. In Visual
Basic.Net, you can create robust and effective exception handlers to improve the performance of your
application.

3.2 PROCEDURE

The main logic behind having procedures is to write the code once, and then, call it several times from
different places. By writing procedures, the program can be broken down into smaller logical units. It
is always easier to debug smaller procedures or blocks or modules, rather than debugging one large
program. This approach is referred to as modular approach. By breaking down complex and big tasks
into smaller ones, you simplify maintenance required in future.

It is made up of a number of small code segm*gnts that are linked in some way.
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For example, the code for the click event of a Command Button commandl is written within the stub:

PRIVATE SUB commandl CLICK ( )

END SUB

As is very obvious, we might be having another command button 'command2' and the code for its
click event will be written within
PRIVATE SUB cornmand2_CllCK ( )

END SUB

Here is a sample picture of the code window of a VB project.

Private sub cotrwahdl_{lick( }

Din varlS) Xs InLeger
lfsgB€x tEoundtvarl
$sgEax U8suad(tar)
End sub

Private S.ub Comndz_Click ( )

llsEBox frVB j.s here co stay*
Esd Su.b

I

'We can clearly see that we have code written for the click event of different command buttons. The
different code segments are self-contained and are separated from one'another by the lines running
across the code window. These code segments perform a particular task. These are what we call
procedures. Thus, a procedure is a code segment that performs a particular task and is self-contained.

A procedure offers the advantage of better management of code. For example, a code might be

required at multiple locations in a project. It can be pasted at multiple locations, and the output will be

the same. Now, any change in the code means all the copies have to be updated. A procedure will help
avoid this repetitive work. 'We can write the code for the procedure at only one place and we can call
on this procedure through code. Thus, any changes to be made will be limited to just one location.

The kinds of procedures we have used so far are known as 'event procedures'. This is because they are

procedures that are related to an event, and will be executed when a cenain event is raised. Thus, we
primarily code through event procedures in VB.

Types of Proedura

All the code of Visual Basic applications is written in procedures. There are four different types of
procedures in Visual Basic:

. The first is a sub, which does not return a value.

. The second is a Function that returns a value.

. The third is the event handling procedprre.

. The fourth is a property procedure that also contains code.
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You can choose from two types of general procedures:

1. Functi.on Proedare:It performs actions and returns a value after performing its assigned task

2. Sub Proedafe.'Completes the task but does not return a value

One example can make the difference clear.

Suppose you need to set property values of a set of objects, then you need a sub procedure. On the

f other hand, when you do any calculations and need the result in one object, then you should use

, functions.
' Both sub-prcicedures and functions are called the methods in object orient6d programming.

3J \T/ORKING \T/ITH SUB.PROCEDURE

Let's revisit the definition of sub'procedure.

Sub-procedure is a collection of code that can be invoked from one or more places in an application.

Sun-procedure is processed only when called (invoked) from code. Sub procedure can be invoked

within a set of Sub and End Sub $atements as given below:

Private sub procedure_name (parameterlist)
..........Actions to be performed

End Sub

Private indicates procedure can only be used by other procedures in the current form

Sub keyword identifies procedure as a Sub Procedure

Procedure name - name given to procedure

Naming rules same as for naming variables

Parameter list - optional set of memory locations referred to as Parameters

ByVal, ByRef specify how parameter is passed (discussed in details later) 
,

The sub Main requires an 'end sub', or else the above stated error is generated. In the world of VB,

there is no 'begin' statement, but there is a mandatory 'end' $atement.

new. vb
cfass abc

shared Sub Main ( )

caLl sample
End sub
shared sub sample

ystem. Console.Writel,ine ("Hel-l-o Worl-d" )

end sub
End cfass

Output 
*,Heffo WorId
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Parentheses are automatically added to the line_ Privare sub procedure_name, when you type it and
press enter. Even End Sub is auromarically added to it.

Steps for adding fub proedare in the C.ofu Editor Wndaut

L. Open the Code Editor \Tindow

2. Click a blank line in the Code Editor window. The blank'Windows Form designer generated code and the End Class
Sub or Function.

line can be anywhere between the
Statement, but outside of any other

3' ]xne Sub procedure header and Enter key. By doing this, the code ediror automatically inserts the
footer@nd Sub) for the procedure.

Example

The code entered is written below,

Private Sub Testl
Dim firstNum, secondNum, resuJ_t As Integer

f irstNum : Txt_Fi_rstNumber..Text
secondNum : Txt_SecondNumber.Text

result : firstNum,/ secondNum
Lbl1.Text : result

End Sub

In the example, Txt-FirstNumber, Txt-SecondNumber & Lbll are r.wo rext boxes and one label.

3.3.1 Passing Data to a Procedure with Arguments
At times you need to use the value of a variable in one procedure and then in a second procedure that
is called from the first. The problem can be solved by niing module level procedur", brrt then variable
will be visible to all the other procedures also. The other approach is to declare the variable as local
and pass it as parameter ro other procedures.
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w.!:l a sub procedure names an argument, any call to thar procedure must supply the argumenr. In
addition, the argument value mu$ be the same data type in Loth locarions, r#"gh the name at borh
locations need not be the same and hence , n u^ry. Multiple 

"rgrrrrr.rrr, 
;i. included in the

procedures, though the number_of arguments, their r.q.r.rrJ. and"their data types must match in
procedure header and rhe call to the procedure.

Including Paramerers in an Independent Sub procedure:

Prlvate sub procedure_name (parameterl_ist)
..........Actions to be performed

:"o'"o

Cal-l- procedure_name (parameterlist)

. Call statemenr has an oprional argumenr lisr

. comma separated list of arguments passed to procedure being called

o Argument list must agree with number of parameters listed in parameter list in the procedure
header

' Data type and position of each parameter must agree with data type and position of
corresponding argumenr.

PassingVaiables

\[hen it .9*:.. to passing parameters, there are four distinct possibilities to mull over. The paramerers
can either be 'byval' or 'byref' types, or they may be 'value' or 'referen'b.l typ.r.
o Pass by ulue

* Use keyword ByVal

* Passes contents of variable to the parameter in receiving procedure but not mernory location
.!. Cannor change conrenrs of passing variable.

o Pass byrefuene

n Use keyword ByRef

* Passes memory address of variable to the receiving procedure

* contenrs of variable can be changed within receiving procedure

* The parameters to a sub or a function.r.nu$ be separated by commas

The differences between Pass by value and Pass by reference can be described as follows:

' It is easiest to understand the concept of passing paramerers by value. Here, any change in the
value of the variable in the procedure, is not reflected in the origlnal variable.
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Passing paramerers by reference is very distinct from the above. The value contained in the

original variable, changes with any change introduced in the variable in the sub. Reference tyPe

variables are actually pointers to the original data.

A 'pa,ss by value' affects only the value of the variable or the member, without affecting the

original variable; whereas, a 'pass by ref' changes both, the object, i.e. the original variable it is

pointing to, as well as, its members.

The advantage of 'pass by ref is that the calling sub can change the value of the parameters' There

is no signific"ttt orrerhead in passing a variable either by ref or by value. However, it is

advantageous ro pass larger value types such as stmctures by ref, and not by value, or else, alarge

number of variables will have to be copied on to the stack.

3.4 \trORKING \TITH FTINCTION PROCEDURES

Function procedure is a block of code that performs a task and returns a value after completing that

task. Function has following features:

. Function header has keyword Function instead of Sub;

. Header has "As datatype" clause that specifies data type of value returned by the function:

, As Decimal - returns a decimal number,

* As String - returns a string;

. Return starement alerts computer that function has completed task and returns the value

contained in its expression;

o There are subtle differences between functions and subs. In a sub, the parameters can have any

name, but this is not true o{ a function. There are tvro ways of returning values in a function;

. The first is by using the return statement, and

. The second is by simply initializing the name of the function.

A function declaration establishes the name of the function and the number and types of its
parameters. A function declaration consists of a return type, a name, and a parameter list. In addition,

a frrn.tion declaration may optionally specify the function's linkage. A declaration informs the

compiler of the format and'existen.. oi 
" 

function prior to its use. A function can be declared several

times in a program, provided that all the declarations agree.

If a parameter is assigned the same name as a function, the confusion is bound to be created. This is

b..":rrr., it is an extremely arduous task to ascertain whether the programmer is setting the return

value, or is changing rhe ,ralre of the parameter. This error applies to functions only' since subs do not

return values.

Optional Kelnnrd

The'optional'keyword proves to be useful in situations when the user is not required_to call the

pro..drrr. with ali its p"rimeters. The parameters that have been overlooked are assigned their default

,rrlrr.r. However, the sub has no way of identifying the parameters that it has been called with.
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3.5 TINDERSTANDING SCOPE AND ACCESSIBILITY

Consider the following VB.Net code:

Sub Test ( )

ff varx <> O Then

Dim intvar As Integer
intvar : I/varx

End If
MsgBox CStr (intvar)
End Sub

In this code, the variable intvar is not recognized outside the block in which it is defined, so the final
statement will produce an error.

It is important to note that the lifetime of a local variable is always that of the entire procedure, even if
the variable's scope is block-level. This implies that if a block is entered more than once, a block-level
variable will retain its value from the previous time the code block was executed.

Variable Sape

The Scope and Lifetime of a Variable:

. SaFt Indicates where in the application's code the variable can be used

. Lifaime:Indicates how long the variable remains in the computer's internal memory

o Proedare SmF, Procedure-level variable is a variable declared within a procedure. Variable can

only be used in procedure in which declared

. Modulesope: Module-level variable is a variable declared in General Declarations section of the
form. Variable can be used within all procedures in the form

. Blo&, sope: Blocklevel variable is a variable declared inside specific blocks of code

If...Then...Else or For....Next

It can be used only inside the block in which declared.

All variables have a predefined scope that is assigned during initialization. Listed below are a few
of the most common scope declarations and their definitions.

o Pri,ute snpe: Defines a variables scope as restricted to the current method. A variable defined as

having private scope is referred to as a member variable and is commonly prefixed with an "m".

. Publicsape: Allows the parent class, or calling class, access to the data held by a public variable or
method.

. Fiend sape: Similar to public scope as far as all code within a project is concerned. The difference
between the public scope and friend scope is that variables or methods that are defined with the
friend scope cannot be accessedby a parent class outside of the project.
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' Proteoedsape.'A new scope declaration that allows access ro classes that inherit from the variables
class.

$(e have discussed below some of the scope declarations in detail as below.

3.6 DIM
This is how we ha're been declaring our variables so far. Sfe will now discuss the implications of using
this keyword. Here is a sample code:

Code Listing dim.1

PR]VATE SUB COMMANDI_CLICK0

1' DrM varl AS rI{TEGER r varl initial-ized to defaul-t value of 0

2. varl : varl + 1 i varl incremented by 1

3. MSGBOX varl ' pop-up dialog box shows value of varl
END SUB

In this code, on line 1, we have declared an integer variable named 'var!'. On line 2, we aseincreasing
the value of the variable by 1 . ["var ! : varl + 1"] instructs VB to "add 1 to the currenr value of varf
then make that the new value of varl").

\(hat is important about this code is that once the line 'end sub'is reached, the value of 'var!'is lost -
t!-: Id": is 'destroyed' by VB. This is an in-built provision for m'anaging variables and memory
efficiently. Once the end sub $atement of a procedure (a code module of a program) is reached, all dim-
declared variables in that procedure are destroyed. This way, rhe memory corrs.rmed by them can be
freed up. Otherwise, the variables will be unnecessarily eatingup memory.

Let us see how Code Listing dim.1 progresses, on a lineby-line basis. \7hen we click on the command
button Commandl for the lst rime, the following things happen:

1. Line no. 1 is executed and 'varf is initialized to 0. (in vB, all numeric data types are initialized to
a default value of 0).

Line no. 2 increases'varl' by 1, thus 'varl' becomes '1'.

Line no. 3 displays the current value of 'varf in a message box, i.e., '1'

\7hen we click on Commandl for the 2nd time, the following things happen:

1. Line no. 1 is executed and 'varf is initialized to 0.

2. Line no. 2 increases 'varl' by 1, thus 'varl' becomes 'X'.

3. Line no. 3 displays the current value of 'varf in a message box, i.e., '1'.

4. The procedure'Commandl Click'ends, destroyingthe variable 'var!'. Since'varf is destroyed,
its current value of 'f is losJ

\7hen we click on Commandl for the 3rd and even the 3O0th time, the same things happen as we have
just seen. Thus, we can keep clicking on commandl but the value of 'rr"ri' *lfi not increase
correspondingly; it will be stuck at 1. *-

2.

3.
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An important implication of this is that the variables declared with dirn cannot be used in multiple
Procedures in our Program. For example, a variable which we need ro use on clicking two differenr iist
boxes ('Listl' and 'T,ist2') should nor be declared wirh dim.

To sum up, variables declared with dim will
. Have only a procedure-level 'scope'.

. Lose their stored value once the end sub statemenr has been executed.

3.2 STATIC

This is used when we want a variable to 'maintain' its value, though the scope is still procedurelevel.
This means that the variable should 'carry over'its value once a procedure enis, though we should not
be able to read/write its value outside the procedure where it has been declared. Tie static keyword
can fulfil this dual need. A static declared variable will not lose its value on execution of end. sub
statement. To understand this, consider this code:

Code Listing static.l
PRIVATE SUB COMMANDI-CLICK0

1. STATTC varl- AS INTEGER

2. varl : varl + 100

3. MSGBOX varl .pop-up dialog box shows value of varl
END SUB

In this code, on line no._ 1 we are declaring varl with the static keyword instead of dim. The remaining
code is the same as Code List dim.l. Now, whenever we click rhe command button Commandl, th!
value of 'varf is incremented by 100, on line no. 2. Thus,

. on clicking commandl the 1st rime, '1oo'is displayed in a message box

. On clicking Commandl the 2nd time, '200' is displayed

. On clicking CommandL the 3rd time, '300'is displayed

and this process will go on and on. \flhy does this happen?

The reason behind the different results of Code List dim.1 and Code List static.l is this: In Code
Listing static.1, varl is declared with static. So, in Code List sraric.l, the previous value of varl is
maintained even after end sub execution, unlike code List dim.l, where rr"il lor., its previous value
every time md sub is reached.

Let us see how Code List static.l progresses, on a line-by-line basis. \(hen we click on Commandl for
the lst time, the following happens:

l. Line no. 1 is executed and 'varf is initialized to 0

2. Line no. 2 increases 'varl'by L, thus 'varl' becomes'L'.

3. Line no. 3 displays the current value of 'varL' in a message box, i.e., ,1,.

i'.

\statlc used instead of dim
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4. The event procedure 'Commandl_Click' ends, preserving the current value of the static variable
'var1' created in the event procedure, i.e., '1'.

\(hen we click on Commandl for the 2nd time, the following happens:

1. Line no. 1 is executed and'varl' continues from previous value of '1'.

2. Line no. 2 increases'varl' by 1, thus'var1'becomes '2'.

3. Line no. 3 displays current value of 'varf in a message box, i.e., '2'.

4. The procedure'Commandl_Click'ends, preserving the current value of the static variable'var1'
in the event procedure, i.e.,'2'.

'\tr7hen we click on Commandl for the 3rd time, the follo*irrg happens:

t. Line no. 1 is executed and 'var1' continues from previous value o{'2'.

2. Line no. 2 increases 'varl'by 1, thus'varl'becomes'3'.

3. I ine no. 3 displays the current value of 'varf in a message box, i.e., '3'.

4. The procedure 'Commandl Click' ends, preserving the iurrent value of the static variable'varl'
in the event procedure, i.e., '3'.

Thus, as we keep clicking on the command button, the value of 'varl' will keep on increasing

correspondingly, because varl is declared asstatic.

To sum up, variables declared with static will:

a Have only a procedure-level 'scope'.

. Not lose their stored value once md subis executed.

3.8 PRIVATE

Imagine a situation in which we want to use a common variable for three different procedures. This is

where the priaate keyword comes in. A variable declared as private will.have module level (or Form-
level) scope. This 'module' can refer to a form or to a class. Thus; this kind of a variable will 'maintain'
its value till the time the form or the class is in use..Hence, it can be called from any procedure in the

form or the class. Also, it will have the same value for all the procedures that are using it. Once the

form is closed or the class is destroyed, the variable will lose its stored value.

A prirsate variable is declared at a yery specific place in our code window. tVe declare the prirsate

variable in the general/dcclarations section of the code window. To go to the general/declardtions

section of the code window, simply/ollow tbe folloa)ing steps:

l. Open the code window.

2. Position the mouse ar the top of the code window, on the arrow at the left dropdown list (as

shown in the figure).
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3. Click on the drop-down arrow of the combo box.

4. From the drop-down list that appears, choose generdl.

As we can see, we now have a blank line inserted at the top of the code window. This is our
'general/declarations' section in VB. Once we have done this much, we can type the following lines in
the general/declarations section of the code window

PRIVATE prt_var AS INTEGER

This line will declare a priad.te variable by the name 'pri-var'. This variable, declared in the
general/declarations section of the form, will have a Form-level 'scope'. Now consider the following
lines

Code Listing private.l

PRTVATE SUB COMMANDI_CLICK 0
prl_var:prj-_var*1
MSGBOX pri_var
END SUB

Code Listing private.2

PR]VATE SUB COMMAND2_CLICK 0
pri_var=pri_var*1
MSGBOX pri_var
END SUB

In code listing private.l and code listing private.2, we are using the same variable 'pri var'. Now
follow these steps to understand the 'scope' of variable 'pri var':

L Click on button Commandl. Note the value of pri var on the messagebox.

2. Click on the command button Command2. Note the value of pri_var.

3. Click again on Commandl. Note the value of pri_var.

4. Click again on Command2. Note the value of pri-var.

5. Click again on Commandl. Note the value of pri var.
'What 

result do we see? The message box should display the following values of 'pri_var' if we properly
follow the steps from 1 to 5: 

{::

1@2@3@4@5



As we can see' the value of 'pri var' is increasing by L at every srep. This is because we have increased
the value of 'pri var' by 1 in both, Commandl-click and Command2_click. Since pri var is of Form-
level scope, both Commandl-click and Comm*dz-.li.k will be ablet 'read' and^'wiire' rhe value of
Pn_vaf.
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3.9 PUBLIC

The public keyword offers a scope much wider than evenprivate. A publicvariable can be shared in the
entire project. \fhereas the private variable can be shared across an entire form or module, the public
variable can be shared across the entire application or project. Thus, a variable declared with the'public
keyword yill have project-level or application-level 'scope'. It will only lose its value when the proje.t
is stopped. If we close the form on which we are"currently working, ihe privdte variables declared on
that form will lose their value but the publlc variables in the project *ill -"int"in their value.

To see public variables in action, consider the following code:

PUBLIC varl AS INTEGER 'in general/decl-arations of forml
Code Listing public.l
PRTVATE SUB COMMAND1 CLICK()
varl:var1+1
MSGBOX varl
form2. SHOW

END SUB

Code Listing public.2

PRIVATE SUB COMMAND1 CLICKI

' written in forml

\written in form2
varl:var1+1
MSGBOX forml.varl
forml . SHOW

END SUB

Here, we have written Code Listing public.l in'forml' and Code Listing public.2 in'form2'. Thus, we
are using the two code lists on two different forms. F{owever, since the variable has becn declared as
public in forml, we can use the same variable on two or more'forms'. It will have the same value on
'form1' as well as 'form2'. Any change in the value of 'varl' made by 'forml' can be 'seen' by 'torm2'.
Similarly, any change in 'varl' made by '{.orm2'can be 'seen' by form1, since 'var1' has been declared
with the keyword public in 'forml'.

A variable declared as public is qualified by the name of rhe form in which the variable has been
declared, e.g., forml.varl

To call a public variable, we refer to the form name alongwith the variable name. For example, ane urite
MSGBOX forml .varl_

instead of using the line
MSGBOX varl 

6

which we have used in the discussi on on priaate variables.
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3.10 ERROR HANDLING
Error handling is an essential part of. programming because ir can help make the program error-free.
An error-free Program can run smoothly and efficiently, andthe user do., ,rot harre to face all sorts of
problems such as program crash or system hang.

Programming errors come in three varieties:

1. Syntax errors

2. Run-time errors

3. Logic error

3.10.1 Syntax Errors

Syntax errors are those errors which occur due to violation of syntax or grammar rules of the
language. These errors are noted during compilation of the applicaiion. The ieasons of the synrax
errors can be one or more of the following:

. Punctuation

a Format

o Spelling etc.

Fortunately the smart editor finds most errors for you and everi corrects them. The syntax errors thar
the editor cannot identify are found and reponed by the compiler as it attempt, to .orr,r.rt the code
into intermediate machine language. A compiler-reponed syntax error may be ieferred ro as a compile
error.

The editor can correct some syntax errors by making assumptions and not even report the error to
you. For example, if you type the opening quote of some string for example "This is srring" and you
forget the closing quote, the editor automatically adds the closing quort for your string when you
move to the next line. In the same way, if you forget to place parentheses after a method ,r"rrr., ,.r.L 

",sublO, the editor relieves you of this job and puts them for you when you.move ro next line. But
don't be too dependent on the editor as the assumptions and interprerarions can sometimes prove
wrong, so be careful.

The editor identifies the syntax errors as you move to the next line. A blue squiggly line appears under
the pan of the line that the editor cannot interpret and a message appears in the task list 

"i 
th" botto*

of the screen.
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Figure 3.1

To be able to locate the errors in a more proper v/ay you can display the line numbers to locate the
line number of the starement that caused the error with

Tools/options/Text editors/Bas ic/Display /Line Numbers.

Pri+te 5ub Fornl-Loqd(Byval 6ender le Sysleh.objecE. Byval e As Sysren.EvenrArgel Handles llyBase,Loaal
hwar 1 = aokr

End su.b F"-" hr!"*ii 
""t 

d"d;d,l

Ci\Do(uhentstsnd,,,\Forml,vb 46

Figure 3.2
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The quickest and easiest way to jump to an error line is to point to a message in the Task List and

double-click. The line in the error will display in the Editor window with the error highlighted.

:.r I .r-r - : :.i:,,.: r.i fomf.vb I

(Form1 Evenls) ;j j f roaa
' :;'n*f r. CIass Forhl

: IhheEl!s 5yE!_E{rll1l.+11.+us-:FErm_s-.1IpIr........

ii. I :r:l :: .::..:1-.--:,,'i "t--tt't" -" t ' ',L-;. '

ByVaI e }.s SysEeB.E?ent.Ergs) Hendl.Es I{yEase.Load'ti;tli PrivaEe Suh Forrl LoadiEyval iender xs SysEeh.ObjecE.

,i; i End Sulr

: ...,'.................

l\ There were build drors. Contiw?
-.il
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':' jl NU I
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Figure 3.3

3.1,0.2 Run-time Error

If your proiect halts during execution, the type of error is run-time error. The run-time error is also

called an exception handling which is the most important feature of VB.Net. \7hen run-time error
occurs, VB.Net displays a dialog box and highlights the statement that caused the error. Statements

that cannot execute correctly cause run-time errors. These statements have passed compilation test so

don't have any syntax error, however fail to execute due to so many difficult to avoid reasons.

Run-time errors can be caused by attempting to do impossible arithmetic operations such as calculate

with non numeric data, divide by zero or find the square root of a negatiye number.

3.10.3 Logical Errors

Logical errors are the incorrect results the project prociuces while running. The project might rnt be

executing a loop expected number of times or exit from a particular block unexpectedly or producing

wrong calculation results.

3.11 SYSTEM EXCEPTION HANDLING AND DEBUGGING

3.11,.1 Debugging

The act of trying to find and fix errors. Computer programmers don't call errors as errors; instead

they love to call them by the name "bugs". So, projects don't have errors) they have bugs. Finding and

fixing these bugs is called debugging. VB.Net editor is very intelligent and at the same time helpful in
helping you find errors, but they are only syntax and logical errors. However it says sorry for helping

you in finding logical errors; that's completely your job, though you can take the help of various

debugging tools to monitor the flow of the logic in your project.
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Sowre ofBugs

o A mistake in the strategy used to perform some task called logic errors

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

. A mistake in entering the code, a type

. A mistake caused by user entry or by the data

So, according to whatever we have understood till now, we can say that there are three modes in the
life of a program. These three distinct modes are namely;

o Design mode

. Run mode

. Break or debug mode

Design mode is very crucial and very significant phase as the design will make a foundation of the overall
project. If the project is nct designed and coded properly, can result in production of wrong results, logical
errors.

Run mode combines the compilation and execution :,f the project. So, any syntactical errors oops!
Bugs are debugged in this mode where as run-time errors or exceptions to be more specific are handled
during writing the code for the project. If there are still anv bugs, debugging is performed and bugs are
removed.

Earlier debugging an application meant running the code to get an error message rf any that would tell
you the line number on which your application failed. Then the next step was to print your
application code on that wide green and white striped paper with holes on each side and take it home.
Then the entire time was spent in trying to trace the code to find the source of error. For the last
decade we've had a number of debuggers with several tools for investigating different aspecrs of the
problem to speed up the process of debugging applications and allow the developer to spend more rime
addressing business problems and less time mired in code searching of a simple syntax error. But not
the entire scenario has changed, programming techniques have advanced and the interaction and
coordination with a variety of different platforms has increased, there has been a need for more
advanced debugging tools. Visual Studio.Net proaides numerous debugging took, including uindows for
aieuing internal aspects of your application tubile it runs, advanced took for managing breabpoints, and tbe
ability to quickly and easily access code zahicb may reside in a number of dffirent components:

. \fatch window displays values for selected variables.

. Locals window dispiays all variables in the currenr procedure.

. Autos window displays all variables in the current and previous statements.

o Quick 
'S(atch dialog allows for quick viewing of any variable and works closely with the \7atch

'Window.

. Call Stack window displays the names of functions used to the point of currenr execurion.
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Figure 3.4: The many Debugging Tools available at Runtime

3.77.2 Exception Handling

\(hen in your project you develop user interface and allow user to input numbers and use those

numbers in calculations, lots of things go wrong. If the user enters non-numeric date when numeric
data is to be input, the project will fail to run and will cause error. Though cautious programmer take

precautions beforehand by using conversion functions like CInt, CDec etc., but even these functions
fail if user leaves text box blank, or enters non numeric data. Even the data input by user can result in
artempr to divide by zero. Each of these situations cause an eiror to occur or in the terminology of
programmers, throws an excePtion.

Differene betrwen Enors and Exeptions

. Error could be a result not expected.

o Exception - something that happens out of the orCinary and usually unexpectedly in application

outside the normal flow of control

. SHE(Structured Exception Flandling) defines a particular way to dealing with exceptions.

. Exceptions are shared between all languages supported by .Net platform

There are two main ways to prevent problems with the code. They are as follows,

. Structured exception handling

. Debugging

There are two kinds of exceptions or unexpected occur namely,

. Hardware - caused by h/w-. e.g. when program tries to access memory it shouldn't.

. Software - e.g. trying to assign an incompatible value to a variable
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Exception handling in managed extensions is much more developed. Exception handling can be carried
out by using the Try and Catch block of statemenrs. SThen an application rhrows an exceprion, rhe
exception handler for the same is implemented by the runrlme. Managed extensioni use rhe
System::Exception class for handling exceptions and this class can be used to trace the function rhar
raised the exception.

3.12 STRUCTURED EXCEPTION HANDLING
A good programming skill is to catch the exception by using VB.Net's srructured exceprion handling.
Catching is taking care to handle the exception before it can be detrimental i.e. before it can .rrr.i
run-time error and handle the situation, in the program as far as possible. Catching exceptions as they
happen is called as error trapping or exception handling. It's a standard feature of Visual Studio.Net.

Structured Exception Handling is a strategy for handling either hardware or sofrware exceprions.

3.1,2.1The Try .... Carch ... Finally Statement

Knowing that exceptions will occur is one thing, but knowing what to do when they appear is another
issue. VB'Net has adopted a new approach in handling .r-rr, or rarher exceptions handling. It is
supposed to be more efficient than the old On Error Goto method, where it caniandl"r rrario,rityp",
of errors within the Try...Catch...End Try structure.

In structured exception handling, you use the Try .... Catch ... Finally sraremenr to handle exceprions.
This can look surprising to you but, Try .... Catch ... Finally ,trr".rr"n, appears under "Handling
Program Flow" as while handling exceptions you are actrally controlling the flow of progrr111i
Following are the rules of handling exceprion with Try .... catch ... rinally:
Code causing exception should be placed in a Try...... End Try block.

Vithin the Try....' E_nd Try blocking, you write Catch block that responds ro exceprions rhar may
occur in the Try block in an artempt to handle exception.

If you 'want to always execute, regardless of whether exception has occurred or not, write code in
finally block.

The structure looks like this:
Try

statements
Catch exception_variable as Exception

statements to deal- with exceptlons
final 1 y

statements
End Try

3.72.2 Basic Rules

Basic rules govern the use of aTry block These are as follows:

. A1l rry blocks must employ ar leasr one catch or finally clause.

. A Catch clause with no other parameters will catch all unhandled exceptions.
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. The finally clause always executes when available except when an Exit Try occurs. As such, the

finally clause is a good place to perform component cleanup. If an Exit Try statement is used

an;,,where in the Try block then it is better to perform cleanup after the End Try block statement.

o Developers familiar with the On Error statement may $ill perform error handling as they did in
Visual Basic only when a Try block does not exist in the procedure.

If an exceprion occurs in the protected code, it must be caught and dealt with. Let's consider an

example of divide by zero situations with and without struptured exception handling.

\ilithout structured exception handling

module noexception

sub main ( )

dim divrdend as decimal : 20

dim drvisor as decimal : 0

dlm result as decimal-

result : dlv]dend ,/ divisor
system. console . readline ( )

end sub

end module

\X/ith exception handling

module with exception
sub main ( )

drm dividend as decimal : 5

dim divisor as decimal : 0

dim resuft as decimal
try

result : dividend / divisor
^^+^L ^-.cdLt;u ex as excePtion

system.console,writeline("division by 0 has occurred")
system.consol-e.writeline ("please check Lhe divisor")

end try
system. console. readline ( )

end sub

end module

In this example, the Catch statement will catch the exception when the user enters a non-numeric data

and rerurn the error message. If there is no exception, there will not any action from the Catch

statement and the program returns the correct answer.

1. Dragabutton onto your \flindows Form and label it "Try...Catch".

2. Change the buttons name to "btnTryCatch".
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3. Drag a label onto your Form and name ir lbll
4. Drag one more label onto your Form and name it lbl_ErrorMsg

5. Apply the following code in the click event of the burton "brnTrycarch".

Dim firstNum, secondNum, result As fnteger
Try

firstNum : Txt_Fi-rstNumber. Text
secondNum : Txt_secondNumber. Text

result : firstNum / secondNum
Lbl1. Text : resul_t

atch ex As Exception
Lbl1.Text. = "Error,'
Lbl_ErrorMsg.Visrbfe = True
Lbf-ErrorMsg - Text : 'r one o f the entries i_s not a

number I Iry again I "
End Try

3.12.3 The Finaily Clause

Let's. modify example, to have finally clause. This example employs the same code as the one
previously, excepr it demonstrares thar the finaily clause .l*ry, executes:

L. Drag another burron onro your windows Form and label it "Finally',.
2. Change the buttons name ro "btnFinally".

Apply the following code in the click event of the button.

Dim firstNum. secondNum, result As Integer
Try

firstNum = Txt_EirstNumber.Text
secondNum = Txt_secondNumber. Text
result: firstNum / secondNum
Lb11.Text : result

Catch ex p-s Exception
Lb]1.Text : "Error"
Lbf ErrorMsg.Vtsibfe : True
Lbr_ErrorMsg.Text: " one of the entries is not a numberl
Trrz :a:'i^ltt-- I

Final 1y
Dim obj As New System. Text. StrrngButfder ( )

obj = obl.Append("Regardless of whether or not an ,,)

obj = obj.Append("exception occurs, the F:_naily clause,,)
obj : obj.Append("wi11 execut-e.")
MessageBox. Show (obj . ToStrinq)
obj = Nothing
EnC Try

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.
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The Try statement can be used in one of the three following ways:

1. A T.y statemenr followed by one or more Catch blocks.

2. A Try statement followed by a Finally block.

3. A Try block followed by both Catch and Finally.

Zero or more catch blocks are associated with a try block, and each catch block includes a type filter
that determines the types of exceprions it handles.
'When an exception occurs in a try block, the system searches the associated catch blocks in the order
they appear in application code, until it locates a catch block that handles the exception. A catch block
handles an exception of type T if the type filter of the catch block specifies T or any rype thar T
derives from. The system stops searching after it finds the first catch block that handles the exception.
For this reason, in application code, a catch block that handles a rype must be specified before a catch
block that handles its base types, as demonstrated in the example rhat follows this section. A catch
block that handles System.Exception is specified last.

If none of the catch blocks associated with the current try block handle the exception, and rhe current
try block is nested within other try blocks in the current call, the catch blocks associated with the next
enclosing try block are searched. If no catch block for the exceprion is found, the system searches
previous nesting levels in the current call. If no catch block for the exception is found in the currenr
call, the exception is passed up the call stack, and the previous stack frame is searched for a catch block
that handles the exception. The search of the call stack continues until the exception is handled or until
no more frames exist on the call stack. If the top of the call stack is reached without finding a catch
block that handles the exception, the default exception handler handles it and the application
terminates.

On Eror C,oTo

If you choose to use unstructureci exception handling, use On Error GoTo staremenr still supported by
VB.Net.

Tbe En objeo

Err object contains the information about the error rf. any has occurred and helps you to determine
whether to attempt to fix it or let it go and ignore it. rike any orher object, Eir object has several
methods that allow you to raise errors or clear the state of Err object. The Err object, which is
inherited from Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0, can only be used to catch errors in a procedure that
implements unstructured error handling with the On Error starement.

The Err object contains information about a run-time error that occurred during the execution
of the application. As the execution enters a procedure that contains error handling, the properries
of the Err object are set to zero (0) or zero-length-string ('"). If an error o.i.rrc during the
execution, the properties are then set to provide unique information about the error that
occurred, through its properties. An instance of the Err object can be ottained through a
Microsoft.VisualBasic.Information.Err function; however, because the Err object is an intrinsic olject
with global scope, it is not necessary to create an instance of this object ar run rime.

In case of a run-time error, the properties of the Err object can be used to handle rhe error (depending
on its type), as well as to display information to the user abour rhe error that occurred.
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Example of on err statement

l. Draga buffon onto your \Tindows Form and label it "On Error".

2. Change the buttons name to "btnOnError".

3. Draga label onto your Form and name ir lbl1

4. Drag one more label onto your Form and name it lbl_ErrorMsg.

5. Apply the following code in the click event of the button "brnOnError".

On Error GoTo fabel-1 ' Enable error handler
Dim Resuft As Integer
Dim myintValuel As lnteger : 100

Dim myintVal-ue2 As Integer : O

On Error GoTo 0 | Disabfes the error handler
'Moves executj-on to the l-ine following the line that caused the error.
On Error Resume Next

Result = myintValuel / myintValue2 ' Division by zero, cause an overflow
error.

' Catch the overflow error caused by dividing by zero.
ffErr.Number:5Then

MessageBox.Show("Error Number: " & Err.Number.ToStrlng)
Err. Clear O ' Clear Errors

End If
fabel-1: ' Location of error handler

Select Case Err.Number

Case 6

' Dlsplay the error number.

MessageBox. Show ("Divided by zero")
Case El-se

' Catch al-I other type of errors.
MessageBox . Show (Err . Descriptron )

End Select
tResume execution to the line following the line that caused the error.

Resume Next

Differentiate between sub-procedure and function-procedure.

Your
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3.13 LET US SUM UP

Procedures allow reuse of code throughout an application and allow programmer teamwork on large
and complex applications:

. Function procedures return a value, Sub procedures do not

. Independent Sub procedures and Functions are not associated with any specific object or event

. Use Call statement to invoke an Independent sub procedure

. Number of arguments and data types must match in argumentlist and parameterlist

. ByVal ketsword passes contents of variable

. Value of variable being passed cannot be changed in procedure

o ByRef keywords passes the memory address

. Value of variable being pass can be changed in procedure

. Variables in parameterlist have procedure level scope.

A good programmer should be more alert to the parts of program that could trigger errors and should
write errors handling code to help the user in managing the errors. \ilriting errors handling code
should be considered a good practice for Visual Basic.Net programmers, so do try to finish a program
fast by omitting the errors handling code. However, there should not be too many errors handling
code in the program as it create problems for the programmer to maintain and troubleshoot the
program later.

The form design should be visually appealing. It should be simple and neat. Although'Web pages use

bright colors and lots of images to make them attractive, this type of design takes a longer time to load
the pages. Therefore, while designing pages, you should keep the following guidelines in mind: (a) The
controls that need user input should have the correct tab order and should be grouped and arranged in
an order that makes sense while entering data. (b) The controls should be properly aligned.

Vhile naming variables and objects, keep the following guidelines in mind: (a) Use a proper naming
notation, such as Hungarian or camel-casing notation, to name variables and objects. Hungarian
notation enables you to identify the datatype of the variable from the name of the variable. So, a

variable storing the first name of an employee will be declared as FirstName. In camel-casing notation,
the variable names take the form firstName, with the second part of the variable, which is a noun,
capitalized. (b) Name the variables and objects meaningfully. Meaningful names combined with
Hungarian notation make the purpose and type of the variables clear. This resulm in a self-documented
code, which is easy to understand and maintain. (c) Declare the variables and objects in the beginning
of a procedure. Declaration in the beginning makes the code execution more efficient, besides making
it easy to understand by someone looking at the code text. (d) Always tnrtralize variables to cerrain
default values before using them, to avoid any type conversion issues. (e) Always rely on explicit
conversion functions to eliminate confusion.

\7hile implementing the programming logic, you should do a good chunking of the code.

The chunking helps you to maintain ttre code and speed up debugging. Keep the following gui&lines
in mind: (a) If you want to implement a programming logic that returns a single result, use a function.
(b) If you need multiple arguments to be passed without expecting a return value, use a procedure. (c)
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If you want to create a reusable piece of code, use functions or Sub procedures or put the code in a
separate class (if the code can be logically grouped).

The program should be easy to read and to understand when you need to refer back to it. Follow these
guidelines while coding: (a) Always use "Option Explicit" to catch any undeclared or misspelled
variables. Also, the use of "Option Explicit" makes the 'Web pages run iast. The "Option Exilicit"
oPtion forces the explicit declaration of variables. (b) Deciare one variable per line. This avoids
confusion about data types. (c) Use comments wherever possible ro document a difficult code section.
(d) use blank lines in the code for clariry. (e) use proper code block indenting.

The little details do matter, you see. The user may not see rhe code, and you may feel that following
such conventions is a waste. It's not. It helps you, and it sure helps other i.rr"loperr, when they ch".f
out your code. In the end, it's merely the difference between whar's easy ro do, and whrt', appiopriate
to do.

3.14 KEY\TORDS

Proedure: A procedure is a block of program,code that performs a specific task.

ByVal: ByVal kelnuord passes contents of variable. Value of variable being passed cannor be changed in
procedure.

ByRtft ByRef keywords passes the memory address. Value of variable being pass can be changed in
procedure.

Optional Kqrwrd: The 'optional' keyword proves to be useful in situations when the user is not
required to call the procedure with all its parameters.

Lifaime: Lifetime refers ro how long a variable remains in the compurer's memory.

Er &ieo: Err object contains the information about rhe error rf. any has occurred and helps you to
determine whether ro arrempr to fix it or let it go and ignore it.

apion Expkcit: "Option Explicit" option forces the explicit declaration of variables.

Bug:Bug is the error caused in the program.

3.1s QUESTIONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Explain the difference between a sub procedure and a function procedure.

V/hat is a return value?

How can a return value be used?

Explain the differences berween ByRef and ByVal.'when would each be used?

\7hat types of errors can be fixed for the program to continue?

S7hat does an on error command do?

\7hat is an Err object?

\What does the try...catch...finally starements do?

Differentiate between structured and unsrructured exception handling.
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Check Your Progress: Modal Answer

Funoion Proedare: It performs actions and returns a value after performing its assigned task.

Sub Proedare: Completes the task but does not rerurn a value.
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4.0 AIMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. State the concept of window forms

o Explain properties and methods of VB form

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Forms are something we see in our day-to-day life very frequently. \7hen we go for a railway
reservation, we get a 'form' in which we fill in our name, age, date of journey, train number, train
name, station, etc. 'When we go for admission to a school/college, we are given another 'form' for
filling in our details: name, date of birth, gender, qualifying exam marks, father's/mother's name,
address, blood group, etc. ril/hen we go to the passport office for a passport, we are given a 'form' to be
filled out. In the form, we provide details such as our name, age, date of birth, address, educational
qualifications, etc. At an e-mail site, we fill in another'form'providing details such as name, address,
user id, password, interests and hobbies, etc., as might be relevant to the site.

Thus, we have been using different forms in our daily lives. These forms are meant for different
purposes and each form will be different from the others. However, one thing is common to all of
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these forms: they accept some data from us, which is to be $ored and process ed at a later stage. VB too
provides us with these forms, for these very requirements.

As we might have understood, the 'form' is probably one of the most important tools of VB that we
will use. The end-user interacts with our application through the form. Helshe can perform the
following activities using the VB forms:

a Entering data such as the name, age, address, marks, etc.

. Validating the data (ensuring correctness of data).

o Making requests for calculations and other processing activities, erc.

. Ending requests for storage, deletion, or updation of data.

o Sending request for generation of i:eports.

. \(e can say that the form is the 'GUi' part of VB. This is what makes the 'front-end' of our VB
application.

4.2 \TINDO\T FORMS

VB is not just a programming language - it is much more than rirat. It is, in fact, an 'Integrated
Development Environment' (IDE for shon). Basically, the IDE refers to tirc integration of three
aspects of programming;

. GUI designing (forms creation)

. Coding of the application

. Compiling and run-time environmenr.

4.2.1GUI Container: Form Designer

The elements of the tool box interact with the user. However, they cannot exist in plain air - they
need a platform on which they can'rest'. This platform is provided by theform designer. 'We place all
of these controls on the 'form'of VB. Thus, the form designer is like a'conrainer' tor all other
controls, similar to the containers we see in our kitchens - for dal, salt, chilli, rea, coffee, etc. The text
boxes, command buttons, list boxes and other controls are all drawn and placed on the form. Only
then can thel'talk to the end-user.

Positioning the Form: Form Layout Wndaw

As the name suggests, the Form Layout Windozo helps to layout otrform on the screen. Vhenwe nrn
our project, VB will, by default, place our Form towards the top-left of the screen. But suppose that we
want the form at the centre of the screen. 

'W'hat 
can be done? Or if we wanr the form at the bottom-

left of the screen? For situations such as this, the Form Layout W'indow will be of help. Using this
window, we can position our form anywhere on the screen at runrime. The Form Layout lVindow
appears on the right of the screen, as shown in the figure of the IDE given before.

To use this window, we perform the following sreps:

1. Run the program once

2. Stop the program
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3. Bring the mouse over the Form Layout lVindora, poinring it at the icon of the form inside the
window. The mouse icon changes to a 4sided star.

4. Drag the form and drop it at the place where it is to be displayed ar run-rime.

This figure shows the Form Layout \[indow, with the outline of the form:

Creating a Form (Uer Intofae)

One of the good things that VB does is that the rather difficult tasks are made fairly easy ro perform.
As for the already fairly easy tasks.... well, we don'r have to perform them at all!! VB *o.ki behind-
the-scenes for us, performing a lot of the dirty work so that our life is made easier. Creation of a form
in VB also falls into the second carcgory of tasks we just discussed, i.e., fairlv easy. Thus, when we
create a new project in VB we don't have to 'create' a form in VB. As we can see, one form is already
created by VB, at the very start. This 'form' wili be rnaking rhe user interface of our application.

Sazing tbe Form and Projea

Before we go any further, let us see how to save the form and the project. In order ro save the project,
we need to perform one of the following tasks:

. Click on thc'save project'button on the toolbar (represented t.., a floppy disk) as shown in the
figure:

Or

. On the menu bar, click on'File'-+

'Save Project'.

Once we finish the steps mentioned above, we will see rhe standard Vindows 'save file' dialog box. \We

will type a suitable name for the form and save it. It will be saved with a default extensiorio f '.fr*'.
\7e should never change this'rfrm' extension. The 'Save File As' dialog box has been reprod.r.ed h.r"'

Click Herc

I - Hicrosoft Y sual Baric [desigm] - [Fbrml
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Once all the Forms, Classes, Reports, etc. have been saved, VB will, at the end, ask us for a name for
the project. Type a suitable name for the project and save it with the default extension oi'.vbp'.Yle
should not change '.abp' extension.

At a later stage, whenever we need to work funher on the project, we will open the '.obp' flle we have
just created and saved. As is quite understandable, a single project will contain multiple Forms, Classes

and Reports. Think of the project as a container for all the Forms, Reports, etc. that are part of the
project. Later on, whenever the project is loaded, all the Forms, Classes, etc. associated with it will be
loaded automatically. Once a project is closed, ali the forms, reports, etc. will be closed too.

4.3 PROGRAMMING THE FORM
'We have created and saved the form, we have also saved our project by now. Now it is time to begin
with our first programming in VB.

To begin with, we will make a simple project. This will include just one Command Button. \(hen the
project runs, the user will clicb on this button. \7hen the command bumon is clicked, we plan to
display the message "'Welcome to Shourya's world of VB programming" on the screen. Since we know
that VB is a GUl-based environment, the first thing we need to do is to develop the user interface. In
the present sample project, we need irst a Command Button as the GUI. To get the Command Button
on the form, we:

1. Take the mouse to the tool box.

2. Position the mouse on the Command Bufton. The button has been shown in the next figure:

abc SFI B.mdjl h-prolile
Pachage Bf1B00 Bmdi1l Bpsl_srv
Templnte B. Forml B.moong B qqq

Tsql &fr1 Bmornlngbarch Bsecc
Wirards E fso B new Biree
eilor Bistglombr BNITI S.ucZ
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Once we re$ the mouse on the Command Button, we will see a small pop-up text in a rectangle

mentioning'Command Button'to let us know that we are on the Command Button. Now we can get

the button on the form through either of the two methods:

. Method 1: Click on the Command Button icon in the toolbox and come to the form. The simple
'arrow' icon of the mouse changes to a 'cross-wire' icon. S7e now simply press the left mouse

button and 'drag and draw' the outline of the Command Button on the form. This outline
represents the area over which the command button will be drawn. Once we release the left
bumon, the command button will appear on the form.

. Metbod'2: Double-click on the command button in the toolbox. This automatically draws a

command button with a default size on the form.

tWhatever the method we use for drawing the command button on the form, we end up with a screen,

which looks like this:

Now that the button has been set, we will start the programming. At present,we can presently only see the

VB Form. \7here do we code? To come to the code window, we doubleclick on the command button.
\(hat do we see? The form has disappeared! In its place, we have a new screerl, which looks like this:

Fr 1?ate Suh Comandl_C I1ck ( 
)

End Suh

This screen is the 'code window' in VB. This is the 'window'where - as the name suggests - we will be

doing all of our coding. V/e also need to observe that the title bar has changed from

"Project 1 -Microsoft Visual Basic Idesrgn] - [Form 1 (Form)]"

To

"Project 1 -Microsoft Visual Baslc Idesrgn] - [Form 1 (Code) ] "
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To reflect rhe fact that we have switched from the 'Form window, to rhe
need to concenrrare on rhe two lines appearing under the toolbar:
Private Sub Commandl Clrck o
End Sub

\7e will understand these lines in-depth later. \X/hat we should know ar presenr is this: the code written
between the lines "Priaate Sub Commandl-CLicbf' and"End Sub" willbe executed when we ,click, on
the command button drawn on the form. That's all we are supposed to know for the present. Just wait
for a while and then we will come to more details on this issue.

Ig* *: need to position the cursor between the lines "Private Sub Commandl _Click( ),, and,,End.
Sub" and type the following code:

MsgBox "Welcome to Shourya, s world of VB programmrng,,

once the code has been typed, our'code window' will look like this:

DN glt1]nt F0rnd gebut gr Quel! Di4lffi I!015 Ad+ln$ UFdm HilF

- dg B0i. r &r'Sd'S*!*h-n:tdr

Now that our GUI and the associated code is in place, we can run our first VB project. Once the
project starts running, Y/e click on the command button on the form. As we can see, a message box
with a simple message 'pops up' on the screen. \x/e will see the ourpur as given here:

tsFoffi
AwtoRedraw This is aboolea_n property, i.e., it acceprs values either as'true'or as'false,. Imagine
that we have drawn something on the form through code and then minimized our form, or
covered it with auother u'indow. Once rve .estor"/mrximize our form cr ulco\rer it. we see that

N4.S. University - D.D.C.E:

'Code vr.ndow'. Now we

!rrra1:e sub CqnmanCl Cii:irr)
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the graphics we had drawn through code are gone. This is because a window needs to 'refresh' the

scre;n every time such an event happens. The d.utoredrau) property of the form helps to achieve

this for us.

. C-ontrolBox: Boolean properrl, true by default. It determines whether the three common

windows butrons at the top-right of the form are visible or not. These are the minimize,

restore,/maximize and close buttons, as shown in the next figure:

If the control box property is set to false, it will be removed from the title bar of the form. In the

figure that follows, *e rr.ed to observe that the space reserved.for the controlbox is 'blank'.

o Cnn: Refers to the image that should be displayed on the task bar, when the

run-time. By default, when we minimize the VB form at runtime, the usual

displayed in the taskbar. To change the default image to something else,

ProPerty.

form is minimized at

icon of a VB form is

we make use c,f this

'When we select this propert/, a button with an ellipsis appears at the right of the ProPerties window.

Alphabetic I Cateqoriaed ]

.eyFre?iew Fa]se

ett .0

inkitlode l0 - None w

Button
r\/irh
Ell ipsis

.-:
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'$rhen we click on the button, we are asked for the name of the image file through the \Tindows dialog
box we are familiar with:

MaxButton: Boolean property, true by default. It sets whether the maximize button should be
enabled or not' If set to false, the user cannot restore/maximize the form at runtime.

MinButton: Boolean Property, tme by default. Sets the state of the minimize bumon. lf set to false,the user cannot minimize the form 
"i 

*.rtirrr..
SboatlnTaskban Boolean property, true by default. Vhen we mn the program, the running form
is displayed in the \Windows taskbar. IThen ser to false, the running forrn"will nor appear L, th"
\Tindows taskbar.

Wndott$tate:_This property determines the starting size of the form ar runrime. This propeny can
have one of the rhree values that follow:

4.5 IMPORTANT METHODS OF VB FORM
Hidc: This method hides the current form which is activated and on which the user is working ar
present. An example of the usage is:

forml.HIDE :'TRUE'

PrintFormz This method sends an image of the form ro the printer, bit by bit. once we invoke the
printform method, we get the exact output of the form on ih. prirrt.r, ,, i, i, exactly appearing on
the screen.

4.6LET US SUM UP

The- 'form' is probably one of the most imponant tools of VB. The end-user inreracrs with our
application through the form. The Form Layoit \Vind.ozuhelps to layout our formon the screen. \7hen
v/e create a new project in VB we don't have to 'create' a form in VB. As we can see, one form is
already created by VB, at the very start. This'form'will be.making the user interface of our
application.

\7hat is GUI Container?
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4.7 KEY\TORDS

Uer Interfae.' lJser interface is creating a form.

MaxButton; It sets whether the maximize button should be enabled or not.

MinButton: It sets the state of the minimize button.
'Windnu8tate: This property determines the starting size of the form at runrime.

4.8 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

l. \7hat is form layout window? Discuss the steps in creating a form.

2. Discuss the properties of VB forms.

3. tWhat are the steps taken in programming the form?

Check Your Progress: Modal Answer

The elements of the tool box interact with the user. However, they cannot exist in plain air -
they need a platform on which they can 'rest'. This platform is provided by theform designer.

4.9 SUGGESTED READINGS
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s.o ArMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Discuss message box and input box

. Discuss events, textboxes, labels, buttons, panels and group boxes

5.1 INTRODUCTION
This lesson include some vb tools such as message box, events, textboxes, buftons, labels, Panels and
group boxes, etc. All these tools are discussed in the following sections respectively.

5.2 MESSAGE BOX

5.2.1 Message Box for Information

This pop-up box is seen very commonly in lMindows. It is used to inform the user of some error, such

as when copying a file, reading a flopp1, disk, insufficient memory, etc. For displaying the message box,
we pass some string argument or any other data that we want to show. This data can be a literal, a

constarrt or a variable too. The general syntax of the message box is:

MSGBOX (prompt, [buttons, title]) where,

o 'Prompt' is the message to be displayed.

. 'Buttons' is the button combination to be displayed on the box.

. 'Title' is the title bar text of the message box.

For example, this line will generate a message box with ayery simple message 'Hello lJser':

MSGBOX "Hello l]ser"

A message box is a Modal entity: once it is displayed, funher execution of the current project stops.

Till the time the box is being displayed, no other code of the program will be able to execute. Of
course, other'Windows programs will not be affected by the message box - only the current project
will come to a halt. Once we click on the 'OK' button, the box will disappear and the program will
continue from the line written after the message box line.

tWe use the message box to display some message alongwith a value, as:

MSGBOX "Hello Mr.,/Ms." & str name
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5.2.3 Adding Punch to the Message Box
'S?'e can include special graphics in our message boxes, making the message more lively and

informative. For this, VB offers us the following options:

vtt l,utgon NafIle.l l::ilil:,,.rl:Li'ri11;1,11ii:iiillliirr:liiE{fe i:ii;:I:iiiiiiillliliililriiliiilrll,ir 
'

Vbcritical Messagebox with a red cross

Vbinformation Messac.ebox with a blue coloured symbol 'i

Vbexclamation Messagebox wiih yefiow triancle and an exclamation mark

\7e will now modify our earlier code listing message.l, to incorporate the vbinformation button, as

follows:

Code Listing message.2

PRIVATE SUB commandl_C]-lCK ( )

1. DIM ans A.S VB MSG BOX RESULT

2. ans : MSGBOX ("Continue with processing?", VBYESNO + VBINFORMATION)

3. IF ans : VBYES THEN

4. MSGBOX " Program wifl continue"
5. ELSE

6. MSGBOX "Program will stop"
1. END IF END SUB

The only change in the code is on line no.2, incorporating the vbinformation button. The message

box is now displayed in this manner:

Contir.rue wft h ptsdesEilfiq

-

li Yes il t'to I
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Suppose we click on 'Yes', we get this output:

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

5.2.4 Message Box with a very long Message

If we display a very long message, the message box will become very wide, looking very odd and
unattractive. To get around this problem, we build a string with the linebreak characrer built into it.
This is achieved by the vbcrlf statement. (Vb carriage rerurn line feed) Here is a small code for the
same:

Code listing message.3

PUBLIC SUB commandl_Cl,ICK ( )

1. DIM str_Iong_msg AS STRING

2. str_1ong_msg = "welcome to Sablzars world of programming" & VBCRLF

3. str-lonE_msg = str_long_msg & "where u study VB, oops, ADo,,' & VBCRLF

4. str-l-ong_msg : str_long_msg & "coM/DCOM and DHTML programming"
5. MSGBOX str_1ong msg

5. END SUB

Line 3 builds-up (concatenates) further on the string in line 2. Similarly, line 4 adds (concatenates)
further on the string in line 3 through the concatenation operaror [S,c]. The ourput will come in three
lines as shown

Welcome to Sabya's World of Frogranrming
Where u study uBr OoFs, ADo,
[0M/D(OM and DHTF1L Frogramming

f::T:rtr-l

Progrdm '#ill continue

li--oK--.-il

5.3 INPUT BOX

The message box is ideal for information-display and for Yes/No choices. For more eliborare enrries,
we have the dialog box named Input Box. The Input Box is like a message box with a textbox at its
bottom. The syntax is:

Projectl
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Variable_name : INPUTBOX (prompt, ttitlel )

Here is a sample code to accept data through an Input Box:

Code listing message.4

PUBLIC SUB commandl_Cl,lCK ( )

1. DIM str_num1 AS STRING

2. str_num1 = INPUTBOX ("Pl. Enter your P. F. number " ,
Account " )

VB Controls 95

"Provident Fund

3. MSGBOX " Your P. F. Number i-s

4. END SUB

The output of this code is shown here:

" & str_num1

The Input Box gives the 'OK' and 'Cancel' buttons by itself. We enter the value in the textbox at the
bottom and click on 'OK" or press the enter key. This value is trapped in a variable for further action.
This is an excellent choice for data that is to be entered infrequently. Compared to a TextBox, the
Input Box uses less space, and grabs the user's attention immediately as it popsup on the screen.

5.4 FORM EVENTS

5.4. 1 Initialize / T erminate

The initialize is the first event that fires in the lifetime of a form, just as the form is 'beginning to take
shape'. Hence, this is not the right place to deal with the controls on the form. Those controls might
not have been 'sited' on the Form yet. Thus, their properties, etc., will not be available in this event - if
we access these properties in the initialize event, we will get an error. It will be a better idea to wait for
the other events that follow. However, this event is the right place for initializing our variables rhar
might be used later in the program.

The terminate is the reverse of the initialize event - the last event in a form's lifetime. This is fired
when the form object is being 'destroyed'. This event, thus, is used for cleanup code, ro explicitly
release resources being taken up by the form. The terminate can be called explicitly through code, as

follows:

SET forml : NOTHING

Provident Fund Account
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5.4.2 Load/Unload

The load event follows the initialize event of the form. At this time, the form's. Form file is brought
into the RAM. In this event, controls begin to appear on the form, though not all of them. Thus, this
is still not the perfect place to deal with some of the controls on our form. The Data Control's
recordcount property, for instance, gives an error if referred to in this event.

The unload event fires when we close the form, by clicking on the close butron ar rhe rop-right of the
form. This event is followed by the terminate event. The variables, etc. associated with the form lose
their values once the unload event is fired. This event can be initiated programmatically by the
following line:

UNLOAD forml

The unload event has an in-built parameter, cancel. This paramerer can be used to 'cancel' the unload
event, if required. This code will help us check if the user really wants to close the form. If the user
says no, the form will be not being unloaded.

Code Listing event.l

PRIVATE SUB form_UNLOAD (CANCEL AS INTEGER)

1. DIM ans AS VBMSGBOXRESULT

2. ans : MSGBOX (" Sure to close the form? ,,, VBYESNO, " Pl-ease confirm ")
3. IE ans = VBNO THEN CANCEL = TRUE

END SUB

Here is how the code works:

1. Line no. 1 declares a VBMSGBOXRESULT type of a variable.

2. The line no. 2 'confirms' from the user whether he really wants to unload the form, through a

message box with the yes/no butrons.

3. If the user clicks on the 'No' button, the ans variable will have the value VbNo. If so, the cancel

Parameter of the form_unload event is set to 'true'. This forces the event form unload to be
'cancelled'.

5.4.3 Queryunload

This event is fired just before the unload event. This event carries afl exrra paramerer compared to rhe
unload event. This is the unloadmode parameter. Using this parameter, we can come to know how the
unload eyent was fired - through code, through the close button, erc. This way we can have precise
control on hov, the form should be unloaded. If required, based on the triggering evenr, we can
'cancel' the unload operation.
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The various options of the unloadmode available to us arel

VB Controls 97

r{ffi$Rvxtuq VB CONSTANT WHAT l MEANS

0 VbFormControlMenu The 'close' button ruas pressed.

I VbFormCode The form is being unloaded ; hrouEh code.

2 VbAppWindows Tha Witd"-r *tta. ir .*,irq t. ,r*-a

3 VbAppTaskManager The task rnana5er is; r:losing the application

4 VbFormlt4diFornr A^ rv{r,I t'.r,i;;;,;E ;;il"rd 
"t' 

rL. F**

This code checks for the source of the unload e'eni. if the user i:. cl,-,silq the fornl bv pressing the
'close' button, the form will not be unloaded.

Code Listing event.2

PRIVATE SUB form_QUERYUNLOAD (CAi.lCEl AS Illli.i: , ."..,OAlllCDE A.'i iilfF.-:trR.)

IF UNLOADMODE : VBFORMCONTROLI"IEI\IIi Tllil' --l-l"r:: :: j

END SUB

5. 4. 4 Activ ate / D eactiv ate

Load and Unload are useful eyents. However, there is a snrail problerr, - these events fire only once in a

form's lifetime. Thus, they cannot be used if we frequently shift irom one form to another and we
want to keep track of variables. If our apolication requires that data on forml be seen on form2
whenever we switch from forml to form2, the load event will not give the desired results at all times;
it will give the correct result only the 1st time - the only time the load event fires. For situations such
as this, we need to use the activate / deactivate event combination.

The activate event fires whenever we shift from one form to another form in the same application.
Suppose we shift from forml to form2, then:

L. The activate event of f.orm2 is fired.

2. The deactivate event of forml is fired.

\7hen we shift back to formL from form2 then:

1. The activate event of forml is fired.

2. The deactivate event of form2 is fired.

As an exampie, consider the following code. Assume we have written this code in the activate event of
form2. Here, r,"'e are assigning the value of a public variable publ of forml to the textbox textL of
form2.

Code Listing event.3

PP.IVATE SUB FORM_ACTIVATE ( ) ' in fcrnr2

textl. TEXT = forml .pub1 ' public .variabf e declared in f c::m1

END SUB
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Now, whenever we shift to form2, the activate event will assign the value of publ to the textbox textl
of. f.orm2. Thus, we can use the value of one variable in more than one VB Forms, without worrying
about any details of transferring the values manually.

5.4.5 Gotfocus/Lostfocus

The gotfocus event fires when the blinking cursor (caret) 'enters' it. This is the stage when the control
will receive the keyboard input and the mouse click event. The gotfocus fires whenever the user uses

either the tab key to 'enter' a control or clicks the mouse on a particular control.

It is imponant to note that the gotfocus event of the form might never be fired, because the form can
only receive the focus if:

. There are no controls on the form.

o There are no controls on the form which can receive the focus.

As should be very obvious, both the conditions mentioned above are practically impossible. Thus, it is
not really possible for a form's gotfocus event to be fired.

5.5 TEXT BOX
'We use the textbox to enter data as well as display data. Thus, the textbox can accept numbers,
alphabets, dates, etc from the user. These values can then be stored in the database, if required.
Alternatively, we can also use the textbox to show the results of some processing requested by the
user, such as displaying data fetched from the database, or showing the result of some mathematical
oPeration.

The most important properties of the textbox are as follows:

Alignment This property determines the alignment of the contents (text) inside the textbox. Three
possible values are:

1llal15 mfilleq:
e Left aligned (default)

,t Right atigned

2 Centre aligned

BorduStyle. Determines whether a textbox will have a 'border' around it or not. The possible values
are:

. 0 - None (IrTo border).

. 1 - Fixed Single (Border is presenr, Default Value).

Hide Seleoion: -When we select some text using either the mouse or the keyboard, the 'selected item'
becomes highlighted. Once we click anywhere else, the 'selected item' is lost and the highlighr around
the selected item disappr:ars. If we want the selection (highlight) to persist even if we click anywhere
else on the form - or till the time we make a ncw selection - we can set hide selection properry to false.
This property is Booleart and default value is 'true'. That is, the 'selection' is lost the moment we click
on any area aker makinl; our selection. If we want the selection to persist, we can set the hide selection
property to 'false'.
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Max kngtb: Limits the number of characters a user can rype. The default value is 0, allowing
approximately 32 KB of data. This property only controls the quanrity, not the quality of the data.
Thts, maxlength cannot be used for accepting only numbers o. orrly alphabets.

Mubiline:'False' by default. As we enter our data, rext longer than the width of the textbox scrolls
from right to left, i.e., horizontally. once multiline is set ro ;tr.re', rhe excess data will scroll from top
to bottom, i.e., vertically. Once multiline is set to true, we can use the 'Enter' key to insert line breaks
in our data.

. Passunrd Clan Any character in the textbox can be clearly seen by anyone. If we want ro, w.e can
'encrypt' our typing into a specific character. This way, no one can see what we are typing. Using
this property' we :an implement a password-protection in our application. For exampl", *" .ri
type an "t' (asterisk) symbol for the Passuord Char. Once we do this, any rexr enreredty the rrs.,
will be displayed as "t'. Please note that this propeny only changes rhe way the character is
'displayed'. The actual character still remains the same, which we can read from code.

o Sqoll Bars: We commonly see scrollbars in \Tindows Explorer, Inrerner Explorer, Powerpoint,
etc. The same scrollbars can also be attached to our textbox. The default i, ,"t io 'no scrollbars'. In
this situation, we can use either the arrow keys or the 'home' and 'end' keys for moving around
in a big textbox. Once we set the property to use scrollbars, the scrollbars will become 'aitive' (or
enabled) as soon as we type some extra text. 'We 

can choose from the following values:

I&ening

0 No Scroll Bar (default)

I Horizontal Scroll Bar

2 Vertical Scroll Bar

., Eoth Horizontal and Vertical Scroll Bars

Text The most important property for textbox. The texrbox is supposed to accepr and display data.
The text Property helps us perform that task: it is used to take in data and to gi.,re out ."rrrltr. The text
ProPerty can accept any kind of data - numbers, strings, dates, etc. Text propeny is the default
ProPerty of the textbox. This means that we can refer to it through code even without explicitly
(directly) mentioning it. Thus the lines

textl.TEXT : "Some value"
and

textl : "Some value"

will give us the same result, and no error will be generated either.

Ri& Texi;t Box

The text box provides features for entering and displaying text. It pror,';i,-s options for changing
colours, fonts, etc. However, these changes are always global, i.e., they apply to ali the conrents oith!
text box. If we want to apply these changes to a specific portion of rexr, say, for font size, colour,
paragraph indentation, erc., we are unable to do this.
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These limitations of the text box are overcome by the rich text box. As the name suggests, the rich text
box is a text box with a 'rich' set of features. 'S7'e 

can set the colour oprions for a few words, change the
font type and size for a select few words, set the indentation for a particular paragraph, save the
contents as a file, load a file from the disk into the rich text box, etc. In fact, these features are all
provided by MS-\[ord and other common word-processing software.

Now we'lI draw the control on the form and make a small application using ir. To work with the
richtextbox) we use the following properties:

:Use ftis property T+ achicvelhit.,;,:;ll:;l1lli;i1i;l;i:ri;ti;;irii:;;riirir,ilrc

SetBold Making selected text bold

Selltalic Making selected text italic

SelUnderline Making selected text underlined

Selstrikethrough Civing a strikethrough effect of selected text

SelText Cetting the selected text and workint on it.

SelBullet Cenerate a buileted list

SelRtt Getting the RTF code of the selected text.

SelStart SettinS the position of lu character of seiected text.

SelLength Getting the length of the selected text.

Here are some examples of using these properties:

Saae File

Saves the conten.ts of the RichTextBox to a disk file. This file can larer on be retrieved
standard \Tindows methods.

The syntax is as follows:

cOntrolname . SAVEFILE IFILE NA},IE, trILE TYPE ]

u'here,

. Filename is the name we want to give to the file (the full parh neecis to L,e given).

. File type is rhe format in which to save the file. It can harse trao aaitie::

by us, using the

Load File

Loads a disk file into the RichTexrBox conrrol at runtime.

The syntax is as follows:

controlname.LOADFILE IFILE NAME/ FILE TypE]

To make a selection of the file to be loaded at design-time stage itself. we set rhe filename properry ro
an appropriate value.

0 i S:'e' filc in RTF lorrnat

I I I Saves file in Tcxt fornrat_ _ -t__--
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5.6 LABEL

This control is for read-only data. Consider the following details:

The number of records in a particular file,

o The result of an income tax calculation,

o The number of days the students/employees have been Present.

In the normal case, all of these values come from some internal calculations. Thus, they are all read

only data. The user should not be allowed to directly change these values using the keyboard. For this

,.rrorr, they need to be shown in a label control.

The latch label can also serve as a prompt, helping the user understand what is to be entered in which

textbox or listbox

Link l-abel

Link Label displays a h,rrperlink. Multiple hyperlinks can also be used and each hyperlink can perform

a different task within the application. Properties of the Link Label control are the Active Link Color,
Link Color and Link Visited which are used to set the link color.

5.7 OPTION BUTTON/RADIO BUTTON
'We 

use this control very commonly in lVindows. It is a small hollow circle, which helps us to make a

unique choice from a host of options. Consider the screen we get when we begin to shutdown our

system: rounded options for 'restart', 'shutdown' and 'restart in MS-DOS mode'. IW'e can make only
one selection from the choices available to us. These arethe option buttons (seen as white circlet).V.
can click on one of these circles, which give us a 'dot mark' (o) if it is not already there. \7e can

choose only one of the options we like, at one time. Thus, for making unique selections from a given

set of options, we use an option button.

The imponanr properties of the option button are the same as the checkbox. Hence, we won't be

discussing them here. You can always refer to the checkbox section and find out the details. Some

properries, which have a different 'set' of values compared to the checkbox are mentioned here:

Value. The meaning of this property is the same as that of a checkbox. In an option button, this

property is boolean. Thus, the possible values are:

o 0-False(Default)

o 1-True

If the oalue is set to 1 and the styleis 'graphical', the option button will appear as a'pressed'command

bufton, slightly depressed (similar to what we see in MS-'Word, when we press the 'bold' or the 'italics'

button on the toolbar).

ctr o uptng opti o n B utt o ns

Vith a mutually exclusive selection, we can face a problem: what if we need more than one 'group' of

option buttons on our form? For example, consider a form with options of:

. gender : male/female
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. education : graduate/post-graduate

. income tax payee : yes/no

Quite clearil', we will.need three group: of option butons, and all three groups should be mutually
exclusive. Fcr such a situation, we will draw our option buttons on another control such as a ,Frame,
or a 'Picture Box' whSh h_as been put directly on the form. rWe will nor put rhe Option Buttons
directly on the form. For this reason, the Frame and the Picture Box are also known as a,container
control'. Now, we can easily treat the three options as rhree distinct groups. The following figure
shows the three groups, in three frames. Note that one burton from eachi.o.rp h., been selectJ, 

-

5.8 CHECK BOX

Used very commonly in \7indows, it is a small hollow square box which helps to make multiple
choices from a host of options. W'e see these boxes *h"r, *L begin formatting a iisk, asking .r, if ie
want to display th-e volume label. surnm ary information, etc. 'We can click on ih"re bo*es, *f,i.h gir.,
us a 'check mark' 1't/1 li it is not already there. If the check mark is already presenr, clicking lnce
again will make the check mark disappear. 'We 

can choose any numbe, of opriorrs we like, at thl same
time. Thus, for making multiple choices from a given set of options, we use a check box..
The importanr properries of a check box are:

' DisabledPioure: Tells VB which image has to be shown on the check box when it is .disabled,, 
i.e.,

when the 'enabled' Property is set to 'false'. Any kind of an image file can be used (b-p, .gif,'.i.o,
etc).

' DourrPiaure: This property tells VB which image has to be shown on the check box when it is in
the 'down posirion', i.e., when the check box hai been ,checked,.

' Piaure: Sets the image to be shown on the check box when it is in the normal state.

' fUle: !hr; ProPerty determines whether the check box will appear as a normal check box
('standard') or like a command button ('graphical'). The possibl. ,r1.r., for this properry are:

. 0-Standard(Default)

* 1 - Graphical

The next picture shows two check boxes with the caption 'Indian Citizen' . The styleproperry of check
box on the left is the default'standard'. The style propeny of check bo* or,,t. iigti is ser to
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'graphical'. As can be seen

button.

CheckBox with

style of
'Standard'

CheckBox with

style of
'craphlcal'

Valuez By default, a check box on the form is in the'unchecked state'. That is, the check box is not
checked by default: we have to click on it to make it checked. In case we want a particular Check Box

to start with a 'checked state', we set this property to an appropriate value as follows:

Vdue "Mcaning

o Unchecked {Default)

I Checked

1 Grayed

A check box with a 'Checked' oalue will start off with a check mark on it by default, even when the

user has not clicked on it.

A Check Box with a'Grayed' oalue wrll appear as a 'Checked' checkbox. However, it vrill also have a

'Grayed-out' effect, similar to the effect we see in\7indows when a particular item or choice is 'not
available', i.e., not enabled. The results of the three settings are seen here, at run-time:

VB Controls 103

from the picture, the check box on the right looks like a simple command

The checkbox doesn't have any unique imporrant method. The general ones have already been covered

under the common methods in VB.

5.9 PANELS AND GROUP BOXES

Panels are the controls that contain other
controls, for example, a set of radio buttons,
name for group of controls.

it. It acts as a container for group o{
By using panels, we can give one single

controls within
checkboxes, etc.
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Groupboxes are similar to the panel control and is used ro Group controls. Groupboxes display a
frame around them and it allows to display captions to rhem which is not done with the Panel contiol.
The Groupbox class is based on the Control class. Panel is container for group of controls like
groupbox.

Both panel and groupbox acts as a container to other controls. They help a lot in some applications
where. we want a group of controls or where we wanr to make the objects disabled or enabled
according to the specified task.

The main dilference between panel and Broup box is that group box has a place where u can place a
text of your own ie it contains caption which is nor posibl. in panel. A panel is just like a frame
where we can provide a collective name. Also panel has a scrolhr, *h"r. as group box does not
contain scrollbar.

For adding controls to the panel, drag a Panei (Panelt) to the form from the toolbox. For placing some
controls, say, checkboxes on this Panel drag three checkboxes from the toolbox and place them or. the
Panel. All the checkboxes in the Panel are together as a group but they can function independently.

l. \ilhat is the effect of vbinformation button on rhe message box?

2. \X/hat is LoadlUnload event?

5.10 LET US SUM UP

lh9 vB NET message box function is very similar to that of old version, but the v/ay you use it is
slightly different.

Most Vindows applications request for user input. Message box information is used to inform the user
of some error, such as when copying a file, etc. The Inpur Box is like a message box with a textbox at
its bottom. The initialize is the first event that fires in the lifetime of a fort. The terminate is the
reverse of the initialize event - the last event in a form's lifetime the load event follows the initialize
event of the form' At this time, the form's. From file is brought into the RAM. The unload event fires
when we close the form. We use the textbox to enter data as well as display data. Radio button is a
small hollow circie, which helps us to make a unique choice from a iost of oprions. The main
difference between panel and group box is that group box contains caption which is not possible in
panel.

5.11 KEY\T/ORDS

Initiahze: The initialize is the first event that fires in the lifetime of a form.

Terminate: The terminate is the reverse of the initialize event.

Gotfoaa: The gotfocus evenr fires when the blinking cursor (caret) 'enters' ir.

s.12 QUESTIONS FOR DISCUSSTON

l. Vhat is a Message box? In what ways is the syntax of the message box is different from the one in
earlier versions?

Your
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Differentiate between panel and group boxes.

FIow are grouping options used in radio button?
'What is rich text box? How the file is loaded in it?

VB Controls 1C5

2.

3.

4.

Check Your Progress: Modal Answers

1. vbinformation button shows a message box with a blue coloured symbol.

2. In load event, controls begin to appear on the form, though not all cf them. Thus, this is
still not the perfect place to deal with some of the controls on our form. The unload event

fires when we close the fornr, by clicking on the close button at the topright of the form.
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6.0 AIMS AND OBJECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Discuss various tools that appears in the tool box such as list box, combo box, image list and

picture box
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. Discuss how menus are used

. Discuss dialog boxes
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
The toolbox- helps us to build the GUI or front-end of our application. The controls that normally
form part of the toolbox when VB starts are known as intriisic controls in VB. \X/e will ,trrdy ,o-L
intrinsic controls such as list box, combo box, picture box which are discussed in this lesson.
'S7hen we work with windows, menus are the basic tools used in any ofthe windows application. One
of the prime features of a language, especially based on GUI .or..pt, is ease of use and free flow of
information berween the user and rhe sysrem. This is ensured by Diaiog Boxes.

6.2 LISTBOX

)Ve ye lists very commonly in \7indows. Of course, we use them in our daily life as well - a shopping
list (!), a list of important days, a list of pending bills to be paid - tel"pht.r", electricity, .r.. i, i
comPuter Program, a list is a yery convenient way to enter data. The [sl becomes even more useful
when we have a fixed range of values ro enrer.

In'Windows, we choose a value from a list by clicking the mouse on a parricular item. The value we
choose at run-time (the selected item) gets a highliglter bar around ii, indicating rhar it has been
'selected'. This value can then be put into a label or a textbox. Whenever .r..i"d, we can make
multiple selections from a listbox. This can be done in the typical \$flindows style, using either the
'Shift' key or the 'Ctrl' key. However, we cannot directly -rk" ,ry run-time entries - we either
choose from the available oprions, or we don,t choose at all.

A listbox offers the following benefits:

o Automatic validation of data, if the entries have been properly made in it.
. Less risk of typing errors.

o Saving of time, especially if the data is very bulky.

The following picture shows a listbox with an item 'Kolkata' selected. The blue band around Kolkata
shows that it is the selected item in the list, which is a very common occurrence in \7indows.

6.2.1 Important Properties of ListBox

Qlumns: Normally, the contents of the listbox scroll
scrolling to horizontal. At the default serring of .0,,

vertically. This property can help change the
the listbox items scroll vertically. Any value
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greater than this, makes the items scroll horizontally. If the value of columns is 1, only one column
will be visible at nrn time. The remaining columns can be seen through the use of the horizontal scroll

bar. If value of columns is 2, two columns can be seen at the same time. The other columns can be seen

through the use of the scroll bars. Here is a picture that shows three listboxes at run time. They all

have the same data, but the setting of columns property is different for each.

In this figure, the listbox on the left has the columns at the default of 0. So, it shows the data in a single

column, using a venical scrollbar. The listbox in the centre has the columns set at the value of 1. So, it
is showing data horizontally, one column at a time, using a horizontal scroll bar. The listbox on the

right has the columnr set at 2. So, it shows the data horizontally, two coiumns at a time, using a

horizontal scrollbar.

Zisr: Probably the mosr important property. This property helps us to type in all the values into the

listbox. At run time, the user will select from this list of options. To enter values into the list through
the list propert/: we need to take the following steps:

1. Click on the listbox to select it.

2. Click on the'list' property in the properties window. A button with a downward-pointing arrow
aPPears on the extreme right.

3. Click on the arrow.'We see a'drop-down list' appearing.

(Li5t)
t20
(List)
(None)
0 - Default
O - None
o - Manual
0 - None
tsalle

Arrow Button

Drop-Down List
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4. Type the first entry into the dropdown list.

5. Press 'Ctrl' + 'Enter'key. The cursor will come to the next line.

6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 to enter the list items one by one.

7. Once all data has been entered, press only 'Enter' key. The dropdown list disappears and data
entered by us appears in the listbox. Our listbox is now ready to be used.

\(/e will now make a small program. Suppose we enter this data in a listbox:

New Delhi, Mumbai, Kolkata, Chennai, Bangalore, Hyderabad.
'When our program runs, we will 'click' on an item in the listbox. The itern selected by us should
appear in a textbox. Can you guess which eaent wrll we use for our program? The click event of the
listbox. (remember event-drioen programming?) That is, when the user clicks onthe listbox, the selected
item will be displayed in a textbox.
'We will, first of all, make the form for our project. Start VB, open a new Standard EXE project and
design a form with a Listbox, Textbox and appropriate labels. Then switch to the code window by
double-clicking on the listbox. Concentrate on the two lines appearing at the top of the code window:

Pr ivate

End suhl

Once again, we will be writing our code between the lines

Prlvate Sub Lj-st1 Cli-ck ( )

And

End Sub

This code will run whenever we click on the listbox named'list1' at run-time. The code is as follows:

Code Listing listbox.l

PRIVATE SUB lisI1-CLICK 0
text1. TEXT = 1ist1. TEXT

END SUB

Now run the program, either by pressing the 'Start' button on the toolbar or the 'F5' key or by
selecting'Run' 'Start' from the menu bar.
'S7hen the program starts running, click on 'Mumbai' in the listbox. The output of code listing
listbox.l will be as follows:
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It is to be noted that we have selected Mumbai from the listbox and the textbox is also showing
Mumbai. This is because when we clicked on the listbox,

1. The click event for the listbox was fired.

2. The code written for the click event of the listbox was executed.

3. This caused selected item I listl.text ]to be displayed in textbox I textl.text]

Now stop the program, either by Clicking on the 'stop' button on the toolbar or by clicking on the
'Close' bumon in the control menu of the E-rm. Again run the program, this time selecting New
Delhi from the listbox. This time, we will see New Delhi displayed in the textbox.

Listlndm: This property gives the 'position' of the selected item in the listbox. Thus, if we click on the
1" item in rhe listbox, we get a Listlndex of 0, not 1. If we click on the2"d item in the listbox, we get a
Listlndex of 1, and so on.

This way, the maximum value of the Listlndex in a listbox with'n'number of elements will be (n-1).

For a listbox with 20 elements, thus, the maximum value of listindex will be QOt) : 19. Also,
remember that if no item has been selected, the value of listindex will be '-1'. The Listlndex property is

only available at run-time. It'cannot be seen in the properties window.

Now we will make another program. Similar to the code listing listbox.1, when we click on a listbox,
we will get the selected item in a textbox. Ve will also get the listindex of the selected item in another
tefibox. For this, we will modify our previous form first of all. Open the form used in our previous
exercise and modify it to get a form with another set of textbox and label.

\fle will now modify our code listing listbox.l. Switch to the code window and get the following code

in:

Code Listing listbox.2

PRIVATE SUB 1ist1_CLICK o
text1. TEXT = 1ist1. TEXT

LexL2. TEXT : 1rst1. LISTINDEX

END SUB

Now, whenever 'listf is clicked, the code for the click event of 'listl' will be fired. \7e will see an

output similar to this figure:
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It is to be noted that we have selected New Delhi from the listbox and the textbox 'Textl.' is also
showing New Delhi. The textbox 'Text2' is showing the position of New Delhr Qistind.ex) in the
listbox. This is because when we clicked on the listbox 'lisr1.', the following things happened:

1. The click evenr for the listbox was fired.

2. The code written for the click event of the listbox was execured. fCode Listing listbox.2]

3. This caused the selected item [listl.text] to be displayed in the rextbox 'rexrL'. This value is
presently'New Delhi'.

4. The next line caused the 'position' of the selected item [listl.listindex] to be displayed in the
textbox 'text2'. This value is presently'0'.

\(hile the program is still running, click on another city name. \7e will see rhe selected text [listl.text]
and also position of selected text flistl.listindex] change.

I istCnunt: This property tells us how many items are present in the listbox. The following line, for
instance, will give us the total number of items presenr in the listbox '|istl.'. The total .orrrr, will be
displayed in the textbox'rextl.'.

textl.TEXT = l_Tstl.LISTCOUNT

ItemData:'W'e can associate a number with every item that is typed in the listbox. This property is
represented by itemdata. Thus, we can enhance the utility of the listbox, by including ar, ,diitional
numeric data for each item in the list. For example, we can have a list of the names of students in a
class, and the itemdata can be used to represent their percent marks in the previous exam. As another
example, consider a listbox with the names of districts of a srare. The itemdita, in this case, can be used
to show the population of each district.

The itemdata for a selected item can be read by passing the listindex of the selected item to the itemdata
property. The general syntax is as follows:

1rst1. ITEMDATA (INTEGER) AS LONG

\7here listI. represents the name of the listbox and integer refers ro the listindex of the listbox. Once
the listindex is passed to ltemData, the value of itemdata can be displayed or can be used for some
further processing.

For example, we can represent the order of the cities in rerms of their population through the
ItemData proPerty. Thus, Mumbai can be given the number 1, Kolkata can be girren the number"2, and
so on. To do so, switch to the design window and follow the same sequence of ,t.p, as we have done
f9r elteling the list property of the ListBox. \When the drop-down list lor itemd.atarpp.r.r, we will see
that VB has already assigned a default itemdatavalue of '0' for all the items in the LisiBox.
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Suppose, we have given following values as the ltemData 
^ndthe 

List:

3 New Delhi

1 Mumbai

2 Kolkata

4 Chennai

5 Bangalore

6 Hyderabad

\7e will now modify our code listing listbox.2 so that vrhen we click on an irem, the selected text is
shown in a textbox'textl', the listindex is shown in another rextbox 'text2'and the itemdata for the
selected text is shown in another textbox 'text3'. Modify the form by adding another textbox and label
to it. Our form should now appear like this:

This is the complete code, modified ro accommodate the itemdata:

Code Listing listbox.3

PRIVATE SUB Iist1_CLICK ( )

1-ext1. TEXT : Iist1. TEXT

text2. TEXT : list1 . LfSTINDEX

text3.TEXT = listl.ITEMDATA (listl.LISTINDEX) \new fine of code

END SUB

Notice on the last line, we are passing listindex of 'listL' to itemdata of 'listl'. By doing so, the rextbox
'textJ' will display the itemdata of the selected text of the listbox. If you have typed the same data as
given by me for the cities and the itemdata, the result will be as shown here:

As the figure shows, we have clicked on Kolkata. Thus, going by the code listing listbox.3,

. text1. is showing'Kolkata' (lisrl.rexr).

. text2 is showing '2' Qistl.listindex for Kolkata).

o text3 is showing '2' (istl.itemdata f.or Kolkata).

If we change our selected city, the other values will change accordingly.
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Mwltiselea: This property sets whether we can select multiple items from a listbox or not. The default
value is for single selection. To allow the user to select more than one item at the same time, we have

to set this property to a different value. The possible values for this property are:

,' fub', H0wrc)effit ,

0 None {default} Not Aooficable

l Simole Mouse Onh

z htended Mouse + Shift /Mouse + Ckl

Sorted: Boolean property,'false' by default. Thus, the list items will not be arranged in a proper order
by default. If we want the listbox contents to be arranged in a proper order alphabetically, we set this
property to true. In fact, the contents of the listbox are displayed in the order in which they have been

entered in the list property. Once the sorted property is set to true, the items will be r+arranged and
displayed in an ascending order, i.e., from smaller to higher values (based on the 'ASCII'value).

Style: Determines whether the listbox has checkboxes in front of all the elements or not. The possible
values are

. 0-Standard(Default)

o 1 - Checkbox

Cltecked List Boxes: By default, the listbox does not show any check boxes. Once the property is set to
'1-Checkbox', checkboxes are displayed in front of all the elements of the listbox. The following figure
shows a form with two iistboxes. The listbox on the left has been kept at the default style property of
'O-Standard'. The listbox on the right has been set at the style property of '1-Checkbox'.

List:The text propefry tells us the value of the selected item. The list rs a property which is more of an
array. By using the list property, we can refer to any item of the listbox, whether selected or not. This
is the difference between the text and the list propeny, though both of them refer to the value of items
in the listbox. The general syntax is:

listl.LIST I INTEGER ] AS STRING

Thus, the list property accepts an integer as the input and gives a string as the output. This integer will
be the listindex and the output will be the text of the item with the specified listindex.

For example, if we use the listbox we have been using so far, the following line will give the output as

'New Delhi'.

listl.LIST (0) 'output is New Delhi, because listindex of New Delhi is 0

Similarly, if we give listindex as 2, we will get the output 'Kolkata'.

listl.LIST (2) 'output is Kolkata, because listindex of Kolkata is 2
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Neulndm: This property gives the index of the item most recently addgd to the listbox. Consider the

following lirr., *hi.h jiritryr the listindex of the newest item added to the listbox, by using the

neuindex property:

MSGBOX " index of the new item is" Ec list1'NE\7INDEX

The following line gives the text o{.the newly-added item to the listbox:

MSGBOX " text of new item is" Er listl.LIST (ist1.NE\fINDEX)

6.2.2lmportant Methods of ListBox

Addltemz Helps add an item to the listbox ar run-rime. 'We know that we cannot type directly into a

listbox while ihe program is running. The set of values given at design-time is persisted with at run-

time. This method offlrs an indirect *ry of adding an item, through code. The general syntax is:

Iistboxname.ADDITEM ( item as STRING )

For example, this line will add the entry in 'text1' to the listbox 'list1'

listl.ADDITEM (text1. TEXT)

Aear:This propertlr as the name suggests, helps 'clear' the contents of the listbox, i.e., remove all the

elements. The general syntax is:

list.boxname . CLEAR

The clear method needs no paramerers. The following line will clear off the contents of the listbox

'list 1'

1i-st1. CLEAR

Remowltem: This properry 'removes' items from a listbox, oneby-one. Thus, it is different from clear,

which removes ,li th" items at once. To mention the item to be removed, we give its listindex. the
general syntax for the Removeltem method is:

llstboxname.REMOVEITEM ( INDEX AS INTEGER )

The parameter passed to remooeiten't, i.e., index, refers to any integer value, the listindex value of the

item to be removed.

This line will remove the item selected in the listbox'list1'.

tistl . REMOVEITEM ( 1ist1 . LISTINDEX)

This code will remove the 1" item from the listbox:

fistf.REM6VEITEM (O) .listlndex of O means the 1st item

The ind.ex we pass to removeitem m:ust be present in the listbox, otherwise we will get an error.

Suppose *" hr* a listbox with 10 elements. I? we pass an index value of 12 to the remooeitem method,

we will ger an error, because this listindex is noi present in the listbox. Thus, we must first check

*h.therlh" index of the item to be removed exists or not. If it exists, we can remove it. If it does not

exist, we can inform the user of the fact and 'skip' the code that removes the item from the list.

This code will do precisely that - it will accepr a number from the user and check if that listindex

exists in the listbox. If the index exists, the item will be removed. If it doesn't, the user will be given an

appropriate message. \fle will be using the click event of a command button 'buttonl' for the Program'
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2.

3.
A

t

6.

PRIVATE SUB buttonI_CLICK ( )

IF textl.TEXT - \\// OR VAL ( textl.TEXT ) < 0 THEN EXIT SUB
\ if no item entered or if improper item number, quj-t
IF VAL ( textl.TEXT ) < Iist1.LISTCOUNT THEN

' lf entered lndex 1s ress than totaf items in the l_istbox
Iistl.REMOVEITEM VAL ( Iextl.TEXT )

ELSE

MSGBox t' Pfease give a value fess than .. & l-istl.LrsrcouNT
END IF
END SUB

Here, the code runs as follows:

L' Line no. 1 checks if user has not entered any value I textl.TEXT : "" ] or has entered a negariye
number [textl.TEXT a 

9]. If any of the conditions is true, the program jr-p, out of the code
routine [Exit sub]. After all, there is no point in continuing with *roig d"t..

2' Line no. 2 checks if the value of textl is less than the listcount. After all, the maximum listindex
of a listbox will be one less than the listcount. Thus, if the user enters 

" 
,d.,. equal to or more

than the listcount, an error will be raised (because that listindex will not exist in the listbox). If the
value of textl is less than the listcount, the program goes to line 3. If not, the program goes to line
5.

3. Line no. 3 removes the listitem whose listindex we enrered in ,rext1'.

4. Line no. 4: This line is the else parr of the if-then-else block.

5' Line no' 5: This line displays a messagebox and informs rhe user of the proper value of listindex to
be entered in the textbox 'texr1,.

6.3 COMBOBOX

This control is a 'combo' (combination) of a listbox and textbox:
o similar to the listbox, it helps us make a choice from a readymade list.
o Similar ro a texrbox, it helps us rype in a new value.

However, this list is drop-down and not permanenrly open, unlike a listbox. Again, unlike a listbox,
we cannot make multiple selections in a combobox. Generally, a Combo trk.", .rp l.r, ,.r.", ,r",
compared to rhe listbox.

\we make a selection by clicking on an item in the dropdown list. This is shown in the figure that
follows. on the left, we see the combobox in the 'ntrmal' srare. on the right side, we see rhe
combobox in the drop-down list state, showing its listarea. The selected irem is shown in the textdred at
the top. This item appearing in the rextarea is the textproperry of the combobox.
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If required, we can type a new item in the textarea. This item will not be added to the list of the

comb;, though. Howerrer, we can read it as the text of. the combobox. This way, the user can

temporarily get a new value as the text.

To see the ComboBox in acrion, design a form with a ComboBox and a command button. Add some

items to the listproperry of the Combo. Now switch to the code window and tyPe the following code.

I assume that you have nor changed the default ndme property of the command button and the

ComboBox. Once the code has been typed, it should look like this:

Code Listing combo.l

PRIVATE SUB commandl_C],ICK ( )

MSGBOX "The text property is" & combol.TEXT

END SUB

Now run the program and do the following:

. Click on the right of the combobox (on the arrow button). A drogdown list will apPear showing

the values entered in the list proPerty.

. Click on any item in the drop-down list. The list will disappear. The name of the city clicked by

you will 
^ppear 

in the textarea at the toP.

. Now click on rhe command button. A messagebox will pop-up and show the text property of the

combobox 'combol.'.

Now type a new value into the rextarea of the Combo and click on the command button. See the

result foi yourself - though the new item has not been added to the list of the Combo, it appears as the

tr*t propiny. Now selecianother item from the Combo. The recently-typed text will be lost forever.

The importanr properries of the ComboBox are as follows. Properties similar to listbox are not

discussed here. Only the unique Properties have been mentioned.

Style:This reflects the way we can use our Combo. The possible oPtions f.or style atet

llli:,, :eitn*t*t 'ij:fitrriEti

0 VbComboDropDown (D efault) Normal Combo

I \tCombo5imple Drop-Down feature is lost

2 VbComboDropDownList We cannot type in TextArea
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6.4 PICTUREBOX

Picture Box is one of the important conJrols for 
_graphics. Picture Box conrrol is used to display

pictures' Similar to the frame, the Picture Box can 
"lro 

,.t as conrainer control. The picture Box has a
Boolean proPerty, autosize. If set to true, the PictureBox will change in size to fit the image perfectly.
Thus, in the Picture Box the image will stay in the original dimension. The pictureBox doesn't have
the stretch ProPerty. To assign an image to this conrrol, i. ,", picture properry. For this,
1. 'W'e 

select rhe control.

2. Select the Picture properry.

3. Click on the ellipsis at the right, the "Load Picrure" fVindows File Open) dialog box pops up.

L,:ak ur: !fii VBsg
***--l - EerEE-

li.Jiod

igJtemplate

J IsqI

i;;3wizards

l
)

I
I

l
I

I

File name: l- o;_-lt*.1--I
liles of !vpe: {*.tt 

picrure Fites --*-**-*3 c"ll? i

6.5 MENUS

Everyone is familiar with Menus. \7hen we work with windows, menus are rhe basic tools used in any
of the windows-application. Examples of Menu items are File, Edit, Formar erc. Menus in applications
are those that allow us to make a ielection out of the choices, when we wanr to f..fo.* some acrion
with the application, for example, to format the texr, open a new file, prir,t .r,i so on. In VB.Net.
MainMenu is :he container for the Menu structure of the form. Menus are made of Menultem objects
that represent individual parts of a menu (like File- ) New, open, Save, Save As etc.).

The twc main classes involved in rnenu handling are, MainMenu and Menultem.

4' once we select the picture and click on "open", the image is displayed in the control. To set the
picture at runtime' we use the LOADPICTURE method,"passingthe filename as a paramerer:

PlctureBoxl.PICTURE : LOADPTCTURE(complete path of the image fil-e)
Calling on load picture without any argument will remove rhe currenr picture from the control.
Here is a picture showing 1 Picture Bo* As we can observe, the picture in it is much bigger than the
other conrrols. other controls show the picture in original di,,,.rriiorr.
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6.5.1 MainMenu
\Windows users are familiar with Menu objects. The MainMenu control is the container for the menu
stnrcture of the form. Menus are made up of Menultem objects that represent the individual parts of a
menu. You can add submenus to menus that will pop up when the user clicks an arrow in the menu
item, display check marks, create menu separators, assign shortcut keys to menu items, even draw the
appe^rar.ce of menu items yourself. The MainMenu class let's us assign objects to a form's menu class.

Eile Edit tiew Eroject Euild

€:-'iE-r#El#
QebuS Data lools Windaw Eelp

:ir:' 5'l r F- p Debug 6
r;l-r ::!:: rill:t 1$f,

--::.: i I l

ilSgvp-o.ry''tt. ^- - ","ii
I Whdows Fnrmsi I ;:,::i::l::i::"::::::-:::::::::::::.-::::.:':l::::::.' l

i I rointer' A t-abel

A Linktabel

g1l eutton

lsbl TextBox

ffi ruir*oenu

lfi fherkrsx

fI RadioButtcn

[]l Eroupgox

ffi FirtureEax

f] ranel

& I DataGrid

m LirtBox

m CheckedLilttox

I=H LomboBox

!i'ustview
';; Treeview

-l TabControl

Clipboard Ring v
6eneral

fi ColarDialogl ffi f.{aint{enu1

6.5.2 Menultems

Menultem is the class which supports the items in a menu system. Menus like File, Edit, Format etc.
and the items in those Menus are supported by this Menultem class. It's this Menultem's click event
that makes these Menus work. For a Menultem to be displayed, we need to add it to a MainMenu
object.

Menultems in a MDI application work in a special way. When an MDI child window appears, its
menu is merged with the MDI parent window. You can also specify how this menu is to be added to
the MDI parent window with the MergeOrder and MergeType propenies.

file
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E,&nt of tbe Menwltem
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The default event of the Menultem is the Click event which looks like this in code:

Euh llenulterfll_CIicklByUaI sender i.s SyBiem.Ohlect. ByUaI e.Ls SystEm.EvEntlrgsJ HandIEs l.lenu:,4 Pr ivaLE

:.l End sub

1]
1.ll

13

1l
:1

I ti+: ,-'',t
115i*l Prlvate suh HEnuIteflS Click(ByUflI senderi-
llr; I

:l
13?: I End sub
i)r f,no Lra35

},B Sy3ten.Object, By'!'al e.l.s Sysrem.EvenE,Lrgs) HaRdIEs l{enu

Propenies of Menwhem

Few of the important properries of the Menultem class are listed below:

5ystem, Windr:ws, Forms, 14enuItem

:r OwnerDraw

,, EI I'q:*i !*,,: i:"iii:;:..!i,!1ri

; lEI (DynamicProperties)

False

l,:, ,'l'4oditiers

E :+u,,,

I l,:, r Checkedr t,; ;.. Lt TELMU

iil:;:,, DeFaultltem

i l,::,r; Enabled

i i1,.11Nauist
i !,,r,', Frlergeorder

r 1 ltergelype

:. RadioCheck

,, Shortcut

: 5how5hortcut

r I Text

: Visible

. Che&ed: Default value is set to False. Changing it to True makes a checkmark appear towards the
left of the Menu.

. Defauhltem; Default value is set to False. Changing it to True makes this menu item default menu
item.

. RadioC.he&: Changing it to true makes a menu item display a radio button instead of a
checkmark.

. Sbortcut: Enables to set a short cut key from a list of available shorrcuts for the menu irem.
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6.5.3 Creating Menu

Creating Menus is simple. Drag a MainMenu component from the toolbar onto the form. \7hen you
add a MaiuMenu component to the form it appears in the component tray below the form. \(indows
form designer will add the Menultem's for this by default, you need not add this. Once when you
finish adding a MainMenu component to the form you will notice a "TypeHere" box towards the top
left corner of the form. To create a menu all you have to do is click on the "TypeHere" text which
opens up a small textbox allowing you to enter text for the menu. You can view that in the image
below. You can use the arrow keys on the keyboard to create a submenu or add other items to that
menu or click on the first menu item and use the left/right arrow keys on the keyboard to create a

new menu item. That's all it takes to add a menu to the form.

'Work ing aitb an ex dmple

Let's work with an example to understand Menus. Drag a MainMenu and a TextBox onro the form. In
the "Type Here" part, type File and under file type "New" and "Exit". Our intenrion here is to display
"'Welcome to Menus" in the 'fextBox when "New" is clicked and close the form when "Exit" is
clicked. The Menu which we will create should look like this File- ) New, Exit (Ir{ew and Exit below
File). The code for that looks like this:

Public Class Form3 Inherits System.\Tindows.Forms.Form

#Reqlon "Windows Form Designer generated code"

Private Sub MenuItem2_CIick(ByVa1 sender As System.Object, ByVaI e

As System. EventArgs ) Handles Menultem2 . Clrck

:i're:
t_,,:j':l

,:,..,. , :

ir::' ,t , L

ffi l,,tainMenut
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TextBoxl.Text = "Welcome to Menus*

End Sub

Private Sub MenuItem3_Click (Byva1 sender As
System.EventArgs) Handles MenuItem3.Click
Me . Close o

'Me refers to the current object (form)

End Sub

End Class
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System.. Ob j ect, ByVal e As

6.5.4 Context Menu

Another popular type of menu is the context menu. The context menus are invoked by right clicking
on another control. \7e can use context menus to display menus that will be specific for that conrrol.
You can achieve this by setting the ContextMenu properry of the conrrol with the name of the menu
created separately as shown below

1fi-cl

1t?:

i

1Lr! i

l

,

1 1Z:

:
--.1lft

:

115j
- - -:.

i'
I t1

i

11Ai
:" 1:1:

IIe. ConEroIB. Add (ilE. Lahe 11)
HE . FormEorderSEyle - SysEeri. IJindoTrrs . Forrfls . FormEord.erSt.yle . F ixeclD j-aIog
Ue.Ilenu = I{e.l{ain}Ienu1
IIe,Narne = "Form1,
I{e.Texi = "Forffi1rr
I,le . ReEumelayout (False 

J

d 5ut,

egi,ln

ivRt.E Suh Forml_Load(ByvaL EendEr A= Syst:em,Obje,rE, EyVaI e Ls Syst:em,Ev€
Buttonl.

d Euh
6 Anchor

6 BackColor

6 Baclqroundlmage

^lJ

I

I

lXll

1- r

ivate S at| BringToFront

I{e . CoS ButtonBaseAccessibleobject

Lahe I'6 CautesvElidation

-d 5r& @(ontainer
''"1) fonlains

nder .4.E System.Ohject, ByYal e As

1og1 . Co Ior

Ival:e s:@EE
1: ?:

4'

Overridable Property ContextMenu0 As 5ystem,Windoy{s,Forms,
Gets or sets the shortcut menu essoriated with the conlrol,

6.6 DIALOG BOXES

Most \Tindows applications request for user input. Dialog boxes are one :

specific kinds of inputs. Therefore, vB.Net allows its designers ro creare a

dialog boxes. Standard Dialog boxes are included in classes that fall
CommonDialog.

L FileDialog

2. ColorDialog

means of requesting users for
number of different types of
within the purview of the
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3. FontDialog

4. PageSetupDialot

5. PrintDialog

Let us now briefly study the features of the CommonDialog boxes

6.6.1 The ColorDialog Class

This dialog box shows the color palette for allowing user to select a color and add that color to the

palette. The properties of the Class are given below:

Property or Method Description

ShowDialog Displays the dialog box

Color Determines the color selected by the user

AllowFullOpen Specifies if the user can add custom colors to the box

SolidColorOnly Determines if the user can use dithered colors

Creare a new Visual Basic \Tindows Applications project in the Visual Studio IDE. To the form
Forml add a ColorDialogBox. Add two Buttons and name them as given below:

:. : .S"#'d;,ffi,#;x

:.: li: l;ii ii iii;!iIi!!9: i1B; ***1.6t r 1ss|-r#ff' rryr!'

fis#{|l*r& i$&.d.trilt*e.'Ed.**"{r&nB&r*rfi

rir*--T":n i"""*1'-l**rlFrylffi] I tE 
1

!}d €r&#l*rgq*F *

ffierk ,,:,

HStlM{;*{'s$& :i:lr

#l ,ffi*ee ,,:,!1

S* r***mi ,::lll

* {.iddFHS*&eBB , !i

;rJ gr*E***ry !:

adt A*+g* r.

$ s*"Y*6#d#
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s, mmg***trx
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*l k*e,6ri**, .

d fir*{i$S, :
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l', *****-
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{ * !tS6{**
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Now in the code behind form add the following codes:

Public Class Eorml
Pr j-vate Sub Buttonl_Cl-ick (ByVaI sender As
System.EventArgs) Handles Buttonl.Click

Me. ColorDialogl . ShowDialoq ( )

Label1. EoreCofor : Me. CoforDialogl. Cofor
End Sub

Private Sub Button2_Click(ByVa1 sender As Object,
Handles Button2.CIick

Me. CIose ( )

End Sub

End Class

Press F5 to execute the program

The program will run like the one shown below:
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System, Obj ect, ByVal e As

ByVal e As System.EventArgs)

-:asg*
l tl r al*';:;i"l':11;

He , Co lorD ia]trg1 . Co.l-or

r A3 SysteH.Objecr
will clear the but

As System.Ohj

Basic cobrs:

ffir-rr:rIffiffi
l.-f---l=I
I+ IIEII
l"=fIIlII
TITIIIII
il-=Er-r
Curlcffi eolor$:

r rr*r ri-*rrr-t-*i-*rTrr-r
Defre Custm llohs >>

l er-,I !q::t .j

The three screenshots above illustrate how different common dialog boxes are displayed.

"Change Color" button opens the ColorDialog box. You can choose any color from the palette and
click ok. (The codes for event handling of ok and Cancel bufton in the iolorDialogBox are not given
in this Program. You may however write it as shown earlier, if you v/anr ro see tf,e impact of 

"yoy
program.)

:l:ri

I flick

Fortr
cplnr mffi-

)HE
E tsoI

II.ll-'*,

ila e_6t ytew {rore(t Eullr, uebug loots ufndow Lr3tp

!4: ! End Class
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You can write some message in label's text property. The next screenshot will show the changed fore

color of the label1:

Chang* }rly falcr hy fh*a**ng frsm the
Paletle - fllrk tke Eutton

fhange f, Exit

6.5.2 OpenFileDialog Class

This class provides users with the file selection capability. The properties and methods of this dialog

boxes are given below:

Property or Method Description

ShowDialog Displays the dialog

MultiSelect Sets/unsets the selection of multiple files

ShowReadOnly Sets/unsets the read-only check box checked

Filter Sets the type of {iles that will appear in the dialog box

Filterlndex Sets the index of the filter selected in the dialog box

6.6.3 SaveFileDialog Class

The SaveFileDialog class offers you the standard window that we see while saving the file. The

methods and properties of this dialog box are given below:

Property or Method Description

ShowDialog Displays the message

CheckFileExists Checks for the existence of file specified

FileName Determines the file name selected bv the user

Filter Condition for files to be shown in the dialog box

Filterlndex Determine the index of the filter selected in the dialog box
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6.7 IMAGELIST CONTROL
This control is supposed to 'serve' other controls. It is not visible at run-rime. It holds a collection of
images for other controls to use. Thus, the Imagelist is a storehouse of images for other controls.

To set the properties of Imagelist, we right-click on it. \7hen the drop-down menu appears, we selecr
'properties'. A new window appears now, displaying the Property Pages for the Imagelisr, as shown
here:

To set the images in the imagelist conrrol, take the following steps:

l. Click on the tab with the caption 'Images'. A new tab opens up.

2- In the new tab, click on the 'insert picture' b.rtton. A 'select picture' dialog box opens up ro selecr
the image (see figure).

3. Select the image from the dialog box and click on 'OK'. The image is inserted into the Imagelist
(see figure):

Select pieture ffi

blkbl':winq_bubbles_b. gif

t'l.rps

F2.JPG

Iare.ipg

mitt.bmp
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To add additional images, repe_at the steps I and 2 menrioned above. As we add more and more images,
the 'index' caption at the topleft gets set automarically. The index is 1 for the 1st image, 2 for thel.nd
image and 3 for 3rd image, and so on. This index property is unique for each and errery image. This
index will be used later, to link an image from the imagelist to anorher conrrol.

t. \[hat does Multiselect properry of the listbox specify?

2. Define the term'Context Menu'.

6.8 LET US SUM UP

In \7indows, we choose a value from a list by clicking the mouse on a parricular item. .we can make
multiple selections from a listbox. This can be done in the typical Wirrdows style, using either the
'Shift' key or the 'Ctrl' key. , unlike a listbox, we cannot make multiple selection s in a comiobox.

Everyone is familiar with Menus. '$7hen we work with windows, menus are rhe basic tools used in any
of the windows application. Examples of Menu items are File, Edit, Formar erc. Menus in applicatiorx
are those that allow us to make a selection out of the choices, when we want to perform some action
with the application, for example, to format the text, open a new file, print and so on. In VB.Net,
MainMenu is the container for the Menu stnrcture of the form. Menus aie made of Menultem objects
that represent individual parts of a menu (like File- ) New, open, Save, Save As etc.).

Creating Menus is simple. Drag a MainMenu component from the toolbar onto the form. \When you
add a MaiuMenu component to the form it appears in the componenr tray below the form.

Dialog boxes are one.me-ans of requesting users for specific kinds of inputs. VB.Net allows its designers
to create a number of different types of dialog boxes such as file dialog, color dialog, etc.

Image list holds a collection of images for other conrrols to uS€;

Your
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5.9 KEY\T/ORDS

Antut Menu:The context menus are invoked by right clicking on another control.

Menultems: Menultem is the class which supports the items in a menu system.

Menus: Menus are the basic tools used in any of the windows application.

6.10 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

L. 'What is a Dialog box?

2. Describe the process of adding Dialog box to your application.

3. Explain Menus and their importance.

4. How do you create menus in your program?

5. 'What 
is list box? How checked list boxes are used in it?

6. '$7hat is picture box?

Check Your Progress: Modal Answers

t. Multiselect property sets whether we can select multiple items from a listbox or not. The
default value is for single selection. To allow the user to select more than one item at the
'same time, we have to set this property to a different value.

2. The context menus are invoked by right clicking ofl another control. We can use context
menus to display menus that will be specific for that control.
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
The treeview is a non-intrinsic controls, member of the Microsoft \Tindows Common Controls.2 6.0
(SP4) collection. \7e add them to the toolbox. It is probably the most complex of all of the controls.
Most of its tasks are performed through programming. For this reason, we have to deal with a lot of
their properties, methods and events as compared to other \Tindows Common conrrols.

Status bar is also one of the non-intrinsic controls. It informs us of our current page, the total number
of pages, the line number, etc.

Progress bar and Tab control are also discussed in this lesson.

7.2 TREEVIE\T/ CONTROL
'When we open \Tindows Explorer, we see two panes - one on the left, the other on the right. The left
pane lists the drives, folders and sub-folders in a 'hierarchy' in this manner:

. Once we open the 'c' drive, we can see all the folders in the drive.

o Once we open a panicular folder, we can see irs subfolders listed.

. Once we open a sub-folder, we can see all the files in the subfolder.

This is the hierarchy we are referring to. This kind of a view is provided by the rreeview control. It
helps view hierarchical data as a 'tree', with roots, nodes and subnodes (or branches). Thus, where we
have hierarchical data, we can represent the hierarchy 'diagrammatically', by using the treeview
control.

C-onsider a Program on Geograplry: all the continenrs, countries, their states, capitals, and so on. It
would be an ideal case for the treeview control - we show the continenrs ar rhe top level in the
hierarchy, the countries at the next level, the states at the next, and the cities at the next level in the
hierarchy. Diagrammatically, we represent the hierarchy as:

Continents

I countries

| ,,,,.,
I c,,,.,

Isn't this the kind of a view we get in the left pane of \(indows Explorer? The treeview is essentially a
collection of nodes. In the diagram given above, 'conrinents' represenrs the root node, and all other
nodes are child nodes of some node or the other. For instance, 'countries' is a child node of
'continents' and the parent node of 'states'. Similarly, 'states' is a child node of 'countries' and a parent
of 'cities'. This means that a node can be the parenr ro some node and the child for another rrode. Th"
treeview offers this facility without too much of an effort. We can manipulate these nodes through
code. Let us see how to work with the treeview control.
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7.2.1 Adding a Node to the Treeview

The treeview is a collection of nodes. Thus, the first thing to do when using treeview conrrol is to add
nodes to it. The first step in this direction is to 'declare' a variable of the rype of node. This is done in
the gener al / declarations section:

PR[VATE nod AS NODE (in general/declarations)

Doing so declares a variable 'nod' of the type node. It is a variable, which represents an 'object' so it is

called as an object variable, to distinguish it from other traditional variables. Later on in the program,
through this variable we will be able to refer to any node in the treeview, whenever required. To add a
node to the treeview, we use the add method of the nodes collection of the teeview. The general

syntax for creating a node is:

SET nod : Iv.NODES.ADD(RELATIVE,RELATION,KEY,TEXT,IMAGE)

where,

. Nod is the name of the node (object variable).

. tv is the name assigned to the treeview.

. Relative is the key of the node to which the current node is related.

. Relation is the relationship of the current node with the node specified under 'relative'. It can

have the following possible values:

0 tvwfirst

1. tvwlast

2. tvwnext

3. tvwprevious

4. tvwchild

. Key is a unique name given to the node to distinguish it from other nodes. This parameter is

mandatory.

. Text is the text we want to be displayed on the current node. This parameter is mandatory.

. Image is the index of the image (from the imagelist control) to be shown alongwith the 'text'.

. Selected Image is the index of the image (from the imagelist control) to be shown alongwith the
'text', when the node is 'selected' by the user.

Based on this syntax, we can write the following code to add the root node to our treeview control (we

are using the form_load event):

SET nod : tv1.NODES.ADD (r, "root_geog", "EARTH")

In the line given above, we are 'creating' an object variable by the name 'nod' (it has already been

'declared' in the general/declaration section). Let us analyze the values we have given for the different
parameters:
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. Relatiu: This parameter has not been passed by us in the present case. This is because this node
('nod') is going to be the top-level node (root node) of the treeview. This missing parameter is

represented by the presence of a comma without any value in the position of the parameter.

. Relation: This parameter too has not been passed by us in the present case. This is because this
node ('nod') is going to be the topJevel node (root node) of the treeview. Thus, it will be illogical
to specify the relation of the node with itself. This missing parameter is represented by the
presence of a comma without any value in the position of the parameter.

o Kqt Thrs value has been specified as 'root_geog'. This value, always unique, will be used to
identify the node later on in the program.

. Text:This value has been specified as'earth'. This value will be used to display the text to the
user.

. Image: This parameter has also been omitted.

. Seleoed Image: This parameter has also been omitted.

Once we have done this, we will add more nodes to the treeview. These nodes will contain the names

of continents. Thus, these nodes will all be the child nodes of the root_geog node. 'We will add the
names of continents as follows:

tv. NODES .ADD "root_geog", T\r'i^lCHILDr "contl" r "Asia"

The line given above adds a node to the treeview. The details of the statement are as follows:

. Relatiw: This node will be created 'relative to' the node with the key of "root_geog".

. Relationsbip: \7e specify' the value of tvwchild. Thus, the current node will be a child node of
node specified under relative, i.e., "root_geog".

. KqtThis unique value is specified as "contl".

. Tqt:This value, meant for display, has been set to "Asia".

. Image and Seleoed Image: These two optional values have not been set yet.

Now that we have added one child node, we'll add one more child node:

tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog", TVWCHILD, " canL2", "Africa"
The line given above adds a node to the treeview. The details of the line are:

. Relatiu: The node will be created 'relative to' node with key of "root_geog".

. Relationsbip: \7e specify the value of tvwchild. Thus, the current node will be a child node of
node specified under relative, i.e., "root_geog".

. Key:This unique value is specified as "cont2".

. Text:This value, meant for display, has been set to "Africa".

. Image and Seleoed Image: These two optional values have not been set yet.

Ve will now consolidate all the statements given by us so far, as shown in the following code segment:

Code Listing treeview.l

PRIVATE nod AS NODE 'in general,/decl-aration

PR]VATE SUB FORM-LOAD()
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SET nod = tv.NODES.ADD (,, "root-geog", "Earth") 'root node

tv.NODES.ADD "root_qeog:", TVWCHILDr "contl", "Asia"
tv.NODES.ADD "root geog", TVWCHILD, "conL2". "Africa"
END SUB

Now run the project and see the output. \ile will see the text of the root node ('Earth'), as shown in

the figure:

This appears to be alright, but wait !! 'We have also given two child nodes with the text 'Asia' and

'Africa'. \7here are rhey? After all, we also have not received any error either from the program. To

find the child nodes, just try and double-click on 'Earth'. And what do we see? The two child nodes

now expand (opens up), and'Asia' and 'Africa' can be seen by us, as the figure shows:

Note that this view represenrs a hierarchy, since the root node is at the left and the child nodes are

indented towards the right.

Now add some more lines to code listing treeview'1, to get a code like this:

Code Listing treeview.2

PRIVATE nod AS NODE 'in general/declaration

PRIVATE SUB FORM-LOAD 0
SET nod : tv.NODES.ADD (r r "root_geog", "Earth") troot node

tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog"/ TVWCHILDr "contl". "Asia"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geogt' / TVWCHILD, " corrL2", "Africa"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog", TVWCHILD, "cont3" r "Australia"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog", TVWCHILD, "cont4", "Antarctica"
tv.NODES.ADD "root-geog", TVWCHILD, "cont5", "Europe"

tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog"/ TVWCHILDr "cont5", "North America"

tv.NODES.ADD "root geog", TVWCHILD, "cont7"r "South America"

END SUB
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Now run the program and observe the output. It
treeview opens up and shows all the chilci nodes.
shown here:

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

is the same story. Once we double-click on Earth, the
Thus, names of all the conrinenrs become visible, as

AStd

Africa
Australia
Antardica

- Europe
Norlh America

. South America

7.2.2 Keeping Nodes Expanded at the Very Start
S(e have to always double-click on the root of the treeview, to expand it and to see all the child nodes.
If we want to ensure that all the child elements are expanded rig^ht from the time they are added, we
use the expanded proPerty of the node object. This is a boolea]n properry, whose ,al.r" is 'falsei by
default. \We set it to 'true', so that the nodes are expanded automaticatti. flr. code is:

nod.EXpANDED : TRUE

Adding this line ro our existing code, we get:

Code Listing treeview.3

PRIVATE nod AS NODE 'in general/declaratlon
PRIVATE SUB EORM-LOAD I
SET nod : tv.NODES.ADD (,,',root_geog", "Earth.)
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog"/ TVWCHILD, "cont1", "Asia"
tv.NODES.ADD " root_geog"/ TVWCHfLD, "cont2", "Africa"
tv.NODtrS.ADD "root_geog", TVWCHfLD, "cont3", "Austral.ia"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog,', TVWCHILD, "cont4 ", "Antarctica',
tv.NODES.ADD "root geog"/ TVWCHILD, "ccnt5", "Europe"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog", TVWCHf' D, "con:4", "North Arnerica"
tv. NODES . ADD " root_geog.,', T\/WCHILD,,, ccnt5,', " South Amerlca "
nod.EXPANDED : TRUE 'new line adderl

END SUB

'$rhen we run the program nov/, the new line Qast line) ensures that all the nodes are in the expanded
state' even if we have not double-clicked on the root node. Thus, our ourpur will be exacrly ,, ih. l"r,
image seen by us.

Now that the continents have been added to the treeview, we need to add the countries to rhe
continents. This means that we need to add more nodes. As is obvious, rhese nodes will be the child
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nodes of their respective continents. To add more nodes to the treeview to represent the countries,
modify code listing treeview.3 to get the following code segment:

Code Listing treeview.4

PRIVATE nod AS NODE 'in general/declaration
PRIVATE SUB FORM-LOAD 0
SET nod = tv.NODES.ADD (,, "root_geog", "Earth")
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog", TVWCHILD, "contl"r "Asia"
tv.NODES.ADD "contl", TVWChILD, "contl_1"r "Indj-a"
tv.NODES.ADD "contl", TVWCHILD, "contL_2", "Japan"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_gieog", TVWCHILD, " conL2", "Africa"
tv.NODES.ADD "cont2", TVWCHILD, "cont2_I", "South Africa"
tv.NODES.ADD "cont2", TVWCHILD, "cont2_2", "Egypt"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog", TVWCHILDr "cont3", "Australia"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog", TVWCHILD, "cont4" r "Ant.arctica"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog", TVWCIiILDr "cont5" r "Europe"
tv.NODES.ADD "cont5", TVWCHfLDr "cont5_1"r "Germany"

tv.NODES.ADD "cont5", TVWCHILDr "cont5_2" r "France"
tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog"I TVWCHILD, "cont5"r "North America"

tv.NODES.ADD "cont6", TVWCHILD, "cont6_L", "U. S.A. "
tv.NODES.ADD "cont6", TVWCHILD, "cont6_2", "Canada"

tv.NODES.ADD "root_geog"/ TVWCHILD, "cont7", "South America"

tv.NODES.ADD "contT", TVWCHfLDr "contT _L", "Brazi_l-"
tv.NODES.ADD "contT"f TVWCHILDT "contJ 2", "Argentina"
nod.EXPANDED : TRUE

END SUB

The output of this code is shown in the figure that follows. Note the 'Plus' symbol in front of the
continents. The 1st continent, Asia, has been expanded:
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7.2.3 Counting the Nodes

To get the total count of the nodes, we use the count method of the nodes collection. The outpur can
be assigned to an integer type of a variable, or can be displayed in a messagebox.

To get the count of the nodes in the treeview, add a command button and a label to rhe form. Code for
the click event of the command button as follows:

Code Listing treeview.S

PRIVATE SUB commandl_ClICK ( )

1. DIM int_count AS INTEGER

2. int_count : tv.NODES.COUNT

3. ]abell.CAPTION : "Total NODES : tt & int count
END SUB

'When we run the program and click on the command burton 'commandl', line no. 2 counts the total
number of nodes in the treeview and assigns the result ro rhe variable int counr. This value is then
displayed in the label 'labell'.

7.2.4lterating through the Entire Treeview

For going through all the nodes of a treeview, we can make use of the for...each....nexr loop. This loop,
we have already seen, helps us to loop through a collection effortlessly. \flhile we are looping, *. ."r,
print the text and the key of the current node in a listbox. The code for this will be as follows:

Code Listing treeview.6

PRIVATE SUB commandl_ClICK ( )

1. DIM txt_msg AS STRING

2. FOR EACH nod fN Iv.NODES

3. txt msg = "Current node's text is " & nod.TEXT

4. txt_msg = txt_msg & " and key is " & nod.KEy

5. listl.ADDITEM txt msg

6. NEXT

END SUB

Here, the code runs as follows:

1. Line no. 1 declares a string variable for storing the text and the key to be displayed.

2. Line no. 2 begins the for...each...next loop. The loop will conrinue till the dme more nodes are
available.

3. Line no. 3 prepares the string'txt_msg'for displaying the text of rhe currenr node. It uses rhe rexr
property of the node object to achieve this.

4. Line no. 4 prepares the string 'txt_msg' for displaying the key of rhe currenr node. It uses rhe key
property of the node object to achieve this.

5. Line no. 5 adds this string to a listbox named "list1", which we have added to the form.
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6. Line no. 6 conrinues with the iteration of the for...each loop, shifting the Program control to line

no. 2. once no more nodes are available, the loop will terminate.

Ensuring Nodes are dsible during lteration

In the code segmenr we have just seen, we face a peculiar situation. \7hi1e iterating through our

rreeview, if thelurrent node is presenr deep down in the hierarchy, it might not be visible to the user.

During iteration, we might *rr, ,o show that particular node to the user' To do so, we use the

ensurevisible method of ih. node object. This method, true to its name, makes the node visible (if it

was invisible so far). W'e can modify the prerio.rs code segment, adding just one line as shown here:

Code Listing treeview.T

PRIVATE SUB commandl-C],IcK ( )

1. DIM txt_msg AS STRING

2. FOR EACH NOd IN IV.NODES

3. txt-msg : "Current node's text is "

4. txt msg : txt msg & " and keY is "

5. listl.ADDITEM txt_msg

6. nod.ENSUREVISIBLE 'make current node visible, if invisible

1. NEXT

END SUB

In the code given here, line no. 6 is the only addition to the previous code. \(hen this line is executed

at every it"r""tiorr, the treeview makes sure that the current node ('nod') is made visible.

7.2.5 Determining Path of a Node

In'S7indows, we refer to 'parh' of a file or a folder. For instance, the VB.EXE file might have the path

c:\program iiler\mi.rosofi visual studio\vb98 on our computer. This way, we can access it through

th. prth whenever required. The treeview also provides this feature, through the path ProPerty, as

follows:

nodename.PATH (KEY)

For example, through our code listing treeview.3, the path of 'Europe' can be found through:

nod.PATH ("cont5")

Once we run the code given above, we get the output as:

Earth\Europe

Similarly, the path of 'Africa' can be found through:

nod.PATH ("cont2")

Once we run the code given above, we get the output as:

Earth\Africa

& nod. TEXT

& nod.KEY
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7-2.6 counting Number of child Nodes of a particular Node

Xffffi:leed 
to count the number of child nodes for a particular node, we use the children properry,

tv.NODES (KEy) .CHILDREN

using this syn1ry, we ger the number of children of 'Asia' node as follows:

MSGBOX Iv.NODES ("contL ").CHILDREN
\rhen iterating through the treeview, we can display the number of chi6ren of the currenr node assnown nerel

MSGBOX nod.CHILDREN

7.2.7 Adding values to Nodes Dynamically
so far, we have given pre-determined values to our treeview. 'we 

can also specify the text of our nodesat run-time, through 
."" t:p.", given by the user. To do so, w'e add anothe, trrrron to our existingproject, and code for the click event like this:

Code Listing treeview.8

PRIVATE SUB commandl_CT,ICK ( )

1. DfM txt_node AS STRING

2. DIM txt key AS STRING

3. D]M int-count AS INTEGER

4. int_count : tv.NODES.COUNT ,find totaf count of nodes
5 ' int-count : int-count + f increment totar- count by 1

6. txt__key = "key" & int_count 'prepare key for new node
1. txt_node : INPUTBOX ("WHAT TEXT TO ADD,,)
8. Iv.NODES.ADD / , txt_key, txt_node ,new node added

END SUB

Here, the code runs as follows:

L. Line nos. 1 - 3 declare variables.

2' Line no' 4 counts the total no. of nodes in the rreeview and assigns the result to the variablelnt count-

J.

4.

5.

6.

Line no. 5 adds 1 to the total node count, i.e., int_count.

Line no'.5 prepares the key for the new node. Since the wer might rype an existing key, we
prePare the unique key. through code. For this, we concarenare the wori 'k.y' ,rrd ,h. variableint-count 

.and-assign the output to the variable txt-key. ihi, .o-binatiorl as we can easilyunderstand, will always give us a unique value.

Line no. 7 asks the user for the text of the new node.

Line no' 8 adds the new node to the treeview. Note that no relative has been specified, making
this node a top-level node. The key is passed as Et-key and the rext is passed as rxt node.
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7.3 STATUS BAR CONTROL
'When working in MS-'Word, we see the status bar at the bottom. It informs us of our current page, the
total number of pages, the line number, etc. VB can provide the same functionality through the
statusbar control. Using this control, we can give a lot of useful information, such as displaying the
current record number in a set of records, the current date/time, etc. Once we get the statusbar on the
form, we add panels to use it.

A statusbar is a collection of 'panels'.

7.3.1 Adding Panels to the Statusbar

To add panels:

1. Right-click on statusbar.

2. Select properties from the pop-up menu that appears. A property pages dialog box opens up.

3. Select the panels tab from this. As we can see from the figure, the lst panel has already been

added, with an index of 1.

4. Assign a suitable text for it.

5. To add more panels, click on 'inseft panel' button. A new panel is added to the statusbar, with
index value of 2.

6. Give a suitable text for panel.

7. Repeat the process as required.

Styb Propoty

This property is for useful features set as displaying present date or time, Caps Lock or Num Lock
status, etc.

To display these features in the shtus bar, we take the following steps:

l. Open property pages of the statusbar.

2. Select 'panels'tab.
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Select index of the panel where we want ro show the date or the time.

Click on style drop-down button. Observe drop-down list that appears:
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3.

4.

From here, we choose one of the following oprions:

Style Value Effect on Status Bar
SbrCaps Displays status of Caps Lock key

SbrNum Displays status of Num lock key

Sbrlns Displays status of lns Lock key

SbrTime Displays current Time
SbrDate Displays current Date

If Caps Lock is off, the word 'caps' will appear 'gray' (dull). If the caps lock is on, 'caps' will be black.
Same is the case for Num Lock and Ins key.

Sming Appearan@ of tbe Pancls

The panels, by default, appear to be 'inset' on the statusbar. 'We can ser rhe appearance to three
possible values, using the bevel properry on the panels tab:

. 0 - sbrNoBevel

. 1 - sbrlnset (the default)

. 2 - sbrRaised

Here is a picture of the statusbar, showing all the three possible bevel values:
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Adding Pancls at Run'time

So far, we have added the panels at design-time and worked and seen the results. If we want to add

panels ar nrn-rime, we can ,rs" the add meihod of the panels collection of the statusbar, as follows:

Statusbar.PANELS.ADD [index,key,text,style,picture] AS PANEL

Code Listing status.l

PRIVATE SUB commandl_C],ICK ( )

1. DIM int_count AS INTEGER

2. DIM int-new-count AS INTEGER

3. DIM str_Panel-text AS STRING

4. int_count : statusbarl.PANELS.COUNT

5. int_new_count : int-count + 1

6. str-panel--text : INPUTBOX("Enter text for the panel ' '")
7. statusbarl.PANELS.ADD int new count,,str paneL-text

END SUB

Here, the code runs as follows:

7. Line nos. 1 to 3 declare variables for holding various kinds of data.

2. Line no. 4 uses 'count' method of statusbar's panels collection. This method helps count the

number of panels. This value is stored in the variable int-count'

3. Line no. 5 increases int_count by 1 and stores this value in the variable int-new-count.

4. Line no. 6 asks for the text to be used for the panel, through the inputbox.

5. Line no. Z uses 'add' method of the statusbar's panels collectioq which adds a new panel to the

statusbar. \7e pass the value of int_new-count as the index and strlanel-text as the text

argument for the add method.

7.4 PROGRESS BAR

A Progress Bar control shows the progress of an operation that takes time and a user has to wait for

the operation to be finished.

7.4.l Creating a Progress Bar

Here, we will show the creation of a Progress Bar control using a Forms designer at design-time

To create a Progress Bar control at design-time, drag and drop a ProgressBar control from Toolbox to

a Form in Visual Studio. The ProgressBarl is added to the Form after you drag and drop a ProgressBar

on a Form and it looks like Figure below.
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7.5 TAB CONTROL
Another commonly used \Tindows control is the Tabbed Dialog Control. We see this control when
configuring ODBC data sources, when setting the propenies of"the VB ToolBar, StarusBar, etc. rffe
can add the same tabbed dialog control to or'ri form. To do so, we go ro rhe menu bar and click on
'Project' 'Components'. From_the dialog box that appears, select 'Niicrosoft Tabbed Dialog Control
6.0'. \(hen we draw the control on rhe form, it will appear this way:

In situations where we have a very complex form, such that all the controls will not be able to fit in
the form properly, we can use the tabbeJ dialog control. The logically related conrrols can be grouped
into tabs.

To add controls to a specific tab, iust click on the tab butrons at the top of the control. The tab on
which we click comes 'on top' of the other tabs. rwe can now d.r* .orrtrols on the tab, just as we do
on-a form. Su.ppose we click on the tab with the caption 'tab2'. The following figure r!ro*, the tab
'tab2' covering the other tabs:

soure, hlrp:/ /www.vbdotnetheaven.comluploadFile/m ahesh/270g/Default.aspx
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7.5.1 Setting Caption of the Tabs

To set the caption of the different tabs, click on a particular tab and then set the caprion in the
properties window. For example, to set the caption of the 1st tab, click on ir and come to the
properties window. Here, type a new caption for the tab in the caption properry. Now click on the
2nd tab and come to the properties window. Once again , type a new caprion for the currently selected
tab in the caption property.

7.5.2 Setting the Number of Tabs

The tabs property of the control sets/returns the number of tabs on the tabbed dialog control. The
default value is 3, i.e., the control has three tabs by default.

7.5.3 Determining which Tab was clicked

The tab property of the control returns/sets the tab number of the acrive tab. For example, the
following code returns the number of the tab clicked by the user. \7e are using the double-click event
of the control:

Code Listing tabbed.l

PRIVATE SUB sstabI_DBLCLICK ( )

MSGBOX sstab.tab 'assuming sstab is name glven to Tabbed Dlalog Control-
END SUB

Try the code and see the result in the message box. Doubl+click on different tabs and see the message
box changing tab names at every doubleclick.

l. \7hat is progress bar?

2. Discuss the settings performed for caption of the tab.

7.6LET US SUM UP

Treeview helps view hierarchical data as a 'tree', with roots, nodes and sub-nodes (or branche$.The
treeview is a collection of nodes. To get the total count of the nodes, we use the count method of the
nodes collection. The output can be assigned to an intege r type of a variable, or can be displayed in a

messagebox. Using status bar control, we can give a lot of useful information, such as displaying the
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current record number in a set of records, the current date/time, etc. A ProgressBar control shows the
Progress of an operation. rWe see the tab control when configuring ODBC dara sources, when sdting
the properties of the VB ToolBar, StarusBar, erc.

7.7 IIEYVORDS

StatusBar: It informs us of our current page, etc.

Treezieur The treeview is a collecdon of nodes.

ProgressBar! It control shows the progress of an operation.

7.8 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1. \7hat is treeview? Discuss how ro add node ro the rreeview.

2. Discuss how iteration is performed through the entire treeview.

3. Discuss the steps used for adding panels ro the srarus bar.

Check Your Progress: Modal Answers

1. A ProgressBar control shows'the progress of an operation that takes time and a user has
wait for the operation to be finished.

2. To set the caption of the different tabs, click on a particular tab and then ser rhe caption in th
properties window.

7.9 SUGGESTED READINGS
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Vikas Gupta, .Net Programming, Dreamtech Publication

Mackenzie Sharkey, Teacb yourself Visual Basic.Net in 21 days, SAMS Techmedia

Bible, Bill Evjen, Jason Beres et al, Visual Basic.Net Programming, \(iley India
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8.0 AIMS AND OB ECTTVES

After studying this lesson, you v/ill be able to:

' understand the ooPS conceprs like abstraction, inherirance, polymorphism, erc.
. Understand classes and objects

o Discuss creating classes using class module and class builder utility

8.1 INTRODUCTION
In ooPS, a basic thinking is to segregate, i.e., isolate the various units of a sysrem. \we have the benefitof flexibility-in the system - Y: :* &.r,g. one sub-system with either little or no changes at all in the
associated sub-systems. '$/e will focus on ih" .or" .orr..pr, of classes and objects. Th.r" are the central
characters in the entire ogPS $ory. \we will discuss oops conceprs like abstracrion, encapsulation,
inheritance,.and polymorphism. Alio we will discuss the concept of creating classes using class module
and class builder utility.

8.2 OOPS V/S OTHER TECHNTQUES
The world of computing is c-orstantly changing. The genrleman who first said ,'Change is the only

*:,ff::T:.::.,:..:ht'^I":11_l::!lbt, did"[ k,,oJlo* t.u" hi, *",a, *."id b., especialy incomputing' Eu-eryday - ok, every *.ek - we see or read something new in ,h" fiJi;i r"i"#ir."tllhno.logy' The flop-py disc of yesteryears changed from 5.2s" ro 3.5" to 0', (almost vanished). TheCDs changed into DVDs, VCDs, and what ,or!"Th. walkman gave way to CD/DVD players, andnow we see the I-pod. \7e also see the pen drives, followed by the usn -p: pi"y*r the list is endless!
The world of programming, too, is continually changing. Hand-written code gave way ro inrerprerers,which in turn Save way to compilers. In progra*mi.ig lirgrrg.., the change h"as be"n as follows:
. Machine language

. Assembly language

. High-Level languages - BASIC, pascal, Fonran

. Procedural languages - C

. 4th Generation Languages - SeL

. Object-Oriented programming languages - C+ +, Java

. Event-Driven programming languages - VB

Though every step forward in programming has been historical, the arrival of oops is - probably -the. biggest step forward. \Thenprogta--iig in BASIC, Pascal, etc. rt 
" 

,fpu.ra*, *.r. monolithic- the entire program was just a single bod/ of code. The code was .*...rt.d linearly, from top tob.gtt9T' As the application requirements incieased, the code too increased proponionately. As a result,all of these activities got tougher and tougher:
. Coding

. Testing/debugging

. Error-handling etc.
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The core concept in procedural languages is that they are codecentric. That is to say, in these

languages, the 'code controls the access to data'. In OOPS, the cod+centric approach is replaced by a
data-centric approach. Thus, in OOPS the 'data controls the access to code'. This means that we can

initiate different segments of code in an application, based on the type of data involved - date, string,
number, etc.

In OOPS, a basic thinking is to segregate, i.e., isolate the various units of a svstem. This way, we have

the benefit of flexibility in the system - we can change one sub-system with either little or no changes

at all in the associated sub-systems. On the other hand, in a system with very tightly integrated

sub-systems, it will be a tough task to make changes; any change in one part will have an effect on the

associated parts. Thus, in the procedural languages, we need to manage the change at multiple places,

not iust one place.

Taking an easy example of OOPS, think of the typical application at kirana shops - the common
sofrware that accepts item codes and quantity, and then generates and prints bills. In OOPS, the

crearion of the bills can be separated from their printing. Vith this approach, if we need to change

some processing in the bill-generation system, we can do so without affecting the printing system. \Ve

simply need to re-define or re-create the interfaces between the bill-generation and bill-printing
systems. The attempt should be to create interfaces that are {airly generic. This way, the internal
processing of printing need not be made known to the bill-generation system. As a result, if we change

the methodology of generating the bills, the printing technology need not necessarily be changed.

Similarly, if the printing methodology undergoes a change, the billing system need not be changed. \7e
can conrinue to use the invoice-generation and printing systems as they have been used so far, as far as

interface between them does not change.

This way, OOPS offers a better option for software development. Under OOPS, the applications are

sub-divided into classes, and dif{erent classes can be combined in different

S.3 CLASSES AND OBJECTS

Now we focus on the core concepts of classes and objects. These are the central characters in the entire
OOPS story. At its mo$ basic level, a class is simply a container for code and data.It defines the

stnrcture and behaviour of the contained data. Thus, a class might specify:

. a particular variable is of the Integer type (structure) and,

. it should be multiplied by 3 and then squared (behaviour) and,

. it should be multipliedby 6.75 to get the final result (behaviour).

A class is supposed to just provide a template or a building block. It will not do anything more than

this. To take a simple analogy,

. The map of a housing complex drawn by an architect is a class.

. The original engineering drawing of. a car/scooter is a class.

o The drawing of a nuclear reactor is a class.

Thus, as we can now understand, a class only provides the specifications of what is to be done and how
it is to be done.
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From the viewpoint cf ooP, the data of a class becomes a properry of the class. on the other hand,
the code of the class becomes a method of the class. The plop.*y describes the features of the class,
whereas the methodlielps to work on the data in the .l.rr. in VB 6.0, a class also exposes events, which
determine when a class will react to an external stimuli or a message. The properties, methods, and
events of a class are collectively referred to as data members of the clais.

To understand the 
-concePt of data members, think of a TextBox. The textbox class exposes the

following dara members:

o Property - namelwidth/height/backcolor

. Method - move/refresh

o Event -keyry/keydown/keypress/change, erc.

once a class has been created, we need to do something in order to use it. To use the class, we create an
object of it. This means that while the class only 'defin"es' things, the object actually ,does; things. If wethink of the example of a map drawn by an arclite.t,
. the map is the class.

o the colony made on the basis of the map is the oblect.

Using a similar logic,

. the engineering drawing of a car is the class.

. the actual car built on rhe basis of this drawing is the object.

81'now, it should be clear that the class is the starting point for all development under oOpS. A class
is like a- template or a building block for an object. A-n^object, on the othi hand, is an instance of the
class' The object, thus, puts the structure and behavio,r, of the class ro use. As we can understand bynow' a class will not be able-to expose any ofits data members. However, the object of the class will
expose these data members, allowing us to manipulate them through , cod.-brsed rppror.h.
Having understood so much of ooPS, let us now consider the toolbox of VB. In the toolbox, we see
the icon of the textbox.. This icon represents the TextBox class. However, when we draw a Textbox on
the VB form' it is an object of the TextBox class. The TextBox icon - in the roolbox - does ,o, "rfo*any methods, properties or events. opposed to this, the TextBox object drawn on the ror- .*p'or.,all of these members for us. Thus, *. hrrr. the backcolor, 

_forecoior, height ,rrd *idrh p-i.rrf
exposed; the move and refresh method exposed; as also the click arrd .hrrrg'" .,r*r. 

"*por"i by ttre
textbox object drawn on rhe VB form.

If I told you that we.have.been using ooP in vB so far, even without knowing a single line abouto9PSl would you believe it? Believe me, it is true! lwhatever programming we haie don. so far in VB
is based on ooP, though we haven't realizedit. \7e have been using oop in VB, though *. hrr,. rr*
studied it at all' But how? As we have been working in VB, we are"already using the syntax of oop.For example, the code textl.HEIGHT : 7oo d a clear case of ocip-U.rJa synrax. The codetextl'MoVE 1500, 2000 is also confirming to the syntax of oop, i..., objeg.method or
object.property.

This is exactly how we access the members of a class in ooPS- rhe object.method or object.properry
syntax is used always in OOPS. This is known as the 'dor norarion' i, OOpS terminologf. ' 

L l
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8.4 OOPS CONCEPTS

8.4.1 Abstraction

Abstraction basically means how we, as human beings, deal with complexity. k means the same thing
in OOPS, too. Instead of looking at the finer details of an application, we look at a big system as bein[
composed of many small subsystems. This way, our application becomes more easily understandable
and more easily manageable. To take a simple example, suppose we own a Mercedes Maybach car.
Now, we could describe our vehicle in rwo ways:

o as a 'Mercedes Benz Maybachl- quite simple really, or

. as a '3500-c.c. coolant-based petrol-driven vehicle with 6 synchromesh gears and reverse gear,
autogear, GPS system, refrigerator, bar, .....'.

Needless to say, the first description is really very simple. It leaves our rhe finer details and presents a
highJevel view, which in OOPS terminology can be termed as an 'absrracred view'.

8.4.2 Encapsulation

Consider the example of a vehicle that we drive. \7hen we press the brake, the vehicle stops. IX/hen we
Press the horn, it blows. Similarly, we press the kick, which rurns rhe vehicle 'on'. \7har is the
common link between all of these actions? It is that we are able to use our vehicle without even
knowing how these things work. This is the concept of encapsulation - we can use an object without
worrying how it v'orks internally. Thus, though we might not be automobile engineers, we are all
exPerts at driving a vehicle. Thus, even if we don't know the brake works or how the horn works, we
can still use the break, clutch, gear, etc. This is the beaury of encapsulation.

\7e need to consider a class as a container for code and data. The data and rhe code is kepr 'concealed',
i.e., 'hidden' from the outer world. Then, through careful planning, we expose to*. *.ll-defined and
unique interfaces, through which others can use our class. Of course, since the interfaces are not
disclosing the inner details, our user can only work in a fixed, well-defined manner. This way we ger
two benefits:

o The user will never know the inner working of the class. Thus, all the inner complexities are
hidden from the user.

. The data and the code become highly secure, since, no one can accidentally or deliberately misuse
our class.

Another common word for Encapsulation is 'data-hiding'. Encapsulation refers to the fact that rhe
'interface' and the 'implementation' are totally separated from each other. The keynvords responsible
for data hiding, which determine the visibility and the scope of our class members, are known ., 

"...r,specifiers or access modifiers. The following are access specifiers available in VB:

. Public - can be read/written from outside the class

. Private - can be read/written only from within the class

o Friend - can be read/wrirten only within the project, in which the class is being used.
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8.4.3 Inheritance

In OOPS, the word inheritance is exactly what its English meaning is. We inherit the property of our
parents - cash/land or even skin colour and/or health. As mammals, we inherit the traits of talking,
reproduction, respiration, etc. from our biological class, i.e, mammals. In the same manner, a class can
'inherit' another class. The big advantage of this approach is that we ger a certain amount of
functionality readymade. \7ith this facility, we have to concentrate only on rhe extra fearures to be
given in our 'inheriting' class, and we are ready.

As human beings, we all have similar characteristics - hair, erect posture, eyes, ears, hands, legs, fingers,
etc. However, as we know, the finger-print of each human being is distinct. Even the iris of each
human being is distinct. Thus, though the eyes, ears and fingers are common features, there is still an
element of uniqueness in each person's organs. This is the real advantage of inheritance - some of the
functionality is readymade; the remaining can be customized to define every application or every
object uniquely. Technically, this is known as Code reusability. Code reusability is a key advantage of
OOPS, offered through inheritance.

'Code once, use often' - this is the motto of the supporrers of OOPS. This benefit of OOPS is
provided by inheritance. Let us say we have a class named 'maths' with the following features for
calculations:

a Sum

. Product

a Average of numbers

Now suppose we need a class with the three features mentioned above, plus the median and mode of
the numbers involved. Now, we have two choices:

a either we create a class from scratch, or

o we use our existing 'maths' class.

In the first case, we will use a lot of time, coding for everything afresh. In the second case, however, we
can:

. inherit our existing 'maths' class, and

. add one extra method each, for calculating rhe median and mode.

As is quite natural, the second option will save a lot of coding time - sum, product, and eyerage coding
is readymade, coming from the inherited class. Thus, we will be over with the complete coding in
minimum time possible.

8.4.4 Polymorphism

Going by the exact meaning, this term means 'many forms'. The basic concepr behind polymorphism
is 'One interface for multiple methods'. To understand this, consider the case of. a car with automatic
gears. The lever of the gears is the same, whether driving by manual shifting of gears or by the
automatic gear. \Thichever method we choose, the gear lever remains the same. This means, by using
the same lever in different ways, we can get different results from it.
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Now also think of the gear-change lever on a scooter with gears (Kineric Honda/TVS Scooty users
please excuse!). Vhen we simply press the lever, we are ,rsingihe clutch. However, when we pr"r, th"
lever and turn it upwards or downwards, we are using the gears. Thus, we are geming different results
from the same interfag., by using it in a different -"rrrr.r. Again, rhe same irrt"ifrce i"s giving different
results, depending on how we are using it.

Along similar lines, think of the [+] operator in VB. \7hen we pass a string on either side of it, such as:

Z:"abc"+"def"
we will get the outpur in the variable'Z' as

abcdef

If, on the other hand, we pass the code as

Z-abc+de{.
where 'abc' and 'def' are numeric variables, we will ger rhe sum of 'abc' and 'def in the varrable ,2,.
This way, depending on the datatype on either side oithe [ + ] operator, we get different results:
o If the data is a String, it will be concarenared.

. If the data is a numeric type, it will be added.

This is another example of polymorphism.

In Java, the function to get absolute value of any numeric rype is 'absO'. In 'C', different datatypes
have different functions for their absolute values:

. 'abs( )' for integer.

o 'labs0' for long integer.

. 'fabs0' for float, and so on.

8.5 CREATING CLASSES USING CLASS MODULE
Having got a basic understanding of ooPS, we now stan with coding
expected, will be the crearion of a class in vB. For creating classes in vB,
of the OOP related task is carried out in the class module.

8.5.1 Adding Class Module to Proiect

To add a class module to a project, we perform the following steps:

for OOPS. The first srep, as

we use the class module. All

1. Click on 'Project' 'Add Class Module' on the menu bar. This is shown in the figure:

I - Mi(rosoft Yisual Basic [desiqn] - [Fornrl (Form)]
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Once we click as mentioned above, we get the following dialog box:

This is self-explanatory- either choose new or use an existing class.

2. Select the default option of 'Class Module' and click on 'Open'. \we will now see the window for
the class module opening up.

As we can see, the class module is just a code window, nothing else. An icon for the class module
appears in the Project Explorer.

Now we start working on our class. Let's create a yery simple class- to add two numbers. As we can

understand, we will need three properties to work on:

. One property for numberl

. One property for number2

. One property for storing the total

S.5.2 Adding Custom Properties

The first thing to do now is to assign some properties to the class. The newly-created class module is
the starting point for OOPS. Now we will add two properties to our class, one for each number to
add. To add a property to the class, we take the following steps:

l. Switch to code window and click on 'Tools' menu. A submenu appears.

2. Click on 'Add Procedure' from the sub-menu. An 'Add Procedure' dialog box appears as shown:

3. In the 'Name' textbox at the top, type the name of the property 'num1'.

4. Click on property option as the type. Keep the default scope of public. Here is the picture
representing our entries and selections:
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5. 'When we now click on 'OK', we get the code window as follows:

The Public Property Let numl procedure will be called when we give a value to the 'numL' property.
The Public Property Get numl procedure will be called when VB reads that value from the memory.
In other words,

. The let procedure will help us write a property value.

o The get procedure will help us read the property value.

This two-step process will help us in getting better control over the validation process for the property
value.

Now go to the general/declarations section and type the following line:

PRIVATE mnuml AS INTEGER

This line will create a classJevel variable'of Integer type. Since it is private, it can only be accessed from
inside the class. This is a neat case of encapsulation, seen in the discussion on OOPS. This variable will
help us to take in a value and then assign it to the property. Type the following code for the let and get

property procedures:

Code Listing oop.1

RMTE mnuml AS INTEGER' in general/declarations

PUBLIC PROPERTY GET numl ( ) AS VARIANT

numl : mnuml

END PROPERTY

P*I1c Propelry Gei nm1{l ls Vailant
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PUBLTC PROPERTY LET numl ( ByvAL vnewval-ue AS VARTANT )

mnuml : vnewvafue

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

END PROPERTY

\rhen user writes a value into 'numL', the let property procedure is called alongwith the value ser by
the user. This value will be in the form of the parameter^'vnewvalue'. The value of 'vne.wvalue, will be
assigned to the private variable 'mnuml'.

\ilhen the computer reads the value assigned by the user, the ger propeny procedure will be called.
Here, the value of the private variable 'mnumli will be passed t tt" prop"*y'numl.,. @ased on our
knowledge of VB, you will observe that get properry p.oc"drrr" behaves like a iunction). 

'

Once property 'numf is in place, we need to get the second properry up and running. \We repeat the
stePs mentioned above for adding a new property. Let us call tuiseco.riprop..ty as 'num2,. 17. ,o*
code for num2:

Code Listing oop.2

PRIVATE mnum2 AS INTEGER ' in general,/declarations
PUBLIC PROPERTY GET NUM2 () AS fARIANT

num2 = mnum2

END PROPERTY

PUBLTC PROPERTY LET num2 ( ByvAL vnewvafue AS VARTANT )

mnum2 = vnewvalue

END PROPERTY

'When 
user assigns a value to 'num2', let property procedure will be called alongwith the value ser by

the user' This value will be in the form of the p"rr-.r". 'vnewvalue'. The value 
"of 

',rne*value' will be
assigned to the private variable 'mnum2'.
'srhen the computer reads the value assigned by the user, the ger properry procedure will be called.
Here, the value of the private variable 'mnum2' will be passed to th. prop ,iy,ru*2, .

8.5.3 Inheritance Peculiarities in VB

A major drawback with VB is that it does not suppoft inheritance. In fact, inheritance, as we hai7e
discussed in ooPS, does.not apply to VB in the real ienr" of the word. Thus, some experrs say rhar VB
is not a tnre object-oriented language, and they are right. After all, inheritance is one of the
cornerstones of OOP, and VB's absence of support for inheritance is a major topic of debate between
VB-lovers and VB-haters.

However, VB offers 
.inheritance support from another perspective - though VB doesn'r support

implementation inheritance, it supports interface inheritance. Thi, -"rrr. thai amethod d"clrredl, a
VB Class cannot be automatically inherited by anorher VB Class. Suppose we have a Class ,cls 

aa'
with these properries and methods:

o Stan

o Park

o Colour
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o Height

. \7idth

The coding for a class 'cls_aa' has been shown in this figure. Observe that we have created stubs for the
methods and properties. However, we have not provided any code for the class.

pullic S"l heighro

End Sub

End ProFerr-

Proiectl (Projc

effi$if,Hffi,*ffi
B Forml (Formt

Publ1c Propertv .\s Var iant-

Pub11c PEoperty vNeuvalue.[s Vsriant)

Pu]lIic Property Gea paEkl) i.s Variant
II{!--.I-_9_PF_,r-9.-y_.._
Fubri"c properry Let parklEffir ;N;v;il;;" y;iGnJr

End Property

8.5.4 Interface Class

The type of class we have just created is known as an interface class in VB; it only provides interfaces
for other classes to use, without providing any implementation or coding of these interfaces. Thus, the
interface class is like an abstract class- a class which provides behaviour, but no implementation.

Now, we create a new Class 'cls bb' which will inherit the interfaces of 'cls aa'. This way, 'cls_bb'
will have to provide the code for all the properties and methods of 'cls aa'. This i; interface
inheritance. The Class 'cls bb' will inherit all the interfaces of 'cls_aa'. However, it will have ro give its
own coding of these interfaces.

To allow 'cls_bb' to inherit the interface of 'cls_aa', we type this in the generaVdeclarations of
'cls_bb':

IMPLEMENTS cls_aa

Once we type the line given above, the 'object' drop-down list in code window gers 'cls_aa' and the
'procedure' drop-down list gets all public interfaces of 'cls_aa'. The following figure shows interfaces of
'cls_aa' in 'cls_bb', as seen in the 'procedure' drop-down list at the top-right of the code window:

Now, in 'cls-bb' we have to code for all the interfaces of 'cls aa'. If we run the program without
coding for all the properties and methods that'cls bb'has inherited from'cls aa', ih.*program will
not compile.

ry Proiectl - Mirroqoft Yisual Baaic Idesignl - [Classl (Code]I

Fu!11tr Sub uidrho

Pu! I rE su]3 co 1or ( )
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Interface inheritance is the maximum that VB supports for inheritance. Implemenrarion inheritance is
supported by other OOP languages such as Java and SmallTalk. This drawback of VB has been
removed in VB.NET.

leHenEs CLs aa

PriYat:E Sub CIs_aa_hEiqht []

End Srrb

8.6 CREATING CLASSES USING CLASS BUILDER UTILITY
Apart from the manual method of creating a class, VB offers a useful tool for class creation in an easy
manner- the Class Builder. The Class Builder automates the process of class building. It generates most
of the code for us, helping us interactively in creating rhe members of the class.

8.6.1 To Access the Class Builder Utility
1. Click on the 'Add-Ins' menu.

2. From the sub-menus, choose 'Add-In Manager...'. An 'Add-In Manager' dialog box appears,
showing the different wizards and add-ins available in VB.

3. Select the 'VB 6 Class Builder Utility'.

4. In the 'load behaviour' frame (towards the bottom-right) check the box marked
'Loaded/Unloaded'.

5. The dialog box has been reproduced here for your reference:

Proiertl - Hirrosoft Visual Bdsir Idesign] - [flassl (tode]l
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Eomponent Services Add-ln for VE 5,0/6.I
DTC Framer+ork Eegistrar
Package and Deployrnerit +'irard
Source Code llntitrr'l
VB ti Acti,re:i lltrl lnterf,:ce Wrzard
uE E ActiueX Doc l.4igration Wizard
VB E Add-ln Toolbar
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6. This time, select the 'Class Builder Utility' option from the submenus. The class builder utility
aPPears as shown here:

On this screen, we see four tabs in the right pane: Properties, Methods, Events and All. As expected,
these are for working with the properties, methods, events and all the data members, respectively.

From this screen, we can choose one of the two options for the next step:

a On the 'File' menu, select 'New' 'Class' from the sub-menus.

Or

. Right-click on Project Name in left window and select 'New' 'Class' from the pop-up 1i$.
'$Thichever method we choose, we get the following screen to work, which helps add a new class to
our Project:
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Type a name for the class in the appropriate box and close the dialog box. The class name will appear
in the Ieft pane of the class builder utility.

1. Now close the dialog box.

2. Once again, go to the 'Add-Ins' menu.

8.6.2 Adding a Property to the Class

1. Come to the right pane.

2. Select the Properties tab, and
aPPears.

3. Click on this option, and the

As we can see, this dialog box will help add new properties to our class. On the Properties rab, we:

. Set the name and datatype of the properry.

. Specify whether the property will be a public property/friend propertylpublic variable.

right-click on it. A pop-up menu with an option of 'New Propeny'

following 'Property Builder' screen appears:
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Specify if the current property is the default property
bottom.

On the Attributes tab, we specify a short description
us.
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for the class by checking on the box at the

for each of the properties being created by

8.6.3 Adding a Method to the Class

1. Come to the right pane of the class builder.

2. Select the Methods tab, and right-click in the right pane. The following 'Method Builder' dialog

box pops up, for adding methods to the class:

3. Through this dialog box we:

.t set the name of the method.

.:. give its arguments.

* give its return type.

* alter sequence of the parameters (from the arrows at the right side).

, specify if a method is a friend.

.t specify if the method is the default method for a class.

.:. on the attributes tab, specify a short description for the method.

8.6.4 Adding an Event to the Class

1,. Once again, come to the right pane of class builder,

2. Select the Events tab, and right-click on the right pane. The event builder

events pops up, as shown here:

dialog box for adding
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3. On the Propenies rab, we:

* Set the name of the event.

* Set its arguments.

, on the Attributes tab, specify a short description for the evenr.

8.6.5 Exiting the Class Builder

once all the properties, methods and events have been added, we click on 'File' 'Exir' on the menu
bar' VB asks if we want to update our project with the changes. Once we click 'Yes', the Class Builder
will build the code for the class, based on the way we hrrre .olrrfigured it.

8.7 LET US SUM UP

In oOPS, a basic thinking is to segregate, i.e., isolate the various units of a system. This way, we have
the benefit of flexibiliry in the system- we can change one sub-system with .iih., little or ,,o .hrrrg., ,,
all in the associated sub-systems. In abstraction, insread of looking at the finer details of an applicr'rior,
we look at a big system as being composed of many small subsfsrems. 'Data-hiding' i, ,.rotir., *orj
for encapsulation. Encapsulation ,efeis to the fact that the 'inierface' and the 'im"plementarionr are
totaily separated from each other. In inheritence, a class can 'inherit' anorher.l"rr. 'ih. big advantage
of this approach is that we get a certain amount of functionality readymade. The basic conJept behirid
polymorphism is 'One interface for multiple methods'.

Define class and object.

\7hat is Abstraction?

Your
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8.8 KEY\TORDS

@P& In OOPS, a basic thinking is to segregate, i.e., isoiate the various units of a system.

Class:It defines the structure and behavior of the contained data.

&ject: It is defined as an instance of the class.

Abstraoiou It basically means how we, as human beings, deal with complexity.

Encapswlation:The data and the code is kept 'concealed', i.e., 'hidden' from the outer world.

Inheritene: Aclass can 'inherit' another class.

Polymorpbism: this trrm means'many forms'.

Interfae Cilass: The interface ciass is like an abstract class- a class which provides behavior, but no
implementation.

8.e QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSION

7. 'What is object oriented system? How is it different from other programming techniques?

2. 'What 
is encapsulation? Discuss different access specifiers.

3. 'What is inheritance? Discuss its advantage.

4. Discus the steps for adding class modules to project.

5. Discuss the major drawback of visual basic.

Check Your Progress: Modal Answers

t. A class is simply a container for code and data. It defines the structure and behaviour of the
contained data. An object, on the other hand, is an instance of the class. The object, thus,
puts the structure and behavior of the class to use.

2. Abstraction basically means how we, as human beings, deal with complexity. It means the
same thing in OOPS, too. Instead of looking at the finer details of an application, we look
at a big system as being composed of many small subsystems.
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e.o ArMS AND OBJECTryES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Discuss graphics which include rwo conrrols picture box and image box

. Discuss file handling

. Understand validation controls and web controls

. Discuss html controls
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9.1 INTRODUCTION
Graphics conrrols include picture box and image box which are used to display pictures. These

controls have been discussed in this lesson.

'Sflorking with VB, we have access to full-fledged data libraries like DAO and ADO. However, there

might be situations where we need a very basic data access tool. The healy system requirements of
OAO or ADO might not really be required for such a situation. In this situation, we can utilize VB

power to create very simple files for holding data, maybe even tefi files.

\7e will also discuss validation controls, some web controls and html controls.

9.2 GRAPHICS

9.2.1 Graphics Controls

VB offers 2 important controls for graphics:

. PictureBox

. ImageBox

Though both the controls are meant to display pictures, here are some important differences between

them:

l. Similar to the frame, the PictureBox can also act as container control. The ImageBox cannot act as

a container control.

2. The PictureBox has a Boolean property, autosize. If set to true, the PictureBox will change in size

to fit the image perfectly.

3. The ImageBox, has a Boolean property stretch. If set to true, it will force the image to be

'stretched' as per the size of the box.

Thus, in the PictureBox the image will stay in the original dimension. In the ImageBox, the image can

be stretched either horizontally or vertically or both, thus distorting the original picture. The

PictureBox doesn't have the stretch property. The ImageBox doesn't have the autosize ProPerty.

To assign an image to these controls, we set picture proPerty. For this,

1. \We select the control.

2. Select the Picture Property.

3. Click on the ellipsis at the right, the "Load Picture" (Windows File Open) dialog box pops up.
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4' once we select the picture and click oil "open", the image is displayed in the control. To set the
picture at runtime, we use the LOADPICTURE method,-passing'the filename as a parameter:
PictureBoxl.PICTuRE : LoADpICTuRE(complete path of the image file)

Calling on loadpicture without any argument will remoye the currenr picture from the control.
Here is a picture showing 1 PictureBox and2lmageBoxes. In the ImageBox at the bottom, rhe stretch
is true' As we can observe, the picture in it is mirch bigger than the orher conrrols. other controls
show the picture in original dimension.

\(!en an image is assigned to one of these controls at design-time, it becomes a parr of the application
and is stored in a .frx file. This way, the size of the applicatlon increases considerably.

9.2.2 Graphics Methods

Pint
This method draws text on a PictureBox or on a form, staning from the current point.
Picturel.PRINT "This is some texr"

This line wiil print the message 'This
command includes a 'newline character'.
under the previous text.

is some rext' on PictureBox conrrol picturel. The print
Thus, the nert Print command wrll print the new text line

rook lr, i:-, 
-vis;

Files d !pe; [iie"r""?1",r***--^

!

,

,
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Drawing Lina

The line method is used for drawing lines.

LINE (X1,Y1) - 62,Y2)

where,
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x1 and yl are the coordinates of the line's starting points.

x2 andy2 are the coordinates of the line's ending points.

Here are some examples of using the line method:

LINE Q0,20) - (140, 140) 'draws a line in the default forecolor

LINE QO,20) - (140, 140), RGB (0,0,255) 'draws a blue line

DraaingBoxa

In the Line method, VB offers the 'B' option (Box) to draw a box.

LINE Qo,20) - (140, 140), B

'draws a box based on line coordinates

'colour has been omitted after coordinates

Draaing Grdes

The general syntax for drawing a circle is:

CIRCLE [STEP], (X, Y), RADIUS, ICOLOUR], [START], [END]

Based on this, the simplest form of drawing a circle is:

CTRCLE (X, Y), R

The following code draws a circle in the centre of the form forml:

CIRCLE (form l.SCALE\7IDTH / 2.iornL.SCALEHEIGHT / 2, ioTnI..SCALEHEIGHT/3

ScaleHeight/Scale\7idth refers to a control's inner dimensions in terms of the unit assigned to the

coordinates system (twips, inches, etc). For example, a control with height and width of 4320 twips

will have a height and width of 3 inches. If we change the coordinate system to inches, the size will
remain the same, but ScaleHeight and Scale'S7idth will become 3 (inche$.

Sming Alours

Pre-defined Colours

VB offers a wide range of pre-defined colours in an easy-to-remember manner: just prefix the letters

'vb' to the name of colour desired, such as:

. VBRED

. VBGREEN

o VBCYAN, etc
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Uer-defined C-alours

VB offers the flexibility of specifying our own colours,
range of each of the three colours is from 0 (minimum)
always in RGB formar (Red Green Blue), such as:

o RGB (225,0,0)- Red

. RGB (0,225,0)- Green

o RGB (0,0,225)- Blue

Any combinarion of RGB can be tried until we
liking.

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.

based on a mix of the three basic colours. The
to 255 (maximum). The order of the colours is

arrive at the right combination according ro our

9.3 \trORKING \TITH FILES

Here are some commonly used formats for working with files.

9.3.1 Sequential Files

This type of file organization involves data storage with no reference to the order in which it is stored.
The data can be read only in the manner in which it was enrered. For accessing a particular record, say,
the 5th, we have to first skip over the four records lying in front of it. Thi,s, ihi, l, a d,aa reading
ie1!g{ wtrich might be very slow and cumbersome. Imagine reading the 996th record of a 999-record,
file!! This means that. a sequential file is similar to an audio".rrr.tt.-to listen to the 4th song, we need ro
skip over the first three songs. However,. this is a yery good solution if we plan for 

"a 
singfe pass

through all records, processing them one-by-one. In appli-cations where the order of records is not
important and each record.needs to.be processed jrrst once, we opr for this method. Basically, any texr
file with variable-length strings can be tieated as a sequenrial file.

9.3.2 Random-Access Files

True to their name, these are organrzed on the basis of quick access to the contents. In this mode,.we
can directly access any record on the basis of some 'key'. In this respecr, the random-access files are like
CDs- we need not read the intervening data to go ro a particular record in the file. This is more
efficient than sequential access for heary search-inlensive operations. Here, the file is organized into
records, usually of the same length. This length will be helpful in 'jumping directly' to a sp"ecific record
in the file.

Tbe Apen Statement

Sequential and random-access files share some common fearures. 'We 
use open for both the types. The

kind of file access we. get depends on the arguments we use in open. open reserues a file hrrril., o, ,
9.fa1nel,-for reading/writing to a file. The bp", srarement links a ,rr-b., to the handle. \X/hen this
file. handle-is oPen, the data stream can flow. The mode in which we open the file number - read,wrire,
or both - dictates how the data strearn can flow between the file and the computer.

A file handle is a unique Path to a file associated with a number from the Open sratemenr. Once Open
associates a file number with the file handle, the rest of the program uses th; file numbelo ,...r, ,h.
file. Here's the Open statement's format:
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Open strFileName [For Mode] [AccessRestriction] [LockType]-As

. t#lintFiteNum ILen : intRecordlength]

\flhenwe run a program and assign adatafile to a number, the programwilllse.that file numberto

access the file. OL, irog."- rr.rr"irgrin has to use the filename to get to the file.. All Open statem-ents

must include filename and file number arguments, but other arguments are oPtional. A simple call to

Open with only the required Parameters might be like this:

OPEN "afife.txt" AS +1

This statement opens a file named afile.txt as file number'1'. To referto this file for input or outPut,

we will refer to tire file number. This file has been opened in random-access mode, because Random is

the default value if we don't mention the For Mode in open statement.

I*arning tbe File Modes

Mode is a special keyword that indicates file's access mode. The following table explains the values we

can supply for the Mode argument.

Append the file doesa't exist' the file

is created. Append doesn't ovsrwrite the CI,itti"g dat" 

-

Binary file at the byte level' meaning that we

ca write and read individual bytes to and from the file-

hprt g of the frle' Data is read in the same

order in whicb il was ssnt to the {ile.

Outpuf ing oftbe fite' Ifthe file doesn\ exist'

Raudom e aecess' Allows data ts be read ftou

and written to a file at any specific re

Thus, the mode for opening a file determines the operation that can be performed on it' The following

statements d.-orrstr"te ho* to use various modes for opening a file:

OPEN "filinpdt.txt'FOR INPUT AS #1

OPEN "append.txt' FOR APPEND AS #1

OPEN "output.txt" FOR OUTPUT AS #1

OPEN "random.txt' FOR RANDOM AS #1

The last statement means the same as the following:

OPEN "random.txt" AS #1

Error-handling is very importanr for these operations, Anytime a file is opened/accessed, an error can

be raised. Good 
"rroi-hr.rdling 

will help ori application exit gracefully instead of confusing our users

with nasty error messages.

RestioingAwss

The optional Access Restriction argument in an open statement helps restrict the access to Read,

'W'rite, or Read'Write. This restriction is used when iriting programs that run across a network' The

values are as follows:
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Lo&,ingtbe File

*:^!:|',tP: IryTent specifies operations allowed on the open file by other processes. This isrmportant in network applications. we restricr access to a file ro ,t r, #y ;; user ar a time hasread/write access to the file' This helps avoid a situation *h.." two users are making changes at thesame time' otherwise, changes made by one of the users ,r" borrrrd to be lost.
The valid options for Lock Type areas follows:

Maruging tbe Reord Lengtb

In random-access files, the.length specified by the Len : intRecordlength option is used as rhe size ofrecords that will be passed from visual Basii to the file. This size is necessary when accessing records.T.h: f::t record begins at location 1, and all subseqrr""i r"..rar are wrimen at locarions in incremenrsof 1' The acttal location in the file of a given ,..ord is N 'r- intRecordl*grh, *h"re N is the recordnumber.

A record is.one logical line from a file that holds.a complete set of data. For example, if our file holdsinventory data, one record would be one item's irr.r,,o.y i.rrormarion, rr.[;;;h. description, priceand quantity.

Accessing records operates similar to the ,,ay we access arrays. \whereas the first element in an array isstored in Array(o), the first element in a file i, stor.d u ,"rJrdnumber 1. To make index coordinationbetween affays and files easy, w'e use option Base 1 in the General/Declarations section.
Locating a Free File Number

Y:i"g Yl' *" can oPen multiple files at the same time, each file being assigned a different file number.Thus, it is important to k."f track of the next ,rr.iLbr" ^r-b., ;i.;";;;rf , gt". vB has theFreeFile$ function to help find the next available file number. we can be ,rr. thlt the number givenby this function has not blen used so far. Here,s the syntax:

FREEFILE f(intRangeNumber)]
The.optional intRangeNumber parameterlet's specify that we want the returned file number to be in aspecific range: l-255 or 256-51. The default ,^ngr', if ,ro f".r*eter is given, is 1-255. Mostly, thedefault option is alright because we very rarely opJn *o..id, zss tit.r.
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The following lines use FreeFileQ to obtain a file number and then open a file with that number:

intFileNumber : FreeFile

OPEN'ACCPAY.DAT'' FOR OUTPUT AS INTFILENUMBER
'We use FreeFileQ to make sure that a file number we're about to use isn't already used up. Even in
small programs, FreeFileQ is a good tool to make sure 'we don't use the same file number more than
once at a time.

\7e should avoid the shortcut of using FreeFileQ with the Open statement:

OPEN strfilename FOR OUTPUT AS FREEFILE0

Although this code will work, we cannot clearly know the file number for future operations on the
file. It is far better to declare a numeric variable and store the value for funher use.

Specifying tbe Close Statement

All the files opened with Open statement need to be closed at some stage. The statement used for
closing a file is, as expected, Close. Close needs just one parameter - the open file number. Here's the
syntax:

cl-osE # INTFILENUMBERI, INTFILENUMBER2]I,...INTFILENUMBERXI

Any number of files can be closed in a single Close statement. If we don't give a file number, all open

files are closed. This can be useful for stopping our applications in a single step.

This code opens two sequential files - one for reading and one for writing - using the next available file
numbers. It then closes both files when done.

Code Listing file.l
1. DIM intReadFile AS INTEGER, intWriteFile AS INTEGER ' Handle input file

2. lntReadFile = FreeFife 'Get first file #

3. OPEN "AccPay.Dat" FOR INPUT AS intReadFj-Ie 'Handle output file

4. intWriteFile : FreeFrle( ) 'Get next file #

5. OPEN "AccPayOut.Dat" FOR OUTPUT AS intWriteFile

'Some code goes here

'to send the contents of

'the input file to the output file

6. CLOSE intReadFile

1. CLOSE intWriteFile
'We haven't used an actual file number here, since FreeFileQ in lines 2 and 4 returns the available file
numbers and these numbers are stored as named integers (variable$.

If we don't close all open files, the file might incur some damage. Generally, if power goes out when a
file is open, the file's contents might be corrupted or lost. Therefore, close a file as soon as it is not
needed. If we don't close a file, it is closed when our application terminates.
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Following our discussion on file types, we now go through some sample code for Creating
/Opening/Reading a sequential file. In this code, we use the 'Open' starement io. op.rirg a file. If th!
file does not already exist, it is created for us.

Code Listingfile.2

PRIVATE SUB commandl_CI,ICK ( )

1. DIM rt AS STRING

2. OPEN "d:\sanju\te.txt" FoR AppEND AS #1

'opened in append mode, adds to end of existing text
3. wRrrE #1. TEXT1

4. CLOSE #1

5. OPEN "d:\sanju\te.txt" FoR INPUT AS #2

'file opened for reading
6. DO UNTIL EOF(2)

1 . LINE INPUT #2, rt
'read one line at a time

8. MSGBOX rt
9. LOOP

10. CLOSE #2

END SUB

'We 
can try the following variations in the code given above:

To open the file in write mode, where the existing rext will be erased, change line no. 2 to:

OPEN "d:\sanju\te.rxt" FOR OUTPUT AS #1

To read 8 characters from the file identifie d,by #2,change line no. 9 to:

rexr2.TEXT : INPUT$ (8, #2)

9.4 VALIDATION CONTROLS

The key to validation in the .NET world is a set of controls called validation controls.

There are 5 types of individual validation controls. They are:

. Required Field Validator

. Compare Validator

. Range Validator

. Regular Expression Validator

. Custom Validator

The Required Field Validator makes sure the user enrers somerhing. It doesn'r have to be anything in
particular, but they can't leave the field blank. The Compare Validator and the Range Validator b-oth
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compare things using equality comparisons (the is x):y type of thing). They only differ in that the

Co-p"." Validator ii onesided while the Range Validator allows you to specify both a lower and an

,pp., bound. The Regular Expression Validator validates input against a regular expression. And if

"oit 
l"g else works for ,rr, *" .r., write our own criteria and encapsulate it in a Custom Validator.

In addition io th.r" individual validation controls, there's one more kind: the Validation Summary

control. This control is a great little touch by the folks from Redmond and allows us to easily check if
every validaror on 

^ 
page ii satisfied or not instead of having to check them all individually.

The validation Controls available in .Net Framework are given below:

Control Description

RequiredFieldValidator Ensures that the user enters data in the associated data-ettry control

CompareValidator k -rrrprr., user-entered datato a constant value or the value in another data-entry control

using Uses comparison operators

RangeValidator Ensures that the user-entered data is in a range between given lower and upler bounds

Re gularExpressionValidator Ensures that the user entered data matches a regular expression Pattern

CustomValidator Ensures that the user-entered data passes validation criteria that you set yourself

9.5 \TEB CONTROLS

9.5.1 Calendar

The Calendar conrrol allows user ro display a month calendar that is used to select dates and move to

the next and previous months.

You can mention whether the user can select a single day, aweek, or a month, or you can disable date

selection entirely by setting the Selection Mode ProPerty.

The appearance of the Calendar control can be managed by setting the style proPerties for the various

parts of the control.

9.5.2 AdRotator

The AdRotaror control is used ro present ad images whch moves to a new \ileb location, when clicked.

An ad is randomly selected f.on a predefined list .The following sample illustrates using the

AdRotator control.

VB AdRotatorl.aspx

The Advertisement File property of the AdRotator control specifies the path to this file.

For creating the advertisemenr file, opening and closing ( Advertisements > tags shows the beginnin-g

and the 
"rrj 

of the file, respecrively. bpening and closing < Ad > tags delimit each advertisement. All
advertisemenrs are displayed between the opening and closing < Advertisements > tags.

9.6 HTML CONTROLS
'We have given below the list of the HTML controls:

. HtmlAnd)or It is used for giving hyperlinks, besides other things.

. Htmllmage: It is used for inserting an image.
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a

a

a

HtmllnputHidden: It allows you to store the information in a non viewable conrrol on the form.
HtmlSeleo: It is used to select data.

HtmlButtou It is a server-side control that maps ro rhe < button > HTML element and allows
you create push buttons.

HtmllnputButton: The HtmllnputButton conrrol (<Input type:button>) is similar in function
to the ( button ) tag> except rhat it can targer ary'bro*r.r. ' '

Htmllnputlmage: An Htmllnputlmage control is used to creare a graphical button. It is
functionally similar to an HtmlButton control. This control enables prog".r-ming of the HTML(input type:image) element. This control is typically used rog"rh"i *ith oiher user inpur
controls.

HtmlTdble: It is used ro show conrenr in a tabular format.

HtmlForm: It specifies an HTML form for accepring user dara.

Htmunputclte&,Box: The HtmllnpurcheckBox conrrol enables(input type:checkbox) elemenr. The control accepts boolean (
property returns true, when checked.

HtmllnputRadioButton: The HtmllnputRadioButton control is used ro conrrol an (input
type: "radio" ) element. This element is used to create a radiobutton.

HtmlTextArea:HTML server controls that are added from the Toolbox ro a page in Visual Studio
are simply HTML elements with certain atrributes already set.

HtmlGenqic It is a server-side control that maps to an HTML element not represente,J by a
specific .NET Framework class, such as ( body ) and < div > .

HtmUnputFile: It enables programming of the HTML (input type:file) element. \7ith this
control, you can allow the upload of binary or text files from a clieni browser to the server.

HtmllnpwtTexr; It is a server-side control that maps to the (input rype:rexr> and (input
type:password).

9,7 LET US SUM UP

a

o

a programming of the HTML
true/false ) input. Its Checked

VB offers 2 important controls for graphics: PictureBox and ImageBox. The picture Box can act as
container control where as the ImageBox cannot act as a container control. In the pictureBox the
image will stay in the original dimension. In the ImageBox, the image can be stretched either
horizontally or vertically or both, thus distorting the oriiinal picture. pri"nt method draws rext on a
PictureBox or on a form

Sequential file organization involves data storage with no reference to the order in which it is stored.
The data can be read only in the manner in which it was enrered. In random access files, we can

\7hat does LockType argument specify in file handling?

\7hat are random access files?

M.S. University - D.D.C.E.
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directly access any record
CDs- we need not read the

. Graphics and File Handling, Other Controls 127

on the basis of some 'key'. In this respecr, the random-access files are rike
intervening data to go ro a parricular record in the file.

9.8 KEY\$r/ORDS

Grapbia: Graphics are meanr to display pictures.

RequiredFieldvalidafor.'Ensures that the user enrers data in the control.
c-omparevalidator" [Jses comparison operators to compare user-entered data to a constant value.
Rangevalidator.'Ensures that the user-entered data is in a range.

Ct'tstomVahdator Ensures that the user-enrered data passes validation criteria.
AdRotdtor: It is used ro present ad images.

e.e QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1. Discuss the controls for graphics. Differenriate between them.
2. lVhat are the different graphics methods used? Discuss.

3. Discuss the process of working w.ith files.

4. vhat are different validation conrrols in .Net framework?

5. List various HTML controls available in .Net.

Check Your Progress: Modal Answers

l' The LockTyPe argument specifies operations allowed on the open file by other processes.Thisis important.it r.t*otk applications. I7e resrricr access to a file ro rhr, only one user
at a time has readlwrite access to the file.

2' These- are organized on the basis of quick access to the contenrs. In this mode, we candirectly access any record on the basis of some 'key'. In this respect, the ,andom-access files
;i;;il.;;;i^i",r,. rl.
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10.0 AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

After studying this lesson, you will be able to:

. Discuss data access with ado.net

. Discuss simple binding and complex binding for binding controls to databases

. Discuss database access in web application

10.1 INTRODUCTION
Data access is needed by most of the applications at one point of time making it an important
comPonent when working with applications. Data access is basically defined as the interaction of
application with a database, where all the data is stored. Every application has its own needs for
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database access. VB.NET uses ADO .NET (Active X Data Objecd as it's data access and manipulation
protocol which also enables us to work with data on rhe Interner.

10.2 THE ADO.NET DATA ARCHITECTURE: DATA ACCESS

Data Access in ADO.NET is based on two components: DataSet and Data Provider.

10.2.1DataS'et

DataSet is defined as the collection of database tables. The Data Set is essentially an in-memory
database. The dataset is a disconnected representation of data which acts as a local copy ofrhe relevanr
portions of the database. The DataSet is located in memory and the data in it can be manipulated and
updated independent of the database. The data from the database is filled into the dataset by using
sqlDataAdapter. The data in DataSet can be loaded from data source like SQL server darabase, an
Oracle database or from a Access database. DataSet is finished, changes can be made back ro rhe central
database for updating.

10,2.2 Data Provider

A Data Provider is a set of related components that work together to provide data in an efficient
manner. It results in a performance driven manner. The Dlta Provider basically provides and
maintains the connection to the database. The .NET Framework contains rwo Dara Providers: the
SQL Data Provider and the OleDb Data Provider. SQL Data Provider is available only to work with
Microsoft's SQL Server 7.0 or later and the OleDb Data Provider permits ro connecr with other types
of databases like Access and Oracle. Each Data Provider includes the component classes which are
defined below.

. Tbe Cnnrcoion objeo: It provides a connecrion to the database

. Tbe Ammandobjeo:It execures a command

. Tbe Data Reads objeo: It provides a forward-only, read only, connected recordset

. The Data Adapr objea: It provides a disconnected DataSet with data and it performs updation.

Data access with ADO.NET can be briefed as follows:

The command object provides direct execution of the command ro rhe database. A connection object
provides the connection to the database for the application. If more than a single value is returned by
the command, the command object returns a Data Reader to provide the data. So, The Dataset object
can be filled by the Data Adapter. The database can be updated by using rhe command object or rhe
DataAdapter.
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Figure 10.1: ADO.NET Data Architecture

10.2.3 Component Classes that make up the Data Providers

Tbe C,onruction &iect

The Connection object provides the connection to the database. The Connection object contains all of
the information which is required to open the connection to the daabase. Microsoft Visual Studio
.NET includes two types of Connection classes: the SqlConnection object, which involves connection
to Microsoft SQL Server 7.0 or later, and the OleDbConnection object, which provide connections to
a wide range of database types like Microsoft Access and Oracle.

Tbe C.otnmaodObia

The Command ob.iect is includes two corresponding classes. They are SqlCommand and
OleDbCommand classes. Command objects basically execute commands to a database across a data
connection. The Command objects can be used to execute stored procedures on the database, SQL
commands, or return complete tables direaly. Command objects provide three methods for the
purpose of executing commands on the database:

. ExeatteNonQtery It is used to execute commands with no returr values like INSERT, UPDATE
or DELETE.

. ExeotteSular: It is used to return a single value from a database query .

. ExeanteReads:It is used to return a result set by way of a DataReader object.

. NET Data Provider

DataAdapter
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The DataReader &jeo
The DataReader object rePresents a forward-only and read-only resuh set. DataReader objects cannot
be directly instantiated, unlike other comporr.rri, of the Data provider. As a result of the Command
object's ExecuteReader method, the DataReader is returned. The SqlCom-rra-gr..rteReader method
Tlulls a SqlDataReader object, and the oleDbcommand.ExecureReader method rerurns anoleDbDataReader object. The DataReader can provide rows of data directly io application logic when
you do not need to keep the data cached in the -.-ory.
The imponant methods supported by the Data Reader object are:

(r) ReadQ

(b) GetStringQ

G) GetFloat$, etc.

The DataAdapter Obiect

T!t-?tt: Adapter object is used to fill the dataset. The DataAdapter is defined as the core ofADO'NET's disconnected data access. DataAdapter serves as a bridge L.r*..r, ,ll-..*". database and
dataset' It acts as a middleman-fproviding all communication berween the database and a DataSet. TheDataAdapter is used either to fill a Dataiable or DataSet with data from the database. This is dorrebf
using Fill method. For performing any updations, DataAdapter_ can do the changes to the d.t"brr. iycalling the uadate method. DataAdapter interacrs with iatabase for dataset. Th" o.trad"ft., i,provided with the following propertiesihat represent database commands:

(r) SelectCommand

(b) InsertCommand

G) DeleteCommand

(d) UpdateCommand

10.3 BINDING CONTROLS TO DATABASES
Binding controls to database involves simple binding and complex binding to databases.

10.3.1 Simple Binding

In Simple binding you can show only one data elemenr, such as a field's value from a datatable, in acontrol' In visual basic.net, you can bind any properry of a control to a datavalue.

Let us show an example where we bind a Text properry of the textbox to the name field in the authorst*1" f::q the pubs database in a dataset, Daiasettt, *h"re you select the text box and expand its
@ata Bindings) property in the Properties window. You can select a field in a dataset which is to bindjust by clicking a properry and seleciing a table from the drop-down list thai il;;;;
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Figure 10.2: Binding a Text Box to a Data Table

As mentioned, you can bind tg any property of a control. To do that, click the ellipsis button that
1qP:T when you click the (entry in the @ata Bindings) propemy, opening the Advanced Data
Binding dialog you see in Figure 10.3.
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Figure 10.3: The Advanced Data Binding Dialog
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By using the Advanced Data Binding dialog, you can bind any property of a control to a dara source.

Note that because simple-bound controls show only one data element at a rime (such as the current
author's last name), it's usual to include navigation controls in a I7indows form with simplebound
controls.

You can also perform simple binding in code, using a control's DataBindings propeny which holds a
collection of Binding objects corresponding to the bindings for the conrrol. For example, we could
bind the text box to the same au lname field that we just bound it to at design time, in code. Using the
collection's Add method, you pass this method the property to bind, the Jata source to use, ,rrJ th.
specific field you want to bind:

'IextBox l.DataBindings.Add (" Text ", D ataSer 1 1, " aurhors.au_lname ")

The Add method is overloaded so that you can pass it a Binding object directly, as in this example,
where I'm binding a date-time picker's value propefty to a field in a data table:

DateTimePickerl.DataBindings.Add _(New Binding("Value", DaraSerl l, "cusromers.DeliveryDate"))

You can even bind one control to another in code this way. Here, I'm binding the Text property of
one text box to another, which means that if you change the text in the source rext box, the text in the
bound text box will change immediately to match:

TextBox2.DataBindings.Add (" Text ", TexrBox 1, " Text ")

10.3.2 Complex Binding

Simple data binding binds to one data item at a time, such as a name displayed in a text box, but
complex data binding allows a control to bind to more than one data element, unlike simple binding
which binds to one data item at a time. Binding more than one record in a database, ar rhe same rime is
an example of complex binding. Most controls support only simple data binding but some controls
support complex data binding like data grids and list boxes.

Complex data binding include the following properties:

. Data Soure: It is typically a dataset such as DataSetll.

. Data Member: The data member is basically a table in a dataset such as the authors table in the
pubs database. Data grids use this property to determine which table to display.

. Display Manber: The field you want a control to display, such as the author's lasr name,
au-lname. List boxes use the Display Member and Value Member properries instead of a Data
Member property.

o Value Member: The field you want the control to return in propenies like Selected Value, such as

au-id. List boxes use the Display Member and Value Member properties instead of a Data
Member property.

For setting the above four propenies, you have to assign them a new value. It is easy to perform
settings at run time. For example, we show the binding of dataset DataSetll, to a data grid in code,
showing the authors table:

DataGridl.DataSource : DataSetl 1

DataGridl.Data Member : "authors"
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The built-in data grid method narned Set Data Binding can also be used for this (data grids are the only
controls that have this method):

DataGrid l.SetDataBinding(dsDataSer, " aurhors ")

Here we show how to bind the dsDataSet dataset to a list box using the Display Member propefty,
using the au-lname field in the authors table; note the syntax used to specify a field in a table:
authors.au_lname:

ListBoxl.DaraSource : dsDataSet

ListBoxl.DisplayMember : "authors.au_lname"

And that's all the overview we need-now it's time to Bet ro some real code as we work with the Data
Binding example.

BindingList Boxa

List boxes are complex data-binding controls. Here are the properties you use ro bind this control to a
data source:

a Data Source

. Display Member

. Value Member
'![e have shown the example in the figure shown below where we have bound a list box ro rhe
authors.au_lname field in the pubs database.
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10.4 DATABASE ACCESS FROM \T/EB.BASED APPLICATIONS
In today's world, every web-based application needs ro access some sorr of database. This discussion
examines the different tools available for developing web based applicarions and the database access
options a developer has with each.

10.4.1 Different Types of Databases

There are quite a few different types of databases. Hierarchical and relational databases are probably
the only ones relevant to a developer today.

Hierardtiul Databases

Hierarchical databases are made like a tree of nodes. Each node musr be referenced by rhe parh ro rhar
node from some other node. Examples of hierarchical databases are LDAP databases and file sysrems. .

Individual nodes can contain a variety of information, but the tree srnrcrure is what deiines the
database type. A file system is actually a database; a hierarchical one.

Relational databases are defined as a collection of tables. Each table consists of rows and columns. The
intersection of a row and column is called a field. Columns have a data type such as character, numeric
or boolean and usually a length. A field in one table can correspond to a field in another table, relating
the rows in the two tables.

Relational Databases

There are actually different types of relational databases.

Structured Qr"ry Language databases are the most popular. The RDBMS collects the data needed in
the query and returns it to the client in a result set. Clients access the data store by submitting queries
to the RDBMS in an SQL database. Examples of SQL databases are the open source MySQL database
and commercial products like Oracle, Sybase and Microsoft SQL Server databases.

Flat file databases are one of the relational database. Flat file databases can be opened and edited by a
text editor. They are most often used to store small amounrs of data. Columns ian be of fixed length
and white space padded. Rows are usually separated by carriage rerurns.

Transaoional Databasu

There are two varieties: transactional and non-transacrional. A transactional RDBMS is used to
maintain discrete sessions and provides commit and rollback methods. Changes made by one session
are invisible to other sessions. They will be visible when a commit is execured. Changes can also be
rolled back before they are committed. During a rollback, rhe stare of the database prior to the changes
is restored. Most expensive commercial RDBMS's are transactional while lower end commercial and
free databases are not.

10.4.2 Accessing Databases

Database access in web application involves getting data from the database onto the web.

Solution for this is determined by some factors like operating sysrem, database and development rools.
The way the database information needs ro be displayed is the another factor.
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If the application doesn't display much information from an infrequently updated database, then the
effective solution could be generating web-presentable reports. There are some commercial reporting
tools such as Crystal Reports and Oracle Reports which can print straight to HTML. These tools only
run on Microsoft \Tindows though there may be similar tools for other platforms. At a lower level,
scriptable tools are there for most of the databases for executing queries. Presentations can be generated
periodically with one of these tools and processed for the web with some template html files and craky
set scripting. For databases which do not include scriptable query tools, then the programs can be
written in avaiety of languages to complete the same end result using API calls.

For building dynamic, databasedriven applications, the simplest solution is to use a web application
server. Database objects can be dragged and dropped onto the web pages. \X/eb application servers are

usually constrained in OS support, functionality and scalability and in the databases that they can

connect to.

Relational database objects can be dragged and dropped into web pages in InterDev, but the pages are

Active Server Pages (ASP's) and the database objects are (ultimately) accessed from them through
ODBC (Open Database Connectivity). Microsoft Visual InterDev is more flexible. It's not a web
application server, but a web-based application development system ASP's are very extensible and
ODBC can connect to a lot of different relational databases, but in the end the application will most
likely have to run through Microsoft Internet Information System (IIS) on a Microsoft Operating
System.

Oracle provides a unique solution. In Oracle 8i and greater the RDBMS attaches to an external web
server like Apache, Netscape or Microsoft IIS and serves applications from within. Applications reside
and execute inside the database as PLISQL procedures.

Most non-drag-and-drop solutions require some programming and an API. Popular programming
languages for writing web-based applications include PHP, Perl, Plthon, C/C+ + and Java.

Database API's are almost always C libraries andmay be used directlyby any C or C+ + programor
serverlet. Alternatively, the ODBC API may be used in place of a specific database API on many
platforms. xBase databases can be accessed using Sequiter CodeBASE or a number of freeware libraries.
The BerkeleyDB database libraries come with Unix. Various freeware LDAP API's are available as C
libraries.

For connecting to Oracle databases from C or C+ + programs, Pro C is another option. Pro C is a
preprocessor that translates embedded SQL into Oracle API calls.

AwssingDatabasa uitbout an API

Sometimes it's necessary to write a web-based application using a language without database API. Most
of the languages can either execute DLL or COM (Common Object Model) object methods or make
command line calls. Shared object libraries can be written in C and command line programs can be
written in some language listed above. Apan from some extra work that is involved, there is almost
always a way to access a database from a language without an API.

Another limiting issue is the platform issue. Database API's only exist for a limited set of platforms.
Some databases only have API's for Microsoft operating systems on Intel-based hardware. Others
support both Microsoft and Unix, but only some lJnixes. '$7hat about MacOS? \What about PowerPC
Linux? \flhat about Microsoft NT on Alpha? If the database API doesn't exist for a particular platform
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then the language-specific interface to it doesn't exist for that platform either. A program which makes
non-existent interface calls won't nrn or compile.

RPC (R.emote Procedure Call), Corba, DCOM (Distributed COM) and Java RMI S.emote Method
Invocation) allow a Program to invoke methods on orher compurers and get the results back locally.
For accessing Microsoft SQL Server from Unix. SQL Server ,nd Sybrt. both, ,rse the TDS (Iabular
Data Stream) protocol, so if you're using ODBC on Unix the Sybase driver may work. Distributed
processing is a generic solution. These are useful if you have another compurer somewhere to farm out
the database work to. C and C+ + suppon RPC and Corba on almosr any platform and DCOM on
some platforms (including some lJnixes, but it's really expensive). Java rrrppo*, RMI. Perl and python
suPport some of these methods outright, and may be extended with modul., to ,,rpporr more.

There is another solution which is to write command line programs on a remote machine which
execute database API calls and return the results to standard o.riprri or ro a file on a shared volume.

1.

2.

\7hat is data adapter?

Define the component classes of data provider.

10.5 LET US SUM UP

Data access is basically defined as the interaction of application with a darabase, where all the data is
stored. DataSet is defined as the collection of database tables. A Data Provider is a set of related
comPonents that work together to provide data in an efficient manner. The Connection object
provides the connection to the database. The Command object is includes rwo corresponding .l**"r.
They are SqlCommand and OleDbCommand classes. The DataReader object represents a for*ard-
only and read-only result set. The DataAdapter is defined as rhe core of ADO.NET's disconnected
data access- Simple binding you can show only one data element. Complex data binding allows a
control to bind to more than one data element, unlike simple binding whiih binds to one doa item at
a time.

10.6 KEY\$T/ORDS

DataSet: It is defined as the collection of database tables.

DataProtids: It is a set of related components that work together to provide data.

DataReadm object: It represents a forward-only and read-only resuh set.

DataAdaptu:It serves as a bridge between sql server database and dataset.

10.7 QUESTTONS FOR DTSCUSSTON

1.

2.

3.

Discuss the process of data access with ado.net.

Discuss binding controls to darabases through complex binding with example.

How the database is accessed in web application?

heck Your
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Check Your Progress: Modal Answers

1. The Data Adapter object is used to fill the dataset. It is defined as the core of ADO.NET's
disconnected data access. It serves as a bridge between sql server database and dataset.

2. Each Data Provider includes the component classes which are defined below.

(, Tlte Anruoion objeo: It provides a connection to the database

(ir) Tbe Cnmmandobjeo: It executes a command

(ii, Tbe Data Readn objeo; It provides a forward-only, read only, connected recordset

(iu) The Data Adapter objeo:It provides a disconnected DataSet with data and it performs
updation.
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